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CHAIRMAN About 24 million, I believe, Assemblyman? Is that"'"'~""""'" 
SENATOR MARKS: There's $24 million in the fund now? 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: No, no, no. The fund is -- I don't know what is 
don't know what is going on fund right now or how much money is 
to go bankrupt unless we provided additional revenues. And so we -- Senator Davis and I ----·"'"'""' 
legislation - it was double-joined - that provided for an additional penalty assessment to 
more dollars restitution fund. 
SENATOR MARKS: And what happened to that bill? 
I 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: And that bill was signed by the Governor. So now a 
question of whether or not the courts will be able to- will collect that additional penalty assessment 
from defendants. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: It was an additional penalty assessment, Senator, of $2 which 
most good circumstances, would have allowed for about 24 r, ;illion to be appropriated. 
SENATOR MARKS: What I'm trying to find out is the problem - and I don't 
is this -- is the problem for paying her, ls it related to the 
fund? 
that there isn't enough money 
TORRES: Apparently not, but we'll be listening from witnesses to to 
point. 
the 
SENATOR MARKS: Because if there money in the fund, it should be paid. It certainly should 
be paid quicker. 
CALDERON: Well, I certainly agree and I think that this is what this 
is about as I've authored legislation that would reduce the backlog, which is currently anywhere 
from nine months to one year and has been longer in the past in terms of meeting victims' 
I've introduce -- or pass legislation that would require that claims be 
90 days time-- from the they're slbmitted. The Governor vetoed that legislation. 
I want to ask, Miss Baxter, whether or not you have taken on victims - well, I you 
see victims. I assume that you have not been compensated for your 
Do you have outstanding debts, victims that ••• 
MS. BAXTER: Oh, yes. But I must say that I have been compensated for some of my 
other victims, not Mrs. Spence, but other people I have received payment. 
outstanding .•• 
have an 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Well, that's what I'm asking. I assume that you have advanced 
countless hours in services and you have not been compensated by the Board. 
MS. BAXTER: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: And the reason why I want to raise that issue is because in my, 
dealings with the victims restitution board, there's an attitude, an attitude that when we point out 
the fact that there are people who are willing to provide counseling services, medical services, and 
other services to victims of crime and wait for the money and they're not being paid, that's a 
problem. They seem to suggest that the program's not for the providers, it's for the victims. Well, 
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CHAIRMAN TORRES: And what did that correspondence say? 
MS. NEUMAN: It's just a form letter that says it will take six months to process 
application. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Senator Marks. 
SENATOR MARKS: Isn't there any time- there is no- I find it incredible. You mean to say 
. 
there is no time limit in which this Board must act? I've been a judge and we get criticized, I think 
appropriately, for delaying cases. At least they go forward or seek to go forward. I understand 
it. There's no time limit? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Two years ago we held a hearing in Los Angeles wherein at that point, 
Lane Richmond, who was the director of the program, indicated they would comply with a 90-day 
requirement. And I believe they had for a while and it just -- as soon as Mr. Richmond 
apparently that backlog started increasing again. At least was my experience. 
Mr. Calderon? 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: With this 1223, which was ''""""'''"' .... that provided more money 
for the restitution fund, we leveraged the department and the Governor's office into signing in now a 
strict 90-day time period within which the Board must meet the victims. But as it will 
become apparent, I think, in this hearing, they're incapable of meeting that. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Or else what? If they didn't comply with the 90 days, what was the 
sanction? 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Then they'd -- well, they'd be in violation of the law, and they 
were to report to the Legislature and the Legislature would take further action but through the 
budgetary process. But there was a legal standard, a mandatory legal requirement, that claims be 
satisfied in 90 days. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And that standard has not been met. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: That's correct. It has never been met. Well, I shouldn't say 
never, but traditionally, historically, has gone unmet. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Senator Marks? 
SENATOR MARKS: Well, there are provisions of law that relate to a judge not complying with 
the cases in a certain period of time. You can hold up the salary, and there are many other things 
you can do. You're telling us, me, that there is nothing at the moment we, in the Legislature, can do 
to require that action take place within 90 days? I find it inconceivable. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: It's not inconceivable nor is it improbable if it's not just been enforced 
and that.'s what we need to look at. 
Miss Neuman, please continue. 
MS. NEUMAN: My insurance company paid - my original bill was about $1,097, and my 
insurance company paid $550 of that in May. So in May, I slbmitted that much to Diane at the 
Sacramento County program. And then I - you know, I kept getting bills from the Medical Center 
with the same balance and I submitted those in July and then in September. And then in September I 
got really angry and I wrote a letter to the District Attorney's Office, and it was forwarded to 
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P,rendon L.:1wler ..t.nd he called me and he said that the problem and the hold-up was at the state level, 
but he didn't tell me why \ took them from May until the end of September to file my dairn with the 
',tat~ i\o..1rd of Contr0l. And he said l should write to my elected officials and not even deal with the 
r;;Llte 1\oard of Control. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And did you do so? 
MS. NE.IJMAN: Mm hmm. 
CHAlRMA N TORRES: And who did write to? 
MS. NEUMAN: Phil Isenberg. 
CH;\IRMAN TORRES: And what date was that? 
MS. NEUMAN: It was ••• 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Was October 7, 1987? 
MS. NEUMAN: Mm hmm. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And he wrote back to you Octot~r 19, 1987 and letting you know that he 
was going to try and do something about it. 
encountered in your experiences that have 
way? 
MS. NEUMAN: No, not at aU. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: You qon't know 
MS. NEUMAN: No. 
Do you know f other victims that you may have 
with the program and been dealt with in the same 
victims that are ••• 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How are you doing now? 
MS. NEUMAN: I'm doing okay. I mean, I just wish my bill would be paid. I'd like to forget 
about this but I can't because everytime l get a statement from the hospital, it says your bill has gone 
to collection. 
CHAIRM.'\N TORRES: And it reminds you of everything. 
MS. NEUMAN: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How big is your bill now, Miss Neuman? 
MS. NEUMAN: $657. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I want to thank you both for being with us today. I know it's been very 
difficult for you to go through this and I hope it's- we've tried to make it as comfortable as possible 
and we appreciate you coming here. And just let me say to you, and 1 think I speak on behalf the 
1nernbers of this subcommittee, that your voices will not be unheard. We will do something. Thank 
you very much. 
Miso.; ~ancy Kless, Eduardo Escobar? Do you want to come forward, Mr. Escobar, so we can 
swear you in and get moving? Welcome to the committee. Miss Kless? Please identify yourself. 
MS. NANCY KLESS: I'm Nancy Kless. I'm a licensed clinical social worker and the director of 
the Crime Victim Center in Los Angeles. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How has the current backlog affected your program, Miss Kless? 
MS. KLESS: We've had a backlog for a long time, and in the last ••• 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What is a long time? 
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MS. KLESS: For the last year on a cash basis, our expenditures have been 
income; and for the last six months, we've been in a financial crisis to the point that 
off staff and we've been threatened to close our doors. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Now, how much is your crime center owed by the state? 
had to 
MS. KLESS: Well, according to my most recent calculations, and when we about 
claims, we're talking about claims where they were initiated before April of 1987. 
our 
Spence was talking about an April of '87 initiation, that seemed like a new claim to me. So I 
calculated those figures, taking into account problem cases that we not collect on, I 
we had close to $150,000 in cases where there's never been payments, and on supplemental 
over $150,000. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Now, on those figures, are all those claims eligible for 
MS. KLESS: We can't know for sure on every single claim, but we have gotten status ,..,.,.,,,....,...r., 
and all those claims have applications in Sacramento and ar':! being processed. On the supplementals, 
they've already been approved and have been awarded, and we've gotten the bill and we're just 
waiting for further payment. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: When's the last time you received status of a client account 
Board? 
MS. KLESS: We received a big report on October 26th. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Does that include a payment? 
MS. KLESS: Well, would you like me to give a little history about what's happened, how we .•• 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes, Mr. Calderon. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: You provide services in advance of payment. Do you also 
advance ? Do you advance any money? 
MS. KLESS: No, we don't advance money. We provide all different kinds of services to victims 
of violent crime, and the only kinds of people we -- only clients that we help are victims of 
crime. And we see all kinds of victims and we also work with other providers in the community. 
if we can't provide something directly -- for example, certain kinds of medical services, 
hospitals, -- we also -- they will take patients on our word and offer them and 
for payment as well. So we have obligations to many different providers in the because 
we coordinate all the services because we want to meet crime victims' needs very comprehensively. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: And you also take private contributions as well? 
MS. KLESS: Yeah, we have grants, donations, lots of loans, and we also bill insurance, of 
course. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: And so you're using that money in order to provide services, 
originally in hopes of being reimbursed once the claim's to be submitted to the state. Is that right? 
MS. KLESS: Most of the money that we've-- we have a debt of over $300,000. We have bank 
loans, personal loans. Most of our therapists are independent contractors and they provide service 
and wait for payment, and recently some of them have been so upset that they're unwilling to 
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Mr. Eaton on October 26th 
noise in the community. I was 
they would help and that they would, and then 
to help us. And once I did 
of status reports. And in fact, the last hearing, 
$30,000 but that was out of about $300,000 that we 
and Mr. come down to your offices? 
attorney's Victim Assistance 
program at the same time. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Whose buttons did you push to make that happen? 
MS. KLESS: A lot of people. I wrote and called various Assemblymen, your office, Mr. 
Calderon's office, the Secretary of State, the Governor's office, various different State Senators 
Assembly people. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I'd like to get into the basic policies of the Board of Control to 
understand the impact has been the change in those policies on your program. 
us two examples before the rush of support came around October of this year for your 
what had happened up to that point? You've given us the amounts of money that are owed to 
Not all of those may or may not be eligible, so we don't know that for sure because eligibility has not 
been determined on all the cases, but what has been those policies and how would you 
frustration that's out there that we've been experiencing our offices? 
MS. KLESS: Well, I think one of the main problems is that there's no consistent communication 
or no guidelines, or there are no policies told to us or to any other providers. And what Mr. Calderon 
just said about -- that the program always says, "Well, we are only obligated to the victim," 
exactly what gets carried out. And I keep saying, "But you're not taking care of the victim if you 
don't take care of the providers." So therefore, we never know really what the guidelines 
are, and if we ask our Victim Assistance program, "Well, what about this case, what's going to 
happen," they'll say they really don't know. AU they can do is base it on what kinds of things have 
happened in the past. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Well, can you give me an example? 
MS. KLESS: Yes. Well, there are different kinds of examples. Some have to do with eligibility 
of clients, and we see clients who are eligible or ineligible, but because we use so many independent 
contractors who have to get paid, we have to determine who's going to treat them. 
But there are other situations that have come up recently that has to do with kinds of 
they're going to pay. For example, always in the past, we were told if a person was a 
recipient and we weren't Medi-Cal providers, that we didn't -- we could just bill the program, 
paid, and we always did. Also, if someone was an HMO member but wanted specialized treatment 
through the crime victim center, the Victim Assistance program said just bill the HMO, and if it's 
denied, the victims program will pay, and they did. Now we're being told that no, to have 
gotten a referral from the HMO, which we could do easily but we can't retroactively, and that if we 
didn't bill Medi-Cal we may not get paid. And those kinds of things have great impact because all our 
therapists have provided services in good faith and we've always gotten paid, and no one told us the 
change in policy. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What was the response from Eaton and Embree when they came to your 
offices and you asked them -- I presume you asked them -- those questions? 
MS. KLESS: Well, actually, they're the ones that brought that up. When they brought in the 
status report, they said, "Well, these were things that the Board had to decide," that they weren't 
sure what would happen in those cases. But my concern about that is it's okay to have policies like 
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into that too much. 
I also wanted to state I I respect what Miss Baxter said before, how some 
therapists, you However, my position is different. 
though continued to have those I believe this rnrnrn 
believe that they will be paid eventually, and I see it as my responsibility to be sitting here n .... ,. .. """' 
you today. I prefer to be here myself instead of having some of my patients come and 
TORRES: Who are your patients, Mr. Escobar? What kind of practice do you 
have? 
MR. ESCOBAR: I'm an independent practitioner. I'm a marriage, family, child counselor, 
and the majority of my patients are children. These are children who've been victimized 
molested. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: abused molested. 
MR. ESCOBAR: That's right. And I'm sure that you're familiar with what the process is like for 
children. By the time that the is reported, they talk to approximately 6-10 people. You know, 
investigators, Children Services' worker, police. Children are asked to -- subpoenaed to court, 
sometimes asked to testify. And I think it's very countertherapeutic patients to be changing 
therapists. I a patients who basically other refused to see 
them. I've gotten patients who saw other therapists a of and the therapists 
basically had it with not receiving any payment. Again, I not only see myself as a therapist for these 
children as an advocate, surrogate parent, and things like that. 
But I that, as was here before, that the process, as it is now, is really a deterrent 
to therapists like myself who are committed to working with economically disadvantaged population; 
victims of 
Just a footnote. I originally began working with offenders, and seen over 300 offenders 
my practice, and not a one of those adult pedophiles was ever treated for their own sexual 
victimization as a child. 
I perplexing --I have associates that work for the California Youth Authority 
and I know that offenders go into the Youth and they have a sex offenders program, as 
Youth Authority, offenders get evaluated, an intensive treatment soon as they 
program, they on parole, and they get therapy and they don't pay one cent. 
Without using any psycho babble like, you know, transference and countertransference, I like 
the question that you asked before: how these delays and all these problems, what kind of an impact 
that has on treatment. First of aU, some of the patients -- well, the patients are basically up in the 
air. You know, they don't know if their claim is going to get paid. They don't know if tomorrow I'm 
going to say forget it, I can't see anymore. 
I know that most of you probably have an appreciation for how very difficult it is for victims to 
come forward; you know the immense amount of shame and guilt and helplessness that they feel. And 
I think that this very inefficient lengthy process basically exacerbates their feelings of helplessness, 
and it -- one of the phenomenons that always happens in therapy is that people, no matter how much 
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at Mr. Calderon, then Senator Marks. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Have you ever requested to have a 
of the uses to determine what process will be used to facilitate these 
M not. 
-1 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Miss Kless, have you ever requested a copy of the 
MS. KLESS: No. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Has one ever been -- as you've dealt back and forth with 
Board, have they ever offered to send you a manual to sort of clarify things? 
MS. KLESS: No. There's no guidelines. We've never gotten anything writing and very little 
verbally as far as guidelines go. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Well, Mr. Chairman, I would just simply point out that there 
really are no -- and I will acknowledge that there's something in the form 
regulations that are so broad; however, they're broad to the extent that they really provide no 
guidance at all, and all the money is dispersed through this policy manual that the Board has. Now, 
the first instance, every agency that distributes money to the public must do so pursuant to 
administrative regulation. To not do so is probably a denial of due process. 
But in addition to that, I know other providers that have requested to receive a copy of the 
manual and have been refused, which, in my estimation, is a denial of the Freedom of Information 
Act. And so here we have a provider system that is the core and the heart of the Victims program 
attempting to function, advancing in effect dollars in hopes that some of the claims, or most of the 
victims will be compensated; and then not only being put on a five, six, nine one year, and 
sometimes more backlog, but they're not even told what the process is. They have to call in 
periodically, run up their telephone bills for long distance calls, without getting any kind of guidance, 
without getting- not in every instance but many instances- any kind of word about how the process 
works, how they can streamline their activities so as to make the process work faster; and 
meanwhile, the person being victimized by the Victims program, as you so aptly pointed out, is sitting 
there in a quandary wondering whether the services are going to be cut off, wondering what the 
status of their own financial condition is going to deteriorate to if they don't get the services. It is 
an incredibly intolerable situation. 
I just wanted to point that out while we have these people here before us, because they not only 
provide a vital service, as I've indicated; they are caring people. They care about victims. They care 
about helping individuals. And we're discouraging even nonprofit agencies that provide services, 
pursuant to grants and other donations that they get, from providing the services to help victims, and 
I think it's an atrocity. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Senator Marks. 
SENATOR MARKS: Let me just ask a question of you, Mr. Chairman, or one of your members 
of your staff. The money is handled by the Board of Control, or who handles the money? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: It's the fund itself that handles the money. Well, the Board decides but 
the fund is. 
SENATOR MARKS: I mean, I've been sitting here listening to this testimony and it disturbs me 
terribly. I think the people are entitled either to compensation or denied; one or the other. I hope 
they would get the money, but at least they have no reason in the world to delay this time and time 
again. And it seems to me that we in the Legislature have the power to do something about it. I'm 
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you very much. Thank you for being 
District Attorney's Victim Witness Center; Mr. Michael 
Miss Linda Siegel and Jane Callahan. Please come forward. 
(SWEARING IN OF WITNESSES) 
your right hand. Do you solemnly swear or affirm the testimony 
committee is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the 
be seated. 
Vargas? You can speak from that mike. If you prefer to 
the button. Welcome to the committee. 
MR. ALEX Good Well, one of the things that I want to stress 
although there's and concerns are being voiced here today, what concerns me also is the 
fact that some of our cases -- some of the cases that we feel are extremely valid cases are 
denied the Board. Once we go before the committee, the three members of the we 
that there are cases that are very valid that are being denied. 
Some of the cases that we're talking about, we feel, or I personally feel, have •.. 
Give us an example of which cases you feel have been denied should 
merit eligibility. 
VARGAS: Hit-and-run cases. We had received policies from the State Board of Control 
that a victim cannot contribute to run, which is a violation of the law. We went with that 
premise and it was two hearings ago in Los Angeles that they started to deny cases, or 
take these cases into consideration again. We really need to know what the policies are in order to 
process these claims. Giving false hope is very, very dam<'ging to our victims. So we really need to 
have a dear understanding of what the policies of the Board are. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Have you ever requested anything in writing from the Board as 
to what is their policy, particular or specific victims? 
MR. VARGAS: Well, this was a written policy that we from the and when we 
accepted that as being the policy for the future until it was going to be changed, we went to a 
and all of a sudden -- we had a case that was being presented there where a hit-and-run was 
an issue. So we weren't prepared for that. 
CALDERON: do you know if it was a California administrative regulation 
or just simply an internal 
MR. VARGAS: Internal policy. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Please continue. 
MR. VARGAS: We have concerns with the money issues. We have heard the three Board 
members in the requesting to know the amount of the claim. We feel that all claims-- we in Los 
Angeles in the the City Attorney specifically -- feel that a case should -- each claim should 
be based on its merits, not in terms of the amount of money that the claim will cost the fund. 
The other issue is domestic We in the City of Los Angeles, City Attorney's Office 
sped fically, a deal of domestic violence cases. I have a deep concern that some of our 
cases are going to be brought before the Board hearings on a "''"'-U'>"' i tern where 
there is a question in terms of prosecution, successful prosecution. In domestic violence cases, it's 
usually a long-term type of environment that they're living in, and if the police department feels that 
they do not have enough information to press charges, these cases are set before the Board and set 
for discuss, and we feel very concerned that these cases -- although the statutes are very clear that 
successful prosecution is not necessary. 
I've had one of my domestic violence victims informed that she should have done more to have 
this case brought before the municipal court or one of the other bodies. So we have a concern that 
domestic violence is an area that is sometimes overlooked. 
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we're is the members are present, that they chastise our victims or, in 
this case, a a was chastised and informed that she should have done 
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We 
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So that 
for 
that 
we Board limited information 
vv••'--co reports, to make determinations. We have had cases denied where the rationale 
on defendant's statement. Now, we feel that that's somewhat harsh on our 
based on the statement made by the defendant. One 
assume that a defendant's statement would be to the victim's. But when you accept 
statement over the victim's, then we have a problem. And all of these cases will be 
N were circumstances case where the Board accepted the 
version over 
is -- a number of cases have gone that way, where the only basis 
statement within the police report, they use that on a regular basis when denying 
cases, and if ... 
Give me an example where a defendant's statement would have denied 
a victim? 
Assuming that there's a fight and the victim says he was walking down 
was attacked by the defendant from behind. The defendant says, "That did not 
I turned around and I struck this person." Now, the defendant is 
it was mutual combat, and that will allow the State Board of Control to deny these 
cases that we can pick up from our office to substantiate these. 
courtroom 
same statement have the impact in terms of a conviction in a 
defendant? 
M No. 
Why should it have the same impact on determining eligibility for a 
VARGAS: I don't know. That is not something that I can answer, but I can tell you that 
these cases go to and there is -- these defendants will usually plead out. 
Plead out. 
VARGAS: Meaning that they'll plea bargain. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Mr. Calderon for a question. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: In connection with the issue raised by the chairman and by this 
I there is also a lawyer here that represents victims? Maybe that individual 
able to What is the standard used to determine credibility with respect to claims 
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that are submitted by 
MR. VARGAS: It should be the merits of the case based on the statutes and to ensure 
these folks qualify. We review our cases before we slbmit them to the State Board of 
We want to get into a confrontation, if you will. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: 11m talking about once the claim is stbmitted to the Board. My 
understanding is they use a proof standard of preponderance of the evidence. 
MR. VARGAS: Perhaps Mr. Siegel would better be able to answer that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Mr. Siegel? 
MR. MICHAEL SIEGEL: On that point. Michael Siegel. The standard of proof in a criminal 
case is beyond a reasonable doubt and it's a much stiffer standard for the district attorney. 
standard of proof for the Board is supposed to be a preponderance of the evidence, but they tend 
take the fact that the district attorney did not prosecute to be evidenced -- or proof that there was 
not sufficient evidence of a crime, and they deny the cases'· l.sed on that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Now, there's also another burden of proof in law and that's clear 
and convincing evidence. Are there lawyers working for the Board that make the t'1"' 1'""'"'rn 
whether or not a claim meets this standard of preponderance of the evidence? 
MR. SIEGEL: The Board has an attorney who advises them. He actually is not the 
attorney. He works for the General Services Department and he's not there all time. I mean, he 
is at the hearings but not regularly available. 
The Board makes own decisions. It listens sometimes to what the attorney says and 
sometimes they1ll even ask him questions, but generally, they make their decisions based on their own 
belief •.• 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Are there any lawyers that sit on the Board? 
MR. Actually yes. The appointee of the Controller is a lawyer. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: l see. And there are three members of the Board. Is that right? 
MR. SIEGEL: That's right. 
AN CALDERON: Okay. Is this preponderance of the evidence standard that is 
used by --basically, I guess, a lay Board --is that administrative law or Board policy? 
MR. That's in the law. I mean, the phrase, "preponderance of evidence", I is in 
the statute. 
CALDERON: Is in the statute. 
MR. SIEGEL: I believe so. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: All right. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Are you finished, Mr. Vargas? 
MR. VARGAS: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Mr. Siegel, Michael Siegel, would you identify yourself? 
MR. SIEGEL: Michael Siegel. I'm an attorney and practice in California and have been since 
197 4. I served as a legislative assistant in the State Senate for about four years in the late '70s and 
then I served in the Department of Consumer Affairs for a couple of years in the '80s. For the past 
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six years, Pve in representing crime victims before the victim restitution program which 
is administered by the Board of Control· 
I first learned about the fund in 1981 when I was asked by a child care and child 
in County to learn about the fund and how child abuse victims 
apply. I Wed a few claims back then and got more and more involved until now I file between 350 
and 400 new claims a year. And at the end of 1986, I still had open and active several 
claims. I beiieve I once checked, and if I were a Victim Witness office, I'd be ranked about 
the state in the number of claims I process. 
I get my referrals from some Victim Witness offices, word of mouth by victims who tell their 
friends, and from therapists who have clients who have been represented by me. I should tell you that 
very few attorneys practice this because of the low amount they can make on each claim, the amount 
of time it takes on each case, and the constantly changing rules under which the program seems to 
operate. My own experience shows that the cases average l.!ss than $200 in attorneys fees for each 
one. Most attorneys won't bother -- in fact, I get referrals from attorneys who have clients and 
call me and say, "How do I apply," and I tell them how much can make and they say, it. 11 
They send it over to me. 
TORRES: What's the average time frame between filing of an initial claim and 
subsequent claim in receipt of payment? 
MR. Lately it seems to months or longer. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Ten months or longer? 
MR. initial filing to a determination by the Board, and slbsequent awards, and 
those are after a claim has already been approved, sometimes take that long. Again, another 
year. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: In your opinion, is the staff adequately trained to abide by the 
regulations administering? 
MR. believe that there are some staff training and sensitivity to victims that 
ly needs to be but I .•• 
TORRES: I'm not about therapy; I'm talking about are they trained 
competent in with the regulations and the rulings that they have to administer. 
MR. SIEGEL: That's what I'm referring to, too. I'm not talking about sensitivity to hand-
holding over the that type of thing. I'm talking about issues -- child abuse is one. 
There's often not the same kind of evidence that you have in a rape or a shotgun wound. 
My criticism, though, I think must be leveled at the guidance, or lack of guidance, given by the 
1:\oard itself to the staff. The Board takes pride in handling cases on a case-by-case basis, which 
might be appropriate in their government claims division, which is the other thing they do a lot of, 
and that's claims against the state. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So you appear before the full Board of Control, right? 
MR. SIEGEL: Yes, the three-member Board. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: You appear before them. Have you ever appeared before them when 
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Elizabeth Yost has served on that Board? 
MR. SIEGEL: Yes, I have. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What has been your experience when she served on that Board? 
MR. SIEGEL: Does immunity extend to ••• (Laughter.) 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: You are not under immunity. 
MR. SIEGEL: That's what I thought. Well, Miss Yost serves as the chair when Mr. Anthony is 
not available. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: ls that usually a case or not often? 
MR. SIEGEL: No, usually it's Mr. Anthony is there, but she does occasionally when he is 
indisposed or out of town or something. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Why is that? Why does she serve as ••• 
MR. SIEGEL: I never questioned it; I don't know. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: She just shows up. 
MR. SIEGEL: She shows up and has a vote, and I assumed there was some legislation but I don't 
know. I assumed because the Controller, who sits on the Board, has a designee, that perhaps worked 
for the chair as well, but now that you mention it, I don't know that that's in fact true. 
Because of the relative infrequency of her sitting on the Board, in my opinion she doesn't have a 
sense of the policies that the Board has adopted or the kinds of cases that it has approved in the past 
and often makes a decision that's contrary to what we all expected the Board to be voting on or 
having a position on. Is that subtle enough? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: No, I don't think-- I'm not looking for subtlety, I'm looking for the truth. 
That's why you were put under oath, Mr. Siegel. But I'd like to know just what kind of actions and 
what kind of actions led to certain decisions. I want to know how people operate on these boards. 
What leads up to their decision making? What happens in there? And you, as you've testified before 
us, carry quite a bit of cases before that Board. I want to know how it operates. 
MR. SIEGEL: Well, the Board itself --you ••• 
I.HAIRMAN TORRES: I'm talking about Miss Yost who sits on that Board. I just want to have 
an idea of what kind of decisions she's come up with and how she's conducted herself, because that's 
important to all of us. If Mr. Anthony is not available, then his No.2 person should be responsible, as 
we would be held responsible for our staff if they're not behaving properly or not conducting 
themselves professionally. 
MR. SIEGEL: Well, perhaps I could just give you a recent example of a case I had with her 
within the last month or so. It was a case where the Board was approving my client's claim, but Miss 
Yost insisted that there be extra strings attached to the award. She required that my client submit a 
letter and I objected. I said, "Well, I'm sure my client won't have trolble with the letter you want but 
there's nothing in law that allows you to require that." Mr. Pelkofer, who is the Controller's 
representative, agreed with me, but that was the order of the Board. It was two votes to one of 
abstention in favor of awarding it but only if there is a slbmission of additional documentation for 
which there was no -- no other case has required that and the law does not provide for that. 
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CHAIRMAN TORRES: And what was the nature of the victim's crime? 
MU. '>II <,EL: That pc1rtH:IIlar? Thlit was a child abwu~ case. There was no prohlelll with the 
award of the case itself. That one involved whether the mother, who was attending Parents United 
1neetings, could get reimbursed for the child care expenses in leaving her 3 or 4 other children at 
hotn(' while she went to the meetings. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And Miss Yost wanted to have a letter from the child care provider? 
MR. SIEGEL: Miss Yost wanted- no, because that would be okay; that'd be like a receipt. No, 
she wan ted a letter from the client that the client had no other resources or family available to take 
care of these children while she was gone. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Isn't that already required in the eligibility requirements, whether they 
have the money to pay or not for them to comply with ••• 
MR. SIEGEL: No. There's no ••• 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: There's no requirement that they state whether they've had insurance or 
not before? 
MR. SIEGEL: Well, yes. But when you're talking about child care while someone goes to a 
meeting, that's not going to be covered by any insurance I've ever heard of. 
That would be okay, but that's not the - the issue was did she have a family member or 
someone else who could take care of the kids for free as opposed to paying someone $2 an hour to 
wJ.tch her kids. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So Miss Yost was assertive in trying to save the state money then. Is 
that correct? 
MR. SIEGEL: That's one way to look at it. I look at it as giving a victim an additional hard 
time when there's no legal authority for that requirement. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Had she done that before or since? 
MR. SIEGEL: Well, certainly not since because I haven't been before her since. I don't always 
agn~e with her decisions but this is the first time that she actually imposed something that was not in 
law. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: From your experience, had that been the common practice of other 
P,oard members to be that independent and arbitrary? 
MR. I)JEGEL: No. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Mr. Marks for a question? 
SENATOR MARKS: Did we pass a statute giving the Department of General Services control 
over this Board? Why does she sit on this Board? 
MR. SIEGEL: My understanding, and again, this is part of the law I've never looked up, is that 
the Board is composed of three members: one goverment appoint - a Governor's appointee of a 
pub lie member, the Controller or his representative, and the head of General Services. That 
co:nprises the three-member Board. Because the director of General Services sits as the chair, I 
guess he has taken the responsibility of having his staff be in charge, or get involved more with the 
day-to-day operations than others. And again, l don't know what the legality is for Miss Yost sitting 
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on the 
some of your staff to determine 
Yost has at Historically, you might be aware --
not aware -- years ago I was the author the bill 
the her on. 
be our next witness, Senator Marks, thank you. 
That was years ago. 
Oh, statute of limitations has passed. 
May I continue? 
trying to keep testimony short because I have 
and 1i ttle time. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes, you. 
out that MR. I wanted to amount of cases that I 
on with cases, frequently on phone to the Board to to find out 
some take to the frequency of my but ••• 
heard that you're not well liked over 
You heard that too. 
sorry for the who don't have advocates in 
attorneys or themselves. We've heard from Mr. Escobar that 
distance and I wish there were a better system, 
best I can, and I try to work out and make 
on. 
or not 
AU right. let's talk about that very specifically before you 
that there are problems in terms of people not 
regulations. You've talked about inconsistency. 
to wait 
MR. 
on one -- Board 
see 
out. Or are there any other barriers? 
over and over, the length of delay and 
is certainly one. Then the subsequent 
therapist is bearing that burden or the victim. 
TORRES: that you've had -- that your 
The shortest? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes. 
MR. you counting emergency claims? 
CHAIRMAN I'm not counting emergency claims. 
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I am 
on, 
MR. SIEGEL: 2 or 3 months. 
CHAIRMAN TORR Two or three months. 
MR. It was not recently that that happened, however. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Did you find it -- did you practice before the Board when Mr. Richmond 
was director of 
M 
of years. 
MR. 
Yes. 
Did you find any difference in the administration or the process or the 
No. I see it as basically the same. The problems existed long before the last 
though there was some backlog removed during that period of 
any difference? 
Well, the backlog got down and then went up, but it was also, from what I 
have no reason to doubt it, the publicity about the existence of the fund and the 
increase in the number of claims. There is a problem, and I that other panelists will address it, 
when there is an increase in caseload; why it takes another year or two to get the budget 
to additional staff, and maybe there's some remedies for that. I'm not sure 
that you walk into the rings(?) of a committee or a board that suddenly a month later problems are 
occurring. I'm not sure that it's due -- I think you have to look at the whole history of the Board. In 
my as I said, is that the problem with information about who qualifies for the fund, and 
barrier -- you were asking me about barriers -- has been going on for as long as I've 
the 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. Thank you very much. We'd like to move on. If there's 
MR. 
One 
to add? 
Yes, I wanted to give you a few examples of what I consider arbitrary decisions 
very quickly through these, to give a sense of the frustration that advocates 
clients of whether their cases are going to be approved or not. 
the Board has made is to only pay part of a therapist's bill if it thinks the bill 
no legal authority for this decision and I have challenged it, but the Board 
a part of the bill when they think it is excessive. 
denies victim claims, especially child abuse victim claims, when the 
in the household, even though under SB 14 requirements, and that will be 
later as well, that's almost a mandatory situation. The law allows the Board to deny a 
the victim fails to cooperate with law enforcement in the prosecution of the perpetrator, 
but when the is a minor and the mother is trying to protect the victim from further 
harrassment by a defense attorney or perhaps just doesn't want to press charges against the boyfriend 
or stepfather, the Board will deny the claim. Not because the victim has failed to cooperate but 
the parent has. I'm sure that that is a correct decision and probably should be appealed. 
is contribution to the crime. We had that example from Mr. Vargas. 
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Usually a case of application of this policy has gone quite askew. 
who had an argument with someone at a party. The the Board denied a 
a gun and came him, and the Board denied it because they said they shouldn't 
gotten in the And I think excessive response to an argument makes it 
valid -- be a valid claim. 
another one, it was about three months ago. A student was trying to study, a 
commotion told the people to pipe down, they ignored him. He went downstairs to see 
if he them to be quiet. He was attacked; he was beaten with a board and """"'""'"'"' 
attacked put in the claim, they denied it, because they said he shouldn't 
downstairs. 
MARKS: Can I ask one question, please? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Senator Marks. 
SENATOR MARKS: not sure I fully know the pr0cedure. If the Board denies a claim, can 
you go to 
MR. 
M 
an 
"The law 
No. 
an 
The law allows that an appeal, or a 
the denial. 
you done that? 
for a writ of mandamus can 
there's no incentive. The law also provides that there's a on 
statute. It's in Government Code Section 13965 and it says 
TTnrn"'"' from charging, demanding, receiving, or collecting any amount 
rendered in connection with the proceedings," and that includes filing for a petition or writ 
of 
the 
if you 
court of 
allowed 
decision. 
bad cases 
reversed. 
It 
as awarded law. So this miniscule amount of money, which-- okay, it's 
could be a lot of money but, as I said, the average is less than 200, and 
claims. The added expense of going and filing a writ of mandate 
there'd be no additional reimbursement for that. So you'll see virtually none, and 
book, you'll see that there's only a half a dozen cases that've ever to a 
that, by the way, would be to provide for attorneys fees in excess of that 
attorney files a successful petition. In other words, reverses a Board 
cost fund any money if he fails, but it would give incentive both to file on 
give the Board incentive to make good decisions that aren't going to be appealed and 
SENATOR MARKS: Does the Attorney General have the authority to go to court? 
MR. SIEGEL: I don't know. Perhaps so. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I would think so. We need to research that. 
SENATOR MARKS: You might look at that to see whether the Attorney General can do it if 
there's been denial. 
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MR. 
to 1984, I was 
I 
want to 
thank you. 
you. Miss Linda Siegel? 
My name is Linda Almdale(?) Siegel and I've been involved improving 
for some years and for 15 years in California. I was also trained 
Ernst and Winney(?), which is a prominent CPA and management services firm 
how management structures work from that experience. 
1 to and for Governor from 1982 
advocacy for children, mostly dealing with creating funding sources 
these efforts came the text checkoff box for child abuse 
to child abuse services. 
and this resource for child abuse victims. At that time, 
of the cases were filed by child abuse vicLms. That has now grown to about 30%. 
is the applications by child abuse victims, and I think 
was the most mystified source of funding I'd ever dealt with in state 
where you could not get any answers. weren't any 
any policies that were published. It wasn't in a state department. 
issue improper placement of the program. I think one of the real 
under the of Control, which is the last resort for Californians that 
to the state. And as such in that placement, that Board tends to be 
people that come before that, and I think those attitudes have somehow carried 
over to this When you go into the Board hearings, you can see that their function is to hang 
onto the it only if they're absolutely sure, have absolute proof, and to delay the 
out state money as long as possible. I think an appropriate placement for this Board could 
could in the Office of Criminal Justice Planning, could be 
but I see that the fund would be greatly improved by moving it. 
I would to stress is the caseload, that you need to do something about 
!aims 
with it. 
there are a lot of very dedicated staff in the Board of Control but 
fact the child abuse victims alone have gone from 5% to 19% of the 
-- the escalation has been such that it's been impossible to keep up 
I was one of the advocates who came to the Legislature in the budget act in 1984, '85, '86 and 
said they have to have more staff. I went to Maxine Waters' subcommittee and 
for more staff for the Board. But it's been sort of a bandaid measure. We see it corning and we 
throw staff in there, untrained staff, staff that doesn't, as you say, have any space. There's been no 
concrete to adjust the staffing demands to ••• 
C TORRES: Have you ever discussed this lack of training with management? 
it with management, and unfortunately, it's been at a time when 
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there's a need for staff to process claims that they have 
unable to respond. 
CHAIRMAN Who you spoken to? 
MS. SIEGEL: I've spoken to Judith Embree about it. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: was her response? 
MS. SIEGEL: Her response was that she agreed that it was needed for them. We've talked 
about for child because the average age of children in this state who are 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How long ago did you have that conversation? 
SIEGEL: Maybe six months ago. 
TORRES: And you followed it with oversight on your own part to see "''"'""'~"t'""'" 
it's been carried out or some effort has been made? 
MS. SIEGEL: No, because the overwhelming crush 'I applications has kept the staff so busy 
that they're-- I can't see that they've had a time for 
TORRES: What's been the scuttlebutt there as to why space 
found? 
Control just had a recent move from their 
they were a bifurcated office; they were in two sections and then they moved into the new and 
it seemed 
by the 
more 
take 
MS. 
spacious, and I don't think the overwhelming increase in applications was anticipated 
TORRES: Why? 
Certainly when the bill was coming, they could see that there was going to be 
a move could have been made, but I'm not sure how that works in government to find 
to set I'm not sure how far in advance of a signature on a bill they can 
of going out and securing space. 
TORRES: you seen the Board of Control in operation? 
Oh, I very sad. I consider myself a hardened tough lady in terms of 
I leave those weeping for the people that come to them. 
Why? 
SIEGEL: I can give you one example of a woman who came in and she was on her own; she 
had no 
mother of a 
there was no Victim Witness person with her; no one. She came in. She was a 
young child who had been abused. The evidence of abuse included taking the 
bloodied blankets of the child out and blood typing that it was the child's blood. It was a horrible 
gruesome and her claim was denied because there had been no prosecution. 
sit in these hearings, you see one case after another of pathetic victim cases, and ••• 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Who sat on the Board when that decision was denied? 
MS. SIEGEL: I think the usual three members. I think Dr. Pelkofer was there, Dr. Jaffey, and 
Tony Anthony. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What other examples where you feel that the decision was wrong? 
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those 
ch 
I most decisions that seen that I feel that are wrong are 
a 
age of a child in California that's abused, the average 
of children that aren't able to be good witnesses. And the 
those cases; and yet, those children are battered, raped, 
come to the Board are very bad cases of child abuse. 
is in the statute that prosecution is a condition precedent to 
not. 
to look dry, like they were going to dry up, the Board 
was more important in determining whether or not 
important than coming to the Legislature for help in getting more 
on high" to cut the costs as much as possible? 
the Governor's office freezes that have affected 
where that come from is from the 
people there would come to the Legislature. 
people are afraid to come to the Legislature for more 
never been. 
referring to you. I was referring to people who work within the 
know. I believe that they are below an administrative level where they go to the 
of Control 
there's a line of command that stopped at perhaps Lane 
and that they were looking at how they could cut the 
help victims. 
did Miss Yost fit into that category? 
sat in as Tony Anthony's person and has generally been unsympathetic to 
Have you had any experience with her decision-making process? 
only been an observer. 
And what's been your impression of the Board when she served on it? 
that she has been a Board of Control staff member and has perpetrated the 
that I discussed earlier which is hang on to the money. 
Are you aware of a comment made by Miss Yost while on the Board to 
a specific interfamily molestation case, the parents, she said, should take the 
who is the director of the Sacramento Child Abuse Treatment 
case was at an L.A. hearing. She brought in a family that had 
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suffered some -- a a very much younger child had been molested by an older child, and 
family gone great efforts, and Mrs. Baker told me that was Miss Yost's 
comment, was should -- she said you can - deny the claim and you take these children 
and spank them and everything will be better. 
TORRES: And was claim denied? 
MS. SIEGEL: I believe it was. 
CHAIRMAN right. Mr. Marks. 
MARKS: How much does the Board of Control have to act 
their budget? 
Prior to -- I believe it was around 40 million prior to the new bill, the 
bill/ Calderon 
SENATOR MARKS: And million is to be used this purpose? 
MR. SIEGEL: Forty million was for all purposes: awa.·ds to victims and staff expenses. 
SENATOR MARKS: How much is staff expenses? 
MS. SIEGEL: not sure. I think that the Board probably has the answers you 
on administrative expense both through the Victim Witness offices through the staff. 
these people are appointed by the Governor? 
MS. SIEGEL: No. The Controller has an appointee. Mr. Pelkofer is the Controller's appointee. 
MR. SIEGEL: Are you referring to the Board itself? 
SENATOR MARKS: of Control. 
Controller has one, General Services is the other, and the Governor has the 
other one. Governor, in effect, two out of the three. 
Has the Controller's appointee acted the same way as the Governor's 
appointees 
in 
No. In cases where there's a split vote, the Department of General Services 
claim, and the Department of General Services will generally not vote 
hmm. 
vote is usually legally determined. He usually reads the cases 
votes in favor of the victim when it's a clear-cut case. 
you have three members of the Board of Control? 
And two are appointed by the Governor and one is appointed by the 
Controller. Controller's appointee been frozen out of those hearings? 
MS. SIEGEL: No. Because he's an attorney, I believe ••• 
SENATOR MARKS: Does the Controller's appointee vote with the Governor's appointees the 
time? 
MS. SIEGEL: No. 
SENATOR MARKS: Does he rarely vote with them? 
MS. SIEGEL: No. Of ten the decisions are made by consensus between the members. He votes 
in favor of victim whenever it is possible to do so legally. 
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M 
state 
victims with 
MR. 
to know you do something by consensus. How do you do 
least I don't think we 
it, what their procedures are. They generally --Tony 
agreement, and they move and second. It's all on tape. 
vote but it's usually motion by one member, second by the 
say approved without voting -usually not voting, or denied but not 
are -- I your is that they're trying to save the 
..... .,,...., .. ,.,.. of General Services felt if they could •.. 
in saving the money? 
spread among more victims, or could be given to those 
could develop somt. standards for that. 
money all cases to victims, or have just sat 
given out to extent it's there. Originally it 
if it spent, and a carryover 
But as you know, we had a crisis this carry it over if they didn't spend 
was improperly -- $750,000 improperly given out. 
Do people come -- does someone come as an expert witness to testify for 
the should not be allocated? 
they're on your agenda. 
be talking to them. We'll get to those points. 
terms of the money that has been overspent, I think it was over a period of 
I would encourage you to take a hard look at how much per 
fund that constitutes. 
Mr. Calderon. 
You indicated that you thought it prudent to remove the victims 
of Control and vest it in some other agency -- the Attorney 
as to whether or not such a service could -- or such a 
through a separate board? 
it could. However, I think there may be political resistance to setting up 
CALDERON: Well, there will be political resistance by the Governor's office 
but problem is is that if you move -- I'm not opposed to the 
-- if you move the victims restitution program into OCJP, you 
of dispersing monies to Victim Witness centers, you've 
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hands ability to approve and deny claims. And you've already 
that the Governor made reductions in personnel years that the Legislature had allocated. so 
the Governor may well -- or well exert his influence through OCJP in terms of the running 
the program. not saying we should take the Governor's influence out of the process, but it seems 
to me if he appointed a board, he's had adequate input. So I just wanted to raise that issue 
you. 
It was a 
which 
Office, 
before 
really believe that the Board of Control, though, is a different kind an 
was set originally protect the funds, and so it's 
known for its management processes, which are okay, or the Attorney General's 
may be where the program appropriately belongs. 
TORRES: Thank you very much, Miss Siegel. Anything else you'd like to 
MS. SIEGEL: No, thank you. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you very much. Miss Jane Callahan, director Children's 
Network for Solano County, and legislative chairman for the California Consortium of Child Abuse 
Is correct? 
That's correct. Good afternoon. Jane Callahan. I 
pages testimony, and I realize that it's Would you like me to summarize what 
here to say today? 
TORRES: I would like you to summarize, but my intent is to work through lunch, 
if we can do that. 
MS. CALLAHAN: First of all, I represent the Children's Network of Solano County and I'm 
In words, I act as staff to them. They are the designated advisory body to 
the Solano County on children's service issues. As such, we have 25 appointed 
1,800. 
,..,...,,,.nT all county departments that serve children, as well as private agencies that 
to children; and we also have members at large who are from the private sector. 
counties in California, has seen a dramatic increase in the past 
children reported for child abuse and neglect. In 1982, there was a total 
1986, which is the last year we have statistics for, those reports had increased to 
doubling in reports in five or six years. 
know, the crime of child abuse involves a very different set of dynamics than most 
that are committed against adults. In the vast majority of these cases, the crime 
committed someone who is either related to the child or has established a position of trust with 
that It is characterized by coercion, intimidation, secrecy, and shame. Typically, disclosure 
abuse precipitates a crisis within the family itself. If the child is removed from the home, it is a 
child who must endure the shame, guilt, and embarrassment for disclosing the "family secret." 
In the vast majority of cases, the abused child either stays within the home or is returned home 
after placement for less than a year in foster care, and I think that's real important to remember. 
These kids go home. Many of these children repeat the cycle more than once due to reabuse. Most of 
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these come established itself as a generational cycle. Those 
when you think about this fund, I think. are sorne real 
minimum match of 
case 
to 
k 
enter 
service. 
we H. 
If 
of 
in each county in California is the agency that's responsible for 
receives an annual allocation from the state which has a required 
These funds, which is called a "child welfare service allocation," 
cases, must be stretched to cover the cost of investigation, 
with one or more court systems. They also are available to provide 
on an case is designed 
as to what percentage of these funds go to providing direct 
to what extent these funds are used for therapeutic 
funding increases not corresponded to caseload growth, 
rarely, if ever, use a !JOrtion of their county welfare service 
to 
Where do 
those treatment aren't out for these 
a lot: welfare paying for these kids 
come up? In hearings of the Board of Control? 
in terms of legislative discussions, community discussions. 
hearing. I simply act as a child advocate on the county 
is typical, however. First, only the most severely abused children 
petition is filed with the juvenile court for dependency action, the welfare 
a reasonable, never been defined in statute effort to provide services 
to attempt to regain physical and/or legal custody of their children after 
this is in juvenile court, are its counseling and therapy for 
the social worker, who manages this case, to ensure that the 
very dramatically can run from a caseload of 25 abusive 
someone who is qualified and has experience child abuse, 
sector. The second is to find a way of paying for this court-ordered 
the law does not prevent a parent from paying for these services, it is illegal to 
if the parent refuses to pay. And that's a real important thing to remember 
'-~'"'''""U.._ • .._ _ _, for Medi-Cal, which many of the families are, they are 
two visits a month for counseling. Solano has approximately 70 individuals in 
one time. I can count on one hand the number that accept Medi-Cal. Okay? 
who take Medi-Cal anymore today. Part of the reason is 
the hourly costs for a therapist. 
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on a scale. do have a mental health department in our county 
and do deliver services. However, when we looked into mental health's waiting 
about a year 15 sexually abused children who were waiting on a waiting list for therapy 
and treatment. again, that's a resource that is really heavily overutilized in the county and is 
often not available to these kids. 
Earlier this year we did a needs assessment. That's one of the jobs of the Children's Network; 
to find out gaps services are for kids, especially "at risk" children. 
TORRES: We're aware of that but that's not why we wanted you to 
We want to what this has to do with the issue of backlog of payments and what impact that has 
on children, and that's what we wanted to get to. 
MS. CALLAHAN: I can talk about that very briefly. First of all, last year in 
County we had about 10-15 therapists that were accepting Victim Witness. That is now down to two. 
We have one treatment program in the county. It serves )arents who are court-ordered for sexual 
abuse. a $40,000 ••• 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Excuse me. In Solano County, there were 10-15 therapists who were 
treating Victim Witness ••• 
Who were willing to accept victim reimbursement. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Reimbursement. Now there are only ••• 
MS. CALLAHAN: Two or three. 
that is 
the board 
next month. 
they just are 
All right. 
And then the second thing is there's a private nonprofit treatment program 
owed almost $40,000. It was a program that you mentioned. They took a loan from 
supervisors that is now due and payable and they are really looking at closing their doors 
TORRES: All right. Any questions? Senator Marks. 
Why are there less people now than there were before? Why the 
or whatever it was, to two? 
Because of fact that the therapists that were willing to wait 
some of them, you know, 15, $20,000 in outstanding claims. And 
a cash flow problem, they're reluctant to take anymore clients that could 
conceivably victim reimbursement. They will not ••• 
SENATOR MARKS: They go before the Board of Control to get their money? 
MS. CALLAHAN: No, they generally don't. 
SENATOR MARKS: Who do they go to? 
MS. CALLAHAN: The way that it happens in our county is the claims are either filed through 
our county victim coordinator, who works out of the D.A.'s office, and she does an excellent job of 
filing those claims and trying to get them out. 
SENATOR MARKS: With whom? Who does she file ••• 
MS. CALLAHAN: With Board of Control. With the state. 
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turns 
this 
c 
!Vlr. 
M 
R. 
R. 
not 
MR. 
M 
MR. 
is looked at individually. 
afternoon. 
you very much, Miss Callahan. Thank you aU for being with us 
now to move to the Department of General Services' 
I'd like to call on P. G. Agarwal, acting chief, Office of 
and Planning; Miss Carolyn Robinson, the audit manager; and Mr. Ignacio 
was 
IN OF WITNESSES) 
hand. Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the 
this committee is the the whole truth, and nothing 
because you were served w.th a subpoena of the committee? 
correct. 
•nr•n.,•n:;,,pn and you 
under 
the oath, do you understand that 
the Government Code? 
understand that such immunity requires you to answer questions 
you in a criminal proceeding or may subject you to disgrace or 
previous statement, is it also your understanding that the immunity 
as a result of your testimony here or the production of documents here? 
much, gentleman and lady. Mr. Agarwal, you're acting 
Technology and Planning, and according to the May 1987 audit of 
unit was requested to study and evaluate the system of 
controls of the Victims of Violent Crime administered by the 
you were asked to conduct and prepare this audit? 
AL: That's my understanding, yes. 
Understanding from whom? 
my audit staff. 
whom? 
MR. AGARWAL: From the audit staff. 
TORRES: From the audit staff. Who instructed you to conduct the audit? 
MR. is my understanding, again, that it was instructed by Tony Anthony to 
the 
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CHAIRMAN Was it Mr. Anthony who spoke to you directly requesting the audit? 
MR. AGARWAL: was not in acting position at the time the audit was requested, so I 
not speak my as my audit staff tells me, that it was Tony Anthony who requested 
audit. 
CHAIRMAN Miss Yost. 
MR. AGARWAL: No, that's not my understanding. 
What was your role in the May 1987 audit of the Victims 
Personally, I not have much of a role because I did not take 
responsibility June. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: this year. 
MR. AGARWAL: That's right. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Did you receive assistance fro, 1 the General Services staff? 
MR. AGARWAL: It is the General Services staff that conducted the audit. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And so you received their in the preparation analysis 
document. 
is correct. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Who were these individuals? 
MR. 
Services 
The two 
one the auditors 
sitting on my right are the audit manager for General 
General Services. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Was there any assistance or input provided by the Victims of Crime 
program 
in at that 
that time, 
audit 
I do not know. 
You do not know. 
No. 
TORRES: Briefly outline the significant findings, if you will, for the 
established in the audit and how accurate are these findings; and finally, were 
requested to be made by managerial staff of the agency in question, and if so, to 
AGARWAL: We issued the draft audit report to Tony Anthony. Again, since I was 
when this was happening, there were no changes requested to the audit report. 
made to the audit report, and that's the normal process in the audit. And at 
report was issued. So to my knowledge, no alterations were made to the 
It was presented as per the findings of the audit staff. 
TORRES: Never any requests made to you? 
MR. AGARWAL: Not to me, no. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And why was this audit never published? 
MR. AGARWAL: I could not -- well, the normal process for audits is that the audit is 
conducted and it's given to the organization the audit is on, and they normally respond to the audit; 
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at that 
response to the 
M 
M 
You do 
over 
\IIR. 
MR. 
is with the responses. And since the due date for the 
the audit is not yet publishable. 
then will be received for public review when? 
--we expect the response from Board of Control on November 18th 
the audit report and then be published. 
many drafts have been prepared of this audit? 
not know. 
June for this 
right. 
of the audit had been prepared since you assumed 
I know of is draft that I signed. If there were any 
I do not know. 
May 1987 audit draft? 
I did not. 
of strange, if were in of the audit, not to have 
a was prepared a 
reason is not surprising is because we conduct a lot of routine audits of a 
and we did not treat it as anything different. So it was treated just 
Well, I that, sir, but there was an audit, that I have in my 
"Confidential", dated May 1987, Department of General Services. 
Management Technology and Planning, do you not? 
correct. 
And you never saw this document that was dated May of '87? 
I responsibility in that position in June. 
l understand that, sir, but I took the responsibility of being a legislator 
what's happened before in this Legislature in '73 and '72. And when 
look back to what the statutes say to have a frame of reference 
legislation. I would think that you, as the chief auditor, would look 
that was prepared in draft form regarding the very subject matter 
jurisdiction. And you state to this committee, and I remind you that you 
you never saw this nor ever heard of this audit document? 
I did not. 
Who assigned you to your position to head up the office? 
AL: It was Miss Elizabeth Yost. 
Miss Elizabeth Yost. Did Miss Elizabeth Yost ever tell you that this 
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CHAIRMAN Did you ever hear, as a matter of rumor, in the department or your 
operation from employees of the Victims Crime that this document existed? 
MR. AGARWAL: No, I did not. However, I was aware of the fact that we are conducting an 
audit of Board of and the audit essentially had been completed by April or so, and we 
were in of preparing a response to the Board of Control and which is the one I 
signed in August. 
TORRES: AU right. Let me -- if I may, Senator Marks -- I just want to out 
how you operate over there. If my staff had prepared for me a report that was 
1987 I hire a new staff person to take over that staff person's responsibilities, I would 
new person as much information as they would require to make the best report 
Wouldn't you that'd be logical thing to do? 
MR. AGARWAL: That I agree with. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Did it ever strike you that peuaps you should have been given this draft 
so that you might look it over and maybe figure out what had been done up to the point you 
arrived on job? 
MR. AGARWAL: Well, the reason I can see why that did not happen is that it was not 
August that we presented the draft audit report to the Board of Control, and audits is not 
my only responsibility -- much of the audit activity that goes on I rely a lot on the audit manager, 
who's Carolyn Robinson sitting next to me. 
Then why was this report prepared at all? Do you know? 
M No, I could not go into that either. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Senator Marks. 
SENATOR MIL TON MARKS: May I look at the report just one moment, please? Senator 
Torres, I at that just a second? This report was prepared by state employees? This is what 
is prepared by state employees? 
MR. 
SENATOR 
MR. 
which is at 
That's correct. 
How is a report, which is prepared by state employees, 
public. It's a public document. It's not confidential at all. 
I understand, audit reports are public, the ones the auditors complete, 
the response is made by the agency upon which the audit is being 
conducted. that we do treat them as confidential because there may be ••• 
SENATOR MARKS: What right do you have to treat them as confidential? There is a whole 
series of bills -- whole series of laws that declare that public; that documents which are prepared by 
public employees are public, not confidential at all. So what right do you have to declare them 
confidential? 
MR. AGARWAL: I could not speak on the legal business for doing so, except for the fact that if 
we don't give the organization a chance to respond to the audit, there may be some errors in the audit 
itself, and we feel it would be unfairly treating the organization. 
SENATOR MARKS: Well, I would like somebody on the staff to look at that, because I've 
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--the 
is 
dated 
had never seen 
what I'm 
MR. AGARW 
to I've handled a number of cases involving matters which are 
They're not confidential. Any member of the public 
you saw them or not, any member of the public is entitled to see 
any, is given to a state agency to declare or to seek to have 
I don't believe they are. 
We'll look into that, Senator. Thank you. Mr. Agarwal, I want to remind 
sworn to testify to the truth of the matters before this committee. 
a statement 
want to carefully at this draft again -- it's 
on it, sir, as the acting chief, Office of Management 
says, "If you have any questions, please call me," 
manager." 
may be you testified just a few moments ago 
document dated May 1987, wh.ch is the audit of the Victims of Crime 
on please take a look at it very carefully. 
my I have signed the report -- I 
and again, I'll have to upon Carolyn Robinson as to 
the audit report that I signed-- sometimes these documents are 
before they get for the signature -- but my best recollection 
was -- the cover memo was dated August 18, or somewhere 
seen this document before? 
going through the document in detail, I could not say. I have seen 
that we have formerly transmitted to Tony Anthony, and I could not 
same document or not. 
right. Miss Robinson ••• 
one - I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman. 
Marks. 
me that documents are prepared in advance, that you then 
to the report? Is that what you just told us? You told us just a moment 
that your signature might have been put upon a piece of which was 
Is correct? 
What I'm saying is that this is a copy of the audit report, and the audit 
to is the one that we formerly transmitted to Tony Anthony in August. And 
not sure if this is exactly the same report or not. 
But your name's on it. 
name is on that cover memo that is not signed at this point, and that's 
is exactly the same report that I signed or not. 
me, sir. Do you sign reports that you have not read before? 
I read reports that I sign. But what I'm saying, this is a bulky 
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document a report that we formerly transmitted and I'm not sure is 
precisely the same one or not· 
CHAIRMAN I'm going to give you some time to look through it to see whether 
familiar with or not • 
. 
TORRES: I understand signature is not on it, just his name is on was 
why I was 
then we 
if his name on documents that he has not seen. If that is 
to know that. If it is not, we need to know that as well. 
CAROLYN ROBINSON: sir. My name is Carolyn Robinson. I'm one of the supervisors 
in the section of the Management Technology and Planning within the 
General ,.,.,...,,,... 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What was your role in the re~ults of the May 1987 document I 
in front you with this document? 
now, 
MS. ROBINSON: I was the supervisor in charge that document. 
TORRES: All right. Now, when Mr. Agarwal came on board, I assume 
your -- was your supervisor at that point? 
MS. ROBINSON: He was. 
CHAIRMAN Did you him this document to let him know what was going on 
Whether I it to him, I couldn't say. We discussed it on a 
You discussed it on a number of occasions. Well, he seem 
'-'A"''-u""'"'"' it at all. How many number of occasions did you discuss this audit? 
Board of Control obviously is a topic of some interest throughout 
and to this committee. I couldn't say precisely how many times. 
AU right. Miss Robinson, I'm going to ask you a very important 
Did someone 
sound a 
Was this document reviewed by managerial staff 
modifying findings to reflect a more positive tone in the final 
Robinson, this doesn't sound too good. Can we fix it up a little to 
us a little better?11? 
solutely not. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: No one ever approached you with that recommendation? 
ROBINSON: No. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: In your experience as an auditor, do you feel that the audit properly 
reflects the current situation of the Victims of Crime program? 
MS. ROBINSON: What it is is an internal control opinion of the accounting systems which 
reflect the claims payment from the assessment fund from the time that they receive notification of 
a claim until the claim assessment fund is charged, and in that context, yes, I do believe that 
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M 
this 
this 
the 
A 
which I believe you 
Was there any reason to provide or to conduct this 
you mean. 
answer the question. Has been any other reasons as to why 
Not to my 
the findings you've articulated? 
to 
to look at it, and again, to the best of my recollection, 
for transmittal to Tony Anthony. 
spoke to on a number of occasions regarding 
of Control yes; but specifics to document, 
of audit. 
communicated to 
to you regarding the findings in document and you still say that 
with Miss Robinson? 
fact that we had conversations regarding the Board of 
are in this document, but what I'm saying is that this is not 
as transmitted to Tony Anthony as part of the audit report. 
Mr. Calderon. 
Sir, have you been threatened in any way in terms of 
against you if you admit that this document is the document that you 
final document came out? 
There's nothing of that sort at all. 
Marks, you're the other member of this 
to issue a subpoena duces tecum for all notes, drafts, 
audit from the Board of Control and from Victims of 
All right. Would you prepare such a subpoena then, Mr. Gordon? 
to add, Miss Robinson? 
way of clarification, something about the growth of the draft 
before you. 
That would be helpful to us. 
is that for various reasons, the situation regarding the health of the 
which produced management information, became of 
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extreme concern to ..... U"-<:U.'"' and to Tony Anthony. They communicated that concern to 
Smith, who was then 
instructions in N""""·rnr,,. ... 
of Management Technology and Planning who me 
communicated what concern, Miss Robinson? 
MS. ROBINSON: That they where concerned about whether or not the fund was going to run out 
of money, 
that were 
was if 
were problems with internal controls, whether the accounting 
reflected the condition; and what they wanted to know 
else. They obviously -- nothing that the audit disclosed is 
any of the that you've had this morning, especially Linda Siegel's comment 
approached the on a occasions towards making administrative corrections, but they 
were buried such a crush of claims, that it was really almost unfeasible for them to come to 
any reasonable understanding about changing the systems. And what Mr. Anthony and 
wanted to know was was there anything else going on. wanted an independent appraisal. 
We began the audit in January. It immediately came to our attention that there were 
some breakdowns internal controls in this system, and we produced an abb 
management letter for the Board of Control which we presented March. As a result of extensive 
Board Control the management, we some additional work we 
expanded that report from 9 pages to the approximately 80 that you have now, and that context, 
yes, certainly we were to expand upon the functions. The report that you have before you now 
I can't see could possibly understand that as in any way abbreviating the findings 
from 9 pages to the document that you see. And maybe there's some 
with that. 
the document that you see before you now, the difference between the report 
that May and the one that was finally exited with Board of Control as the official 
draft as far as I am aware, the only changes were editorial and typographical. 
TORRES: And Miss Yost have a hands-on relationship with your staff 
come out as quickly as possible? 
No, she did not. 
So she just talked to you as s matter of casual conversation? 
MS. a number of -- as we progressed through the audit report, we had a 
number meetings. 
TORRES: A number of formal meetings where she and Mr. Anthony were present? 
MS. ROBINSON: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And all those formal meetings, they were merely requesting -- their 
concern regarding potential deficiency of the fund? 
MS. ROBINSON: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And wanted to know if there was any other problems that they might 
consider being part of the audit. 
MS. ROBINSON: Yes. 
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Of course, at this time, you are aware, that this audit was not public 
correct. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All Mr. Calderon. 
have 
them. 
we 
AN CALDERON: Miss Robinson, would you be surprised to find a final report 
be in substance from this draft report that been circulated 
report not public? 
we begin our field we were internally, 
of breakdowns in internal control, such that if they were 
funds might be further rr isappropriated. In addition to that, there 
which to do administration/personnel matters. We 
So for that reason, we made particular effort to keep 
Control itself to management of the Board of 
I wish you would advise me in as to what -- on what grounds you 
Because I believe they are public documents and the public's entitled to see 
We did seek the opinion of legal counsel, and I will be happy to provide you 
Independent legal counsel? 
own house 
I'd to see it. 
you, Senator. Mr. Hernandez, Ignacio Hernandez, you're the 
of program as a representative of the Department of General 
I was auditor in charge from mid-January through, I guess, until 
I transferred over to the Department of Finance. 
At any time were you involved in high level administrative meetings 
of the audit was changed? 
By time we met with Elizabeth Yost and the director, Tony Anthony, 
decided -- my audit manager and myself -- that we needed to stop the audit 
because were -- things seemed to be getting out of hand at the Board. 
CHAIRMAN What do you mean "getting out of hand"? Why does that mean? 
we're now in a northrup(?) situation. Unfortunately, there were a 
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number of problems, you know, as far as personnel, superv1s1on of employees who were 
conducting fraudulent activities or incompetent. There was management overriding decisions, 
things of matter. We decided that if we continued there, nothing was going to get ..... """''"'" 
could be there the rest of and we would just get bogged down and the problems would 
persist. So audit manager and I decided to bring it to the attention of Elizabeth Yost and Tony 
Anthony. It was at that point that it was agreed that we would go ahead and prepare a 
letter and ••. 
What is a letter? 
HERNANDEZ: Well, because normally when you do an audit, you prepare an 
but because the serious nature the findings, we decided that we needed to outline, in a very 
brief findings which we had come across, and our intent was to present that to the 
members of the Board of Control, the three-member board chaired by the director. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: At any time was the audit us~d, in your opinion, to bring disfavor 
any officer of Board of Control and/or the Victims of Crime program? 
MR. HERNANDEZ: Not while I was involved. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: That implies it had occurred when you were ••• 
I mean -- what I'm saying is - your question leads me to 
something may have happened. As far as I know, nothing like that happened. I was not 
any of along those I would have thought - I'm formerly from the Auditor 
any 
numerous 
I a little over two years there. So I wanted to see this done a 
manner. I not want to get involved in any kind of politics. I did not see anything to 
as report or the conducting of the audit. 
So in your dealings with the audit, did you at any time become aware 
by Elizabeth Yost in the operation of the Victims of Crime program? 
HERNANDEZ: Yes, my understanding was Elizabeth Yost acted in Tony Anthony's place 
he was not available. Also, she was at numerous meetings with us, as far as the discussion 
I 
When you mean "numerous meetings" regarding the discussion of the 
meetings are those in numbers? 
Well, I may have to take back numerous. Two to three. There were 
she attended two or three. We had numerous meetings with staff of the 
Board Control, which included Lane Richmond at one point when he was the acting head there, 
and Jack Smith when he was a head, but I believe two or three meetings with Elizabeth 
Yost. 
TORRES: And what was the attitude and role that Miss Yost played at those 
meetings? 
MR. HERNANDEZ: At the very first meeting when we took the management letter to her, she 
was visibly upset and disappointed. I think she felt like she had been let down. I think she was 
shocked. The audit unit at General Services had conducted an audit in 1983, I believe the report 
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there 
room 
M 
As 
it was brought to 
possible 
attention of management that 
in delays and backlogs. I think 
was receiving from over 
so when we went to conduct our and came 
was genuinely 
did Mr. Anthony respect to this audit? 
was -- as I recall at the very first meeting that we to Elizabeth 
were over 
he was to be at 
sure that 
to the 
meeting but he was momentarily 
came in before we 
showed the same 
He sat 
at our 
at the report \Ianting to do something about it or being 
was 
were these which 
Board somebody had him to that the 
January 1987, the backlog had been eliminated, and I 
problems. 
you feel misled him? Who did he say he felt misled him? 
who he felt to be misled, but ••• 
Did you have an idea as to who might have misled him? 
two days later we had a meeting, again with Elizabeth Yost and Tony 
in Lane Richmond and Judith Embree and they were both, I guess for want 
was going on 
according to your audit report, justifiably or unjustifiably? 
justifiable. 
me some examples to justify that statement. 
were numerous problems. I have the audit report in front of 
the audit into two sections: a claims review section to review the 
to review that new EDP system. 
we 
cases 
that there were some claims which had been approved 
Richmond which did not comply with the Government 
if an individual voluntarily agreed to fight and got involved in an altercation. 
I can recall where an individual freely challenged four individuals 
known some karate he was able to keep them at bay, 
four knocked him down. They did not do any damage to 
him, as 
visible marks on 
So you 
The death was due to atherosclerosis. There was no or 
who freely challenged four individuals to a fight, lost, 
of a it was approved for payment automatically by Lane Richmond. 
That did not fit with the code says that if you, you know, if I decide to challenge into a 
fight and I get hurt, I'm not eligible, I'm not a victim. 
So there were those kinds of things where claims were paid that were not properly verified, 
wefuu~ ~i~m~ 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What accounted for the backlog, in your opinion? 
MR. HERNANDEZ: As far as the backlog, you know, that was an area that as we decided to 
leave the -- to back out of the audit because we needed to inform management of the seriousness 
the problems, that was an area we did not get into. I been informed by eye level staff 
certain managers, that there wa'i no backlog, but I had from the staff themselves, the working 
to. Obviously, more people are filing level staff, there was a backlog. I'm not sure what it's 
claims. to whether the staff is able to handle that or is properly trained, we did not into 
that area. 
TORRES: right. further questions? 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: You examined claims. 
Calderon. 
correct? 
MR. HERNANDEZ: Yes, we attempted to pull a judgmental sample. 
CALDERON: The sample was random? 
Yes, it was random. 
CALDERON: And based on your evaluation of those 30 claims, you 
determined -- how much money was lost? 
were 
to that random review of 30 claims, we pulled a second set 
emergency award claims, and in doing so, we attempted to test to see that they 
and the payment went out within 90 days. We spoke to an EDP 
we to prepare for us an EDP report of emerency award overpayments, 
and we 
listing; 
some parameters, a description, of what we believed would create an overpayment 
so, we came up with a listing of $600,000 worth of claims that had not 
or on the financial statements and had not been reported to the Legislature. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDEI(ON: So you took a look at 60 claims; 30 emergency work claims and 
30 other claims. 
HERNANDEZ: As I can recall. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Now, with respect to the emergency award claims, I guess in all 
fairness we ought to point out that there would be a percentage of money that would be uncollectable 
that would be due to the nature of the emergency award program. Is that fair to say? 
MR. HERNANDEZ: I'm sure there's some amounts that would not be worth collecting. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: But in your opinion, not $600,000 worth. 
MR. HERNANDEZ: No. As I understand, in testing some of that emergency award claims that 
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we we 
any errors 
name. 
were 
to 
them into this report. At the time we were doing this, it 
was no to by our 
We did not test that whole report. I believe 
we were going to test them all. 
management at the Board assumed responsibility for 
claims on there that were not overpayments; if were 
to that were not 
of approximately $130,000? 
came from claims that had been -- appeared to have 
member who since been arrested. I 
name, so at point, just refrain from mentioning 
was arrested for ng kickbacks. I was informed that there 
it was $1 I 
I a at those and I 
went back to find out if 
were 
those 
total, and I 
So that 
a minute. You said you picked these claims 
sorry. we did was we -- when we became aware of this employee, 
at some more claims, and that's how we came with $110,000. That's 
this $130,000? 
-- obviously $110,000 is this employee's overpayments which 
20 some odd thousand, I guess the balance, is due to 
me see if I understand. You picked -- of the 30 cases that 
amounting to $110,000 in loss of money, just happened to 
30 we picked did not involve this employee. These were 
All right. What was the loss volume on those 30? 
Fifteen to twenty thousand dollars. But what we were doing 
to see if were overpayments. We were looking to see if there was 
that the claims were 
Code statutes, whether or not -- just operational type review to make 
verified. 
right. So you have no idea if there's any other employees 
fraud. 
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MR. HERNANDEZ: That was part the problem. In reviewing those 30 claims, we found 
the staff's work is not reviewed by a supervisor, and as a result, the former employee was able to 
commit this fraud since he was able to approve claims and nobody knew that he was approving 
massive without any proper verification. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: So in fact - well, just of those 30 claims to 
$15-20 thousand, you found an error rate of 3796? 
MR. As I recall, we calculated an error rate approximately of that. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: All right. So the Board processes about 20,000 a 
MR. HERNANDEZ: I recall that figure. Yes, I believe that's correct. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: And so is it fair to assume that there could be a .3796 error rate 
that applies to 
does it not? 
20,000 claims that the Board does process? Strictly as suggested from your audit, 
MR. HERNANDEZ: Well, it's certainly suggested 'll an audit standpoint. We would properly 
do some sort of statistical testing if we were going to state something like that, 
indicates something along those lines. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Thank you. 
TORRES: Are you familiar with the Mary Vincent case? 
it certainly 
MR. HERNANDEZ: I don't recall that case. Oh, is the individual who lost her arms below 
the elbow? 
TORRES: Yes. Was 
HERNANDEZ: No, it was not. 
part of your audit as well? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Any further questions? One last question. Which of the managers had 
said that there was not a backlog? You mentioned that there were managers who said there was not 
a that? 
MR. HERNANDEZ: That was Ray Banion, who is now deceased. 
TORRES: Anyone else who said that? 
In talking to Judith Embree, she had led me to believe that there was 
no longer a uo. .... n.-;;:;. in early January. I did not - somewhere in January. I did not pursue that 
because we were into other areas. 
TORRES: So there may have not been a backlog in early is what you're 
HERNANDEZ: No. What I'm saying is I was told there was not. We did not investigate it. 
I understand the staff that-- later I understood from the staff that there was a backlog. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Did it ever come to your knowledge that there was in fact a backlog at 
that time from your audit? 
MR. HERNANDEZ: Not from the results of my audit, but from ongoing conversations with the 
staff. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Ongoing conversations with ••• ? 
MR. HERNANDEZ: the staff. 
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was of staff during that period of time that 
were to call the Auditor General --
General I explained to them that we were 
disappointed that you were not? 
to 
who had the appearance of independence or 
we might not be. I to assure them 
there was no known fraud 
and to allow us to publish a report. 
;d respect thereafter? 
I want to -- you've already 
ree, Mr. you 
to be some type surprise on the part of Mr. 
preliminary audit. Do you recall that statement? 
reason why it's important for you to recall is because Mr. 
same statements to legislative committees in the Assembly 
of having been eliminated. Over what period of time does 
period of claims that your audit covered? 
claims as of January -- I believe January 27th. That was 
anything then. 
didn't any claims that were 
processed before January 27th of 1987. 
claims that had already been completed as of January 
ruary, March, April. 
okay. So in other words, claims that had been completed as 
were only looking at completed claims. 
CALDERON: right. Do you have any idea of how -- of the original 
How did they go back? 
recall, but I know what point -- area you're trying to get 
Code states that 90 days from verification a claim 
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must be paid, and in 
meant if a staff 
to the staff, I was told that as long as verification was not complete, that 
c.nr•h<~• .. had not finished verifying the claim, that countdown to 90 days did not 
start. So have claims sitting there for 10 months, and as long as a staff 
member not started, 90-day clock does not start. So it appears that there's a loophole in the 
law, and I that's part of the problem. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: All right. Well, that's been cured in 1223. But let me ask you 
this. There management defects in supervision, management, a number of other 
identified. Do you have any reason to believe that those problems not been 
ongoing for several years? 
HERNANDEZ: Well, I think part of the problem was that-- I can go back to this individual 
who fraud. There were documents to indicate that they -- that management had a 
problem with this employee going back to, oh boy, 1985 and that this employee had -- was told that 
from now on, all claims that he denied or requested discuss ~ by the Board were going to be reviewed 
but not that were being approved by him. He subsequently started having other problems, 
attempting to pay approved claims that were not properly verified, and yet, management failed to 
supervise him, or remove him. 
"''""1 '"""'"''~-~•nrl why that occurred. Eventually this person was arrested but had 
a lot of had-- you know, he had taken funds for his own personal use. I never understood 
the thinking behind that. I never got a complete answer as to that. I tried to find out what the 
thinking 
me: You 
was, and I just -- maybe it goes back to something I think Judith once said to 
they're trying to get the money out to victims and they're not auditors or lawyers, 
they're program people and they just sometimes -- the regulations aren't complied with in that rush to 
get money out. 
CALDERON: I think we'll end with that statement. I think it's rather 
profound. 
their 
TORRES: All right. Any further questions of these witnesses? Thank you very 
cooperation your assistance. 
-- counsel, these witnesses have been subpoenaed so you may want to apply(?) 
Graff, Miss Mary Harold, Chris Lackey. 
(SWEARING IN WITNESSES) 
MR. DeWITT: Please raise your right hand. Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the 
testimony that you're about to give before this committee is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing 
but the truth? 
Are each of you here because you were served with a subpoena of the committee? 
you were subpoenaed and you have taken the oath, do you understand that you are granted 
the immunity, as was previously stated, under Section 9410 of the Government Code? 
Do you further understand that such immunity requires you to answer questions which you think 
may incriminate you in a criminal proceeding and may subject you to disgrace or infamy? 
From the previous statement, is it also your understanding that the immunity does not extend to 
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here the production of documents here? 
please 
your work experience. 
analyst Board of up to 
to the State Personnel which was ••• 
Violent Crime 
up. Just the mike 
not include the ones for 
on. I was not involved in the review 
office. 
what you found. 
those particular 
errors on a lot of different staff members, whether 
the Victim Witness program staff, management staff of 
And what problems did you find specifically? Give us some examples 
want to start with manager? Okay. I found several cases 
was to be to the Board, either independently 
staff with the for claims that are 
at this time? 
would go against the staff recommendation and place the 
was only one of this type -- where the claim was discussed 
staff1s ro.~nrn 
victim's income 
the Board awarded the medical expenses and denied 
because he could not substantiate it. As I recall, there's a note 
the claim was placed on a consent agenda and awarded the income loss. 
audit that you did, which was dated October 21st, to Judith 
signed by you -- your initials appear on the memorandum 
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are you familiar with 
MS. GRAFF: 
memorandum? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And they were to review the claims analyzed by Larry Callahan 
was '"""'~"'""'n at that Is that correct? 
MS. GRAFF: Right. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What was the reaction by Miss Embree to the conclusions of 
review? 
was my last day working there. I completed the review of those 
secretary's office and then I didn't see her. That was my last day working there 
so I'm not aware of any reaction to it. 
My knowledge as Tuesday was that the files that I reviewed that are the basis of that report 
are still sitting in my old office. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So no action has been taken Oi this memorandum. 
MS. GRAFF: Not to my knowledge. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Why do you think that is? 
MS. want an opinion? 
I want the truth. I don't want ••• 
MS. GRAFF: Okay. My opinion is they don't know what to do with it. They don't know what to 
claims. 
TORRES: What do you mean they don't know what to do with those claims? 
Management does not know how to handle overpayments, collection. They don't 
know how to handle internal controls. I don't believe that anyone currently in management level is 
technically enough with the claims to do anything with them at all. 
TORRES: But your report indicated you found over 400,000? Is that correct? 
GRAFF: $400,000 worth of overpayments, given a specific definition of overpayment. 
And what- we say an overpayment. That means someone got paid 
were not eligible to get paid for. 
And those claims that you articulated in your memorandum dated 
1987 indicated that those claims that fit that definition totaled 400,000. 
MS. GRAFF: Approximately. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And that report was given to Miss Embree on October 21st of 1987 by 
you placed box? 
MS. GRAFF: Right. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And as far as you know at this point -- I'm sure we'll ask the question --
no action has been taken on that $400,000 report? 
MS. GRAFF: Right. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Senator Marks. 
SENATOR MARKS: did you change office? 
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CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes. Are you finished with your questions? 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Well, what I want to do -- well, let me ask you 
First of all, why don't state your name and title. 
MR. LACKEY: Okay. My name is Chris Lackey. I'm a senior claims specialist with the Victims 
of Crime program. I'm also a job steward with Unit 1 for the employees and for the Board of Control. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Now, as a claims specialist, what do your responsibilities 
include? 
I'm a senior claims specialist, and as a senior claims specialist, my are to 
train review --I train staff and review work of new employees -- staff that has just come onto 
the Board - to make sure that what they were taught in training and what they interpret from 
law is what they put down on paper so that a claim could be processed according to the law. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: And you were subpoenaed to testify here today. Is that 
MR. LACKEY: That's correct. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: And you're currently testifying under oath 
sub poena. Is 
That's correct. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Now, you indicated in previous conversations you 
been admonished about testifying at this hearing today. 
to 
MR. LACKEY: I would like to state that there's an employee at the Board --and I don't know if 
I'm to his name or not ••• 
TORRES: Certainly. 
MR. LACKEY: By the name of Miguel Torres, who, prior to this hearing this morning, went to 
numerous of us were subpoenaed and told us that - I mean, I don't know if it's a joke or not but 
he says he1s to Mr. Art Torres here. Maybe he is, I don't know. 
TORRES: A lot of people say they're related to me. 
MR. He was inferring to employees that if they were to testify, that possibly they 
may not a when they come back; that, you know, they would be blackballed. I myself was 
not one those but there are some employees here today who were told the statement, 
whether it was a kidding comment or not, but I do know tha~ the employees that it was directed at 
feel it was not a kidding type of situation. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: All right. Any of the witnesses at the witness table now have 
that experience? (Answered no.) Are you aware of any facts surrounding that experience? 
(Answered no.) Thank Mr. Lackey. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Since my name has been invoked here, I would like to ask you a little 
further, has person indicated that he is acting on anyone's behalf? 
MR. LACKEY: Not to my knowledge. I don't know if this is pertinent information or not, but 
the person does happen to be on the list for a manager position. I'm not saying he's doing it for that 
reason, but I'm just speculating. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Now, you've been a job steward with the Board of Control for a year and 
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MR. a situation comes up, what I first try to do is try to bring the 
involved together to to see if we can work out some type of agreement without having to follow 
through the grievance procedures. Sometimes I'm successful, sometimes I'm not. If not 
successful, and I still feel that the employee's rights are being violated and that the employee has a 
justifiable complaint, I will then follow the proper procedures involved with the grievance procedures. 
Do you want specifics? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes. 
MR. LACKEY: Okay. Probably April 1986, a claims specialist, who had been 
duties of analyst since 1984, had been working out of class - I'm sorry, since 1985 -- had been 
working out of class, performed the duties of analyst. Time and time again we had asked that we get 
this information in writing so we could get compensated salarywise for doing analyst duties. They 
refused to acknowledge that so I filed a grievance at that point with between 20-25 people. 
August of 1986, employees were told that they we ~e - the issue was production standards. 
Their names are openly published on monthly statistic reports. And I had been getting complaints 
from staff that they'd been getting harrassed by management because either their figures were too 
low, although there are no standards for that employee to reach. I mean, we all have to have goals. 
The employees did not know what the highs and the lows were. It was causing extraordinary stress 
among the employees. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: The highs and the lows of processing claims that have come to the fund. 
MR. LACKEY: Well, the amount claims that you should close each month. I think we 
need to goals, and if you don't know what the high is, you can kind of strive for that goal. I'm 
not saying that people are going to reach that goal and stop. I think that we all need to have a range 
so we know where we fall in. I mean, one month you could do 30 and that was okay. The next month 
you next month you did 20 and you were called on the carpet because you were told that 
you weren't meeting production standards. And then I informed them there were no production 
standards. We were told just to do the best job we· could, yet the employees were still harrassed and 
had and put in their files in regards to those issues. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I still ask again, what was the reaction of the executive officer or 
deputy executive when you approached them with suggestions to help remedy problems? 
For that particular situation, their answer was, "That's the way we're going to 
do it." You know, you either live with it or find another job, in essence. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Was that their response on most of the issues that you brought before 
them? 
MR. LACKEY: The ones that got to the grievance procedure, I would say yes. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And what do you think their perception is of employees' rights? 
MR. LACKEY: I don't believe that they feel the employee has rights. I have seen that --
regarding employees' rights, when you have violations of not only the contract but their own Board 
policy as well as Government Code sections, they continue to violate those with total disregard for 
the law. 
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computer system, your opinion? 
MS. HAROLD: they do. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And why is that? 
MS. HAROLD: Well, we don't have any established procedure for turning in the overpayments 
so they show up on the computer. I worked a claim two weeks ago and I discovered a $15,000 
overpayment. I'm the only one that knows about that. 
TORRES: Did you report it immediately to Miss Embree? 
There's no procedure for reporting. I've now taken it upon myself to contact the 
people involved to try and get clarification and possibly collect. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What do you mean there's no procedure for reporting? If you found an 
error 15,000 overpayment, it just sits there at your desk? 
MS. HAROLD: Well, I take the steps to try and rectify the problem or get the money back; to 
give the victim or their representative a chance to rectify he situation. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So you take -- the level of authority rests with you at that point. 
MS. HAROLD: It rests with the analyst, yes. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: With the analyst. 
MS. Yes. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: To try and recover that amount. 
MS. HAROLD: Yes. 
TORRES: And there is no process by which you report that to management as to 
what's care of and what hasn't been. 
HAROLD: I have no procedure for that. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: No procedure for that. 
those 
MS. 
The only claims that are identified on the computer are those that go to 
this claim has been to four different hearings and now it's come to me, there's --you 
to another hearing because I've discovered the overpayment. 
TORRES: So the level of authority by claims analysts affects the processing of 
correct? 
it does. 
TORRES: Have there been situations of conflicting directions from management 
or the Board of Control to the staff? 
MS. 
goes to them 
the 
The Board of Control itself to me is the ultimate source. I mean, once a claim 
they make their decision, we're out of it so to speak, because they've already made 
get conflicting information from management as far as we have been instructed to pay 
major providers before we pay other victims, and I know you heard the testimony this morning from 
some of the major providers. Staff has asked for clarification on why we have to pay them when the 
next 10 claims might be someone who doesn't have a place to live because they need their wage loss. 
But these major providers, those claims are identified and pulled and we have to work them before we 
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SENATOR And what do you do about that? 
MS. HAROLD: I have no choice. I work it. 
SENATOR MARKS: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Mr. Calderon. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: I take it that problems which you and others at the witness 
have identified have been ongoing for some period of time. Is that a fair statement? 
MS. 
CALDERON: Several years? Is that fair? 
MS. HAROLD: Not the major provider issue. Other issues. Numerous other issues. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Like categorized-- can you categorize them? 
HAROLD: Fraud. We have no procedure for reporting fraudulent activity. We also 
exchange information with other agencies that also might be affected by the fraud going on. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: AU right. What otter areas? I mean, why has there been a 
backlog 
to a size 
such a long period of time? Why was there a period of time that the fund grew literally 
to meet all the claims that had been filed against it but the claims simply couldn't 
Well, personally speaking, the claims that we're getting are not simple anymore. 
The type of incident is a lot more complex than it used to be. The new legislation is requiring us to 
do more to the claim we don't time or the staff to do more. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Have you ever expressed your concerns about the inefficiency 
and or degenerating quality of the processing of these claims to any supervisors? 
Yes. 
CALDERON: And what was the reaction? 
Well, we have a lot of claims. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Who have you expressed your feelings to? 
My supervisor is no longer - he's deceased, Ray Banion. 
CALDERON: Did he leave voluntarily? 
he's now deceased. 
CALDERON: Oh. I guess it was involuntarily. 
MS. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Now, you knew -- you were instrumental in helping the audit, 
the internal audit committee, to attempt to identify these problems. 
MS. HAROLD: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: And in that way, I take it you felt finally you were getting an 
opportunity to help the process. 
MS. HAROLD: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Was there any reason, however, that before that time you didn't 
go outside to try and find help somewhere so that you could take care of these problems? 
MS. HAROLD: Well, the problems that -- within the -- I don't quite know how to answer this 
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SENATOR MARKS: Well, 
MS. HAROLD: Mary Harold. 
referring-- I forget your name, I'm sorry. 
SENATOR MARKS: Mary Harold. You testified as to a number of things that you've 
memos on. Why wouldn't you those memos to the CSEA? 
MS. HAROLD: Because they're of a procedural nature and not of an 
relationship. 
I see. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So there are no changes in the May 1987 audit that 
tone down the report or to any way change its report before publication? 
MS. HAROLD: No. There hasn't been any work on the audit. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So you're not aware of anything like that. 
MS. HAROLD: No. 
are aware 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. Thank you very mu ~h. Appreciate your testimony today. 
Mr. Mike McCormick, Suzanne Alexander, Beverly Shaw. 
(SWEARING IN OF WITNESSES) 
MR. DeWITT: Please raise your right hand. Do you swear or affirm 
testimony that you are about to give before this committee is the truth, the whole and 
but the truth? 
Are each of you here because you were served with a subpoena of the committee? 
Since were subpoenaed and you have taken the oath, do you understand that you are granted 
immunity, as was previously stated, under Section 9410 of the Government Code? 
Do you further understand that such immunity requires you to answer questions that you think 
may incriminate you a criminal proceeding or may subject you to disgrace or infamy? 
perjury as a 
Victims of 
MR. 
statement, is it also your understanding that the immunity does not to 
of your testimony here or the production of documents here? 
much. Please be seated. 
TORRES: Thank you very much. Mr. McCormick, you're an employee of 
program. Is that correct? 
McCORMICK: Yes, I am. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Please explain the nature of your employment. 
MR. McCORMICK: I'm currently a clerical supervisor over mail room/file room areas 
forms, supplies. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And how long have you been doing that? 
MR. McCORMICK: Officially as a supervisor since July 1. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: July 1 of 1987? 
MR. McCORMICK: Right. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And before that? 
MR. McCORMICK: Before that I was working in that same area as a lead clerk. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: For how long? 
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what we say to legislative staff. As a former phone receptionist also, I can testify to 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: What do you mean you are guarded? 
MR. McCORMICK: Basically, we are told to refer above, as far as I understand 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Miss Beverly Shaw, what is your present employment at 
MS. BEVERLY SHAW: I am a Victims of Crime claims specialist and have 
31st of '84. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What basic training did you receive when 
specialist? 
MS. SHAW: The basic training that I received was based on the manual that we use to 
the claims, and there is a section the statutes that have changed over the years. And occurs 
during a two-week process is the claims specialists are the procedures out the 
procedures basically tell you this is the application, review 't, capture the basic information 
crime report on the cover page, then verify the losses and wage losses that are --
and wage etc. that are claimed. It's a two-week where they read to us out 
manual. 
TORRES: Has there been any kind committee formed to 
in the operation that you work in? 
MS. SHAW: Excuse me? Could say that again? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Has there been any type of committee formed to deal 
in your 
MS. A committee formed? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: A committee, a group of people, formed to deal with the 
90-day 
MS. SHAW: 
contracted 
The only 90-day mandate that I've been made aware of is as it applies to 
We were made to understand that that applies only to the contracted 
not to Victims of Crime staff itself. The loophole, as you revealed earlier, is it's upon a 
fully claim; then the staff has 90 days to process it for payments. 
as I know it and understand it, between the claims specialist staff, 
the analyst is pending, there are approximately 10,000 -- 8,500 to to 
be worked on. That is not including the claims that are currently on somebody's desk to work. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So you're not familiar with the special committee that was formed 
about a year ago to deal with the backlog problem? 
MS. SHAW: Okay. We have-- if you're referring to the backlog mail, we have a supplemental 
verification unit that deals only with additional awards. There's been an ongoing problem with 
accumulating in massive amounts that the staff, the claims specialists, could never get to because 
the inundation of regular claims, emergency awards, special projects that were given to them with 
absolutely no controls over how they requested them - they were just dumped in our in-baskets-- so 
that there were some claims specialists that had up to 250 claims on their desks at given times. 
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but they were recommending it turned over 
to was 
because he to if I was aware that it was illegal for the person making the suggestion to 
also do the monetary evaluation. And I explained to him that yes, I felt it was and even if it wasn't 
regulated on, that I didn't feel that it was correct, and that was precisely why that I had not 
acted on the previous directive that I had been given by Judith Embree. And he advised me that he 
would respond to management to make them aware that that was an illegal procedure and that he 
would also 
CHAIRM 
employees? 
MS. SHAW: 
the previous memo that had been given to me. 
TORRES: What are some of the safety violations of the Board regarding the 
hand-in-hand some of the safety violations, when the agency made 
move from two previous locations on J Street and in Old Sacramento to the new location, I do not 
believe, in all fairness, that management made provisions for floor space, for adequate supplies, or 
forms for our agency, which greatly impacts on the work flow and efficiency of handling of the 
claims. We run out of supplies and forms frequently. 
And as staff has been added in stop-gap measures, the forms and supplies have been moved out 
into the main which is our sole fire exit for the agency, which I believe would be in direct 
of any safety purpose. 
And how do the employees react to all of these violations that you've 
pointed 
MS. SHAW: They're concerned but they've given up hope of getting anybody to comply with 
what they Just last week fire extinguishers were mounted after being in the current location 
a year a half. Computer cords are stretched out and covered over. 
TORRES: Are people coming to work with no expectation of being prideful of 
their or committed to their work? 
MS. Coworkers say they just don't care; if it gets done, it gets done. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Do you think that's contributed to the backlog? 
MS. ly. 
Has personal information regarding employees ever been discussed by 
MS. Yes. Two specific instances were surrounding Ray Banion's death. During a group 
ree pointed out that Mr. Banion had had severe psychological problems far 
than any of us would ever realize, and I don't feel that this is the type of thing that should be 
discussed are confidential areas that should not be brought out in public. And during a 
tirne that we went to a sensitivity training session, she openly explained what was going on with Larry 
case, which I felt was a breach of his right to confidentiality. 
TORRES: Do you want to transfer to another department, Miss Shaw? 
MS. SHAW: I like the work that I'm doing. I feel that it's very necessary to help the victims, 
and I feel that I'm extremely competent in the work that I do. I am not seeking to get out. I do have 
a job interview tomorrow, but I'm not seeking to get out. It is for promotion. 
CHAIRMAN Interview with whom? 
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a couple of weeks 
CHAIRM So is there anything else that you think this committee ought to know 
regarding the Board of Control or the Victims Rights Fund? 
NDER: In what way? 
N TORRES: In what your perceptions are. 
Well, I know that I love my job very much and I worked very hard while I 
was there, that the reason Embree treated me in the manner she did is that our 
strategies for supervision are different. I've always believed that you get more bees with honey and 
she believes rule with an iron fist, and I just don't agree with some of her techniques. And I 
for one at the a lot times when she would give me an order, and I say that in all honesty --it 
was an it was never a request - I would tell that I didn't agree with her and then all 
of a sudden the memos would start coming: work improv( ment memos, intimidating. They were 
never requesting, they were always demanding; she never spoke to me, it was always at me. And 
many times I was requested to discipline my staff when I felt there wasn't need for discipline, only to 
speak with And since I didn't comply, there was a lot of that I got memos I felt were 
through the grieving process. I've gone to Labor Relations, and I'm here now. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Any questions? Mr. Calderon? 
MAN CALDERON: Only that I had many conversations with Miss Embree and Mr. 
where I would point out there was sufficient money in the Victims 
one time. This was, you know, one or two years ago. It's been a long time that 
Richmond, as 
restitution 
I've been 
the ms 
probably about two years ago there was sufficient money to meet 
were outstanding against it. 
I then that Miss Embree and Mr. Richmond came before a legislative committee and 
that the backlog was gone, that the money was out, that claims were being paid. Then we 
heard 
there was a 
the 
"There. Are you 
the was on the verge of bankruptcy. At that time, it appeared to me as 
cynical effort to get the money out, so regardless of whether or not it 
in the right manner, as a way to come back and say to the Legislature, 
We got the money out so get off our backs." That was my impression. Did 
you see any evidence of 
Are you speaking just specifically about the backlog? 
N CALDERON: Yes. 
MS. Okay. I will tell you how I -- what I did to try to help the backlog, and this 
is -- I'm for for the program, for the interest of the victims. 
A year we from one building to another. I planned, organized, and implemented a 
system called the terminal digit system. It was supposed to cut down on errors. And I have worked in 
two prisons and I know that unless you have control of files, that you will never have a complete 
smooth of any claims. So I had many meetings with Miss Embree to tell her that the files 
were getting out control. When people would call for status checks, that the files were all over 
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Please be seated. 
CHAIRMAN Thank you very much, ladies and gentleman. Have any of you witnesses 
before this committee in any way, shape or form to testify before this committee? 
MR. RICHARD GODEGAST: No, sir. 
HAIRM TORRES: Miss Espejo, I believe? 
ELSA Yes. 
TORRES: Have you been threatened in any way to come before this committee? 
MS. I don't know if it was a threat or was joking around, but earlier at the 
office, I was in the break room and an analyst, we were talking about it, two other people, and the 
analyst came in said -- you know, I said was going to tell the truth, and they said, 11Well, yeah, 
you teH the truth because after you there you won't be back here." 
had 
iden 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So did that person elaborate anymore to that? 
MS. ESPEJO: No. I didn't say anything because I didn't Nant to argue. 
M 
1\/\ 
TORRES: right. Would you turn around and see if that person is in this room 
He's hand. 
raised his hand. All right. Have you been 
committee? 
Miss 
No, I but I was approached by the same individual as Bev Shaw 
to invoke -- to plea the Ollie North case, too. I stated I've got nothing to hide. 
All right. Is that person in this room? 
the same individual. 
Have you been threatened to come before this committee? (No audible 
individual raised his hand please come forward? Please come forward and 
name is Miguel Tor res. 
All right. Mr. Torres, what is your position? 
analyst with the Victims of Crime program. 
Victims of Crime program. 
right. Do you know these individuals that have just testified? 
I do. 
Did you make those comments to these individuals? 
I made comments to them. 
And what comments did you make to these individuals? 
MR. TORRES: I made comments in regards to this hearing. I think the comments I made were 
humorous. 
TORRES: Were humorous? 
Yes. There were a lot of comments going around in the office regarding these 
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times to ask how long I would have to work under 
going to to to 
other m if you'll stand, because we can't hear you in that microphone. Either 
getting too close or not working properly. Just speak right in. There you go. 
MS. HERNANDEZ: Where do you want me to start at? 
TOR RES: You started in January of 1987 working under Mr. Bani on. You 
to Miss that you had personnel problems with Mr. Banion. 
MS. HERNANDEZ: Yes. 
And what was the response of Miss Embree to that request? 
I had asked long I would have to work under Ray, and she 
until they someone else to replace me. At that time, there was a problem with the budget 
in hiring someone else, and until they could get someone to replace that -- or to fill that position, I 
would have to stay there. She did ask me if I could possibly work along with Ray. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So you felt Miss Embree took into consideration your needs and your 
concerns and was helpful in making sure that your problem Wl.S taken care of. Is that correct? 
MS. HERNANDEZ: At that time, yes. 
TORRES: At that time. Is there any other time that she has not taken that 
were a few other things but they were personal. They had nothing to 
do with 
CHAIRMAN I'm sorry? 
under 
MS. They were personal. They had nothing to do with this particular hearing. 
TORRES: I'm going to remind you very carefully and very directly that you are 
we expect the truth today. 
Yes. 
Not conjecture, not stories, not anecdotes but what you know to be 
that's extremely important for you to understand. At any time were any biases raised 
or in your office personnel? 
None I am aware of. I was told certain things that were said by 
encounter I had was I did file a grievance against Ray Banion. My 
Embree as a complaint. 
And you think that was fair? 
HERNANDEZ: No, I don't. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Why? 
MS. HERNANDEZ: Because at the time, I was filing a grievance. She knew of all the things 
that were going on between Ray and I. 
TORRES: What do you do at the Victims program? Do you process claims? 
MS. HERNANDEZ: I supervise the payment section and receptionist area. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: You supervise the ••• ? 
MS. HERNANDEZ: Payment section. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Payment section. So if I have a claim, you're the one I would have to 
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AN CALDERON: All Well, I don't want -- the only I'm 
establish -- aU right now, the issue of racial discrimination has been raised insofar 
Embree's to a complaint that you voiced with her, an employee, that you voiced 
with her 
color who 
is relevant in my mind because many of the are of 
claims. If there is an attitude on the part of Miss Embree that's 
it affects the way she processes or manages the processing of claims. 
thinks Blacks deserve it, then maybe she doesn't process Black claims. Or if she 
'·"''n.r.:. or Mexicans put themselves the position to be victims, then maybe not as 
sensitive those claims effectively and efficiently. 
raised the issue -- I'm just trying to determine whether or not you think that 
to explore or not. 
As I stated earlier, to my knowledge, I don't know of any racial prejudice in 
paying claims as far as Judith Embree is concerned; only ag-.tinst Ray Banion. Ray Banion would be 
the only one that I have had knowledge of that would be prejudiced against Blacks. 
CALDERON: All right. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Did Miss Embree ever indicate to 
MS. 
CHAIRMAN 
people? 
No. 
She never made 
Not to me, no. 
statement to you? 
that she was prejudiced against 
the offices 
you at any time throw a camera crew out of your office or out o 
a story during this last few weeks or months? 
them to leave, yes. 
CH was the basis to asking them to leave? 
Well, I wanted to know why they were there, number one. Around that 
I just wanted to know why they were there. 
c And you asked them to leave. 
M 
you very much, what is your 
n word in the payment section. 
M/\N TORRES: Uh huh. How would you describe the morale in the office? 
M It's low, very low. 
iow. Why? 
to the conditions. 
.~1/\IRM/\N TORRES: What personal experiences that you have had might affect your attitude 
tow. or the program? 
year my mother was terminally ill. She had a rare kind o cancer and 
re was cure it. So taken a of absence because she was at the hospital and there 
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to come 
until she died. 
to 
died on a Tuesday 
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so close to 
if I 
a 
that week I got a 
and I really wasn't to come 
I was 
or 
harrassed 
when I first got to the Board 
"'"""".'"" .... ::: .... L ...... to work until five and stuff and I 
Well, she wanted the 
about that, in opinion? 
I had the so 
is 
she wanted me to come 
you know, but I mean 
right. Is there anything else you'd like us to 
Thank very much for coming. Miss 
Yoshida. been with the 
claims specialist the supplemental 
was 
I was 
was 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And what was the supplemental verification unit established and what 
was started 
prior to it, specialists had all the claims through the entire process. They had them as 
they had them as regulars and supplementals, and they didn't know how to prioritize their work. A lot 
of them felt, as I do, that the people who need it are the ones who haven't been paid yet and, you 
know, you want to put ahead the people who have already gotten money; let's get these people 
money who haven't got it. Management was very hung up on statistics. So what they did, what a 
of specialists was during the early parts of the month, they worked regular claims, and because 
supplementals were so easy, they did those during the latter part of the month. But yet, if you only 
work it the last one or two weeks of the month, they'll sit until then. 
So we started the supplemental verification unit in July -- I'm sorry, June of this year to deal 
just with additional payments on claims. There are currently 11 specialists, myself as a senior, and 
one supervisor to deal with all claims throughout the entire Board that are supplemental. 
You've got 10 --a minimum of 10 people on three teams, so 30 people who do the initial claims 
who'll never see them again. The people in the supplemental Jnit will see it again and again and again 
until either the patient no longer -- or the claimant no longer requires the money or the claim has 
paid out at 
current is to review all supplemental reports sub by the counties that are 
power or special project contract. The three other seniors review the c 
under the powers/special project contract and I then review the other ones. currently 
approximately 50 claims a day whether I pay them -- you know, authorize payment or send 
else. But I'm reviewing currently 50 a day. 
TORRES: 50? 
MS. Yes. 
TORRES: How does a request from preferred service providers affect the 
processing of 
knew no one 
One Saturday -- I had been in training all week and I came in Saturday because I 
my desk and there was a backlog of mail for supplemental reports that 
wanted to get there to do it and when I came in, we were told that we had to get 
victim center put out because they were making a big ruckus about it. these 
TORRES: Stink. 
YOSHIDA: Right. So for eight hours we worked on it. Of approximately the 30 or 40 
there was not one that I could even pay because I-- and I'm the only one -- and I'm 
so current. claims -- or the reports come in the office, they're stamped in the mail room. The 
claims are then delivered to me personally and I go pull my files and I review them. Within 24 hours 
they're out. Or I used to, but until all of this came about, I'm a little backlogged maybe one or two 
<)o if it's there, it's being paid. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: If you were Tony Anthony, head of General Services, what would you do 
after you've heard the testimony --you've been here all day, as well as all of us have -- what would 
you say to Embree when you'd call her in and tell her to do about the program? What would 
you advise her to do? How would you help her to make the program more effective? 
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bounced 
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is 
to do. 
"''-'"u''"' I am putting in between 9 and 
do 
to do "'"''"'"'""'rn 
Tn""'""'"" got the title; 
required to do same things. I went to 
I come in and I put in my 8 9 or 
are higher paid sitting in their office 
because I can't be there without one, is 
at my desk almost constantly. My staff knows where 
as I am at my supervisor is away from her desk. And I brought this all out to 
if aware of this, but at least in me telling you, then I know know it 
it 
MS. 
about. Quite a 
Was she responsive? 
she thanked me and said that there were changes that were going to come 
months ago, I expressed my concern to her also because I'm over the supplemental 
verification unit which has trained staff. The newer people are put out into regular verification and 
it takes a year to learn the process, and I said I didn't think it was proper or right 
these new 
don't have any 
given inadequate seniors to go to who they wouldn't go to anyway because they 
them. So instead, they sit at their desk and they ponder over a claim, which if 
they a a they could go they could tell them how to remedy it. I was 
there are changes that are being done and to wait. I had requested to go out there because 
I would personally like to help these people. I told her that the new people aren't even being given a 
chance to good specialists because they don't have the proper guidance. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Have you had any personal problems in the office? 
MS. YOSHIDA: Not with Miss Embree, no. 
TORRES: With whom? 
Mr. Ray Banion. 
TORRES: All right. Do you think you need to discuss that? 
No. 
TORRES: Any questions? Anything else you'd like to add to us? 
No. 
All right. Do you feel comfortable now that you've come here? 
Yeah. I'm fine. 
You're relieved now. 
Thank you. 
TORRES: It's a very stressful experience and we appreciate you all taking the 
time to be us. 
of 
Mr. 
M Yes, sir. My name is Richard Godegast and I have been with the State Board 
of 1972 in various capacities. I'm presently an associate governmental 
in the Victims of Violent Crime program. 
When you were the manager in the government claims you ever 
see an chart? 
MR. Yes, sir. 
AN TORRES: And was the Board of Control directly reporting to Miss Elizabeth Yost, 
chief the General Services Department? 
MR. GODEGAST: Yes, sir. I saw an organization chart put out by the Department of General 
Services indicating the Board of Control reporting directly to and through Mrs. Yost. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Have you seen the new chart? 
MR. GODEGAST: No, sir, I have not. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: It was issued on November 3rd, I believe? November 9th, I believe, 
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nature as 
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is 
a 
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of 
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of, that capability 
would Miss Embree check in with 
as to how the claims would be 
the claims ••• 
Personnel issues as well? 
as well, yes, 
would have jurisdiction over personnel issues, 
at 
or 
or 
seen 
or as to 
MR. GOOEGAST: Yes, 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: ••• procedures within the office itself? 
MR. GOOEGAST: Yes, sir. That's been my experience. 
TORRES: So a pretty hands-on interaction. 
MR. GOOEGAST: I don't know about day to day, but I think in the major policy issues or major 
sir, or disciplinary actions as well. 
TORRES: Disciplinary actions as well? 
MR. GOOEGAST: Yes, sir. I know my own case, it was personally reviewed and controlled by 
1\Ars. Yost. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And what personal experiences have you had on the job that would 
affect your job performance? 
MR. GOOEGAST: I have not had any personal experiences directly with Mrs. Embree in that I 
dealt directly with Mr. Banion, who was my immediate supervisor. I do know that I was the only 
analyst, that I'm aware of, that had all of my claims -- I was a little surprised when I came into the 
organization, back into the organization, as an associate analyst in April of '86 that only claims that 
upon I would make a recommendation of deny or for the Board to discuss would be reviewed, 
that were under such scrutiny. I was advised by my peers that that was in order to 
process more claims, period. They didn't care about anything else but processing claims. 
was not 
correct? 
MR. 
law 
M 
MR. 
part, that 
my claims happened to be under review by Mr. Banion. He conveyed to me - 1 
personally -- but he conveyed to me that those orders came down from above and 
but through Mrs. Embree. 
Now, it's fair to say that Miss Yost signed your demotion notice. Is that 
That's correct, sir. 
She also testified against you at your hearing before an administrative 
That's correct, sir. 
Why do you think she did that? 
It would be speculation on my part. I believe it was a personal attack on her 
wanted to see that that demotion occurred. 
AN TORRES: Why is that? 
MR. GODEGAST: I believe our style of management is quite different. I believe in utilizing all 
the 
Board 
of staff, and I was very fortunate to have some extremely -- we do have at the 
Control very dedicated and very key intelligent people at the Board of Control. And I 
believe that they should have full authority to act within the scope from which they're paid; the 
analysts in particular. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Well, what policy decisions was there disagreement on between you and 
Miss 
MR. I was also the labor relations officer at the Board of Control for a brief 
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medical knowledge, either -- or 
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you very much. Thank you all very much 
Chairman? I want to -- Miss I 
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didn't really understand exactly what it was. I don't think that -- I don't want to indicate that 
that there's --that --whatever she testified to was any evidence of any racial discrimination on 
the part of M Embree, but I wanted to explore that in any event. Thank you. 
(SWEARING IN OF WITNESSES} 
MR. DeWITT: Please raise your right hand. Do you solemnly swear or affirm the testimony 
that you are about to give before this committee is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but 
truth? 
Please 
AN TORRES: I want to thank each of you for coming voluntarily, 
necessity of subpoena. We welcome your cooperation in this hearing today. Mr. Eaton, please. 
MR. AUSTIN EATON: Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I think you have 
you perhaps the prepared remarks that I had today. I don't want to bore you with reading 
those again, but I would like to highlight some of those areas. 
Again, the program is about 20 years old and it has seen phenomenal growth, almost without 
fail, through that period; growth in terms of the number of claims received and in the of 
types of who can qualify for this program. It started out as a violent victim program and 
from there to other types of victims, so that we have a more broad base or 
whatever expression you want to use for that. 
As has been expressed earlier, we over a 50% growth last year, and you've heard 
considerable today and questioning about the backlog, and I think that that is today the 
major 
been 
that, I 
that are 
to that backlog is that significant and somewhat unanticipated growth. We had 
a 15-20 percent growth in the program and last year we had a 56% growth, and 
of a program, creates a backlog and creates strain in terms of the resources 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How long have you been executive director of the Board of Control? 
MR. I was appointed on August 18th of this year. 
TORRES: And what was your previous management experience? 
MR. l was the -- most recently the state's purchasing manager for six years, in 
that managed all of the state's purchases for all the state departments, amounting to about 
700 million a year. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Who actually runs the Victims of Crime program? 
MR. EATON: The direct program manager is Judith Embree. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And what role does Miss Yost play in that? 
MR. EATON: Miss Yost is the chief deputy of the Department of General Services, and as such, 
in the absence of Mr. Anthony -- you know, my understanding always has been, working in that 
department, that in the absence of the director, the chief deputy assumes the duty of the director. 
And so, in that capacity and some occasions she sits as chair of the board, and in other instances 
where Mr. Anthony is not available, she acts as chair and exercises those duties. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How would you characterize the morale in the Board of Control and the 
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or 
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MR. I think there's always a combination of those factors. Obviously, if everyone's 
is pumped up to highest level possible, you get more production out of people. They 
more work. If there are morale problems, those influence I 
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the primary things we're looking at now is increase in workload and the normal built-in 
terms of adding staff when you've those workload problems. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Are you familiar with any of the complaints regarding that there isn't 
enough or support or consistency in terms of some of these guidelines? 
EATON: I am familiar with those complaints. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What are you doing about them? 
MR. been working over the last few weeks with the -- we have a contract 
General they do personnel management for us, and I've working 
personnel the assistant personnel officer to create a unit which would address those 
within the Board of Control to make sure that we do have consistent policy, that people are aware of 
what are. Again, you know, that isn't something that gets created overnight, as I 
said, I've been there about two and a half months, and need some time on the job, I think, to 
figure out what the lay of the land is and see who's doing w: 1at and who isn't doing what, and I think 
that I've reached that point and have some plans in mind that will change the processes that 
Board uses. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Who interviewed you for your position? 
MR. Tony Anthony, Dr. Elmer Jaffe, and Peter Pelkofer, who's the Treasurer's 
representative on the board. 
CHAIRMAN How did you find out about it? Just in a notice? 
MR. It was on a general exam announcement. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And you applied. 
MR. EATON: I did. 
CHAIRMAN There was no one from within the department or the agency 
that you ought to look into it because of your qualifications? 
I think -- I had conversations with a number of people within the department 
who •.. 
Of General Services? 
Yes. Who said, you know, that's a good job for you, you ought to apply. And as a 
matter of three or four years ago for that position when Lane Richmond was 
I was aware of 'the Board activity. 
program, or 
I don't know if 
there for a while? 
TORRES: Mr. Calderon? 
CALDERON: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Eaton, the Victims restitution fund 
restitution program, has been plagued with a series of revolving door executives. 
your power to stay there for a year or so, but do you have intentions to stay 
MR. EATON: That's my hope. 
1\SSEMBL YMAN CALDERON: All right. What are you going to do to solve the problems of this 
program? Specifically, how are you going to solve the morale problems, how are you going to solve 
the contractor problems, the joint partnership agreements, in terms of the claims that are being 
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is due on the 18th, 
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is next week, and it's my intention that tomorrow I will have a 
Board can consider that next week so that that can become our official 
response to that. And that addresses each of the areas identified in the audit and gives our plan as to 
how we're to those. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: All right. Are you going to submit a memo indicating to 
employees that it's okay for them to talk to members of the Legislature which oversee your budget 
for this exact reason, so we can make sure that the money we spend gets spent effectively and 
efficiently? 
MR. EATON: The policy at the Board when I arrived there, and l endorse that policy, is 
contacts with members of the press and members of the Legislature should be directed to my 
attention so that I can speak the program in total. I don't consider that a gag order on staff or a 
muzzle. I consider that a way to ensure that you're getting the response you need and I don't have a 
dozen people responding to a dozen different answers anJ maybe they're not privy to all the 
information they need. So I would plan to continue that policy that legislative and press contacts 
directed to my office. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Well, there are indications -- see, your end of the job hasn't 
been doing very well. I mean, the supervisors have not been doing real well in terms of 
forthright, it appears, with the Legislature. And it's no good to just firing the executive 
director so that a new one can come and say I've just got here guys, give me a chance. Because 
that problem either. So 1 just want to know that as a member of the Legislature and 
a member of commit~ee that oversees the budget for this program, when I ask a question 
whether or not there's a backlog, that I'm not going to be lied to. Will you make that commitment? 
MR. EATON: make that commitment. 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: Thank you. 
SENATOR MARKS: Can I just ask one question? 
CHAIRMAN Senator Marks. 
heard -- were you 
Why is it -- maybe you believe it's a question of staff, but why is it we've 
day? Did you hear the testimony? 
MR. Yes. 
MARKS: We heard testimony from many people who testified how it took for 
any of these programs to come about; to have verification. One woman testified that she was -- her 
problem with the care that she was trying to receive and that she hadn't heard for months and months 
and months. Why is that? Why is there this tremendous delay? I've been in government for a long 
period of time and it seems to me that I've always tried to expedite things as best I could. Why do we 
take so long? 
MR. EATON: I don't know that I can give you a complete answer to that, Senator Marks. 
SENATOR MARKS: Well, give me a partial answer. 
MR. EATON: I think -- again; I'll go back to the fact that during this year the workload 
increased, and that means a lot of things -- we had staffing that was adequate to process claims 
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CALDERON: Thank you, Senator. I'm not sure 
think there's a 
hearing the system is so inefficient. It is 
come 
to simply putting up with whatever priorities 
its ownself in terms of being exposed to the public 
doing. That's what I'm hearing. Because in 
you've only been 
965 to 
program back in order. So that's what I'm hearing. I don't 
to go and pull cases out in order to meet your obligation, because you 
were the program properly. 
Let me remind Mr. Eaton -- I know you were just recently on the job, 
the program was augmented by an additional 24 positions 
included to allow for joint powers agreements with local Victim Witness 
verification of claims and to enhance computer capabilities, which is the 
you have now at every desk and terminal, but nobody knows how to use it 
it was intended to be used for. The '86-87 budget approved 64 new 
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positions to over 50% increase in staff but the current management failed to allot for 
additional space so they were unable to hire. 
Now we see from your own projections that the percentage of increase that you'll be asking 
from the Legislature won't even meet what backlog there is already. So when are we going to close 
the gap? It's absolutely incredible that here we have a Legislature who is more than willing, going 
overboard, to give as much money as you need to resolve this problem, to give you as much staff 
as you need to resolve this problem; and this administration, whether it's Yost, whether it's Embree, 
whether you, whether it's Deukmejian, doesn't seem to find the space to put in the people 
we've authorized you to hire. Why? What are you going to do about it? 
MR. EATON: Well, number one, we are working for more space, and I've recently instructed 
the staff in the interim while we're waiting for space, one of the problems ••. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Waiting for space. We don't have space now. 
MR. EATON: We do not have space for all that staC. We have space for a portion of that 
staff. We have requested additional space within the building that we're in. There've some 
difficulties trying to negotiate a new lease with that b owner. I have a great reluctance to 
decentralize the staff, because I think that just adds to our problems of control within the 
department, only exception I've made is I've asked that we look for some staff so that 
people who are being hired and are in a training and really aren't in a production mode can have 
a place, or we can have them there so 
space. 
can get that training while we are obtaining the necessary 
CHAIRMAN So who's going to be answerable to the Legislature? You? Yost? 
Embree? Who are we going to go to and say have you done this yet, have you done this yet, 
have you reduced the backlog yet? Who is answerable to the Legislature other than the Governor and 
the but who that administration? You, Yost, or Embree? 
MR. EATON: Well, I would say that the Board, the three-member Board, is the one that's 
le to you. 
But we already know that the Controller's representative has routinely 
been frozen out of in and the Governor's appointment, and Mr. Anthony or 
Miss Yost run the operation, we've been told and what we know. 
MR. I've -- with all due respect, since I've been here, I've at all the Board 
hearings and I see no evidence that the Controller's representative is frozen out of those processes. 
In fact, he is very very articulate, and does, I think, an excellent job. But he fully contributes 
to the decisions made that Board and is a full and active partner. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So the people we have to rely on are the Governor's appointment, Mr. 
Anthony, and whoever the Controller's appointment or designee is. 
MR. EATON: I think in --yes. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Those are the people that are to be held responsible. 
MR. EATON: That is the Board of Control. You know, 1 am the executive officer and 
responsible for what the staff does, and they will, I'm sure, be holding me very much accountable for 
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SENATOR MARKS: No, I'm asking you a question. Of the people who testified today, would 
to come the budget committee to testify? 
MR. to what, sir? 
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YOST: Thank you. May I correct one impression. The letter which I received 
from you to to me it starts off saying Mr. Anthony and I'm not Mr. Anthony. 
He is in hospital today and he me to be here on his behalf. I'm chief deputy director of the 
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Department of General Services, as the director's 
comes in on his behalf. 
Miss Yost, there aren't internal routing 
signature regarding this 
a department 
boards and rrunnn committees on 
is not unusual. Among those in which I'm involved and 
Board, the Arbitration Committee, the - I've forgotten which 
boards. In addition to that ••• 
ever been regularly briefed by the Victims of Crime program? 
MS. comes in for the Board hearings, the staff in the department, 
the to the director and my special assistant, usually go over the work to see that the 
information is needed order for the chairman of the Board to make decisions. But you will see that 
originally all of those boards and me. 
did not order a word processor technician or her supervisor to 
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alter a 
MS. not. In 
chart reflecting the lines of responsibility? 
I found out that when I saw the one that came over to 
was 
-- and I asked the administrative officer, our deputy for administration, 
into how came about. It appeared that they had also left off, if you it 
previous ones, three offices along the bottom. So apparently, somebody somewhere along the line 
decided it was easier to have a straight line than to have a dotted line. 
TORRES: Well, we have a memorandum here to a Mary Graff from a Mr. 
Kline and that is assignment to review old guidelines and policies dated June lOth of 
eventual incorporation of any background material into a directive depends upon the approval 
Liz Yost.'' If you still insist that it is not among a staff analyst's responsibilities, I will ask Judith for 
further direction, it seems clear, at least in this instance ••• 
MS. YOST: I never spoke to Mr. Alan about that. The general impression is that 
information from the Board, as it does for the Public Wor,~s Board and the State Allocation Board, 
comes to our staff. .• 
you 
the 
the 
CHAIRM 
no 
TORRES: So you're saying to me that you shouldn't even be here today 
line or indirect or informal communication 
I have not said that. What I have said is that there's a dotted line. I am 
Youth Authority to coordinate the information that comes in on the 
on. That is my responsibility in my job. 
Youth Authority? You mean General Services, don't you? 
Services, yes, excuse me. 
We all make mistakes. 
been so many Youth Authority people here today. 
TORRES: We all make mistakes. Have you ever ••• 
May I further clarify in addition to that? 
TORRES: Sure. 
Department General Services does nothing for the Board of 
to our fiscal officer to explain to you the other relationship. We have two relationships 
Control. One is that the director of the General Services is the chairman of the 
In to that, are about 35 boards, commissions, and committees are not 
to staff of their own, and in terms of doing their personnel work, their budget work, and 
other items of that nature; so they contract with us and, in fact, probably last year they spent a large 
amount of money, and I'd like to ask our fiscal officer ••• 
MARKS: Can I ask one question, please? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Just a moment, Senator. Miss Yost, let's not move so quickly. So it 
isn't true that you hired Miss Judith Embree. 
MS. YOST: That's correct. I did not hire Mrs. Embree. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: You had no role in her hiring? You never said hey, Tony, I think she's 
person, you ought to hire her for this job? 
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about 
CHAIRMAN 
MS. 
no interaction in terms Miss Embree or even 
recruited for this position? 
it is before you interrupt me again? 
course, Miss Yost. 
much. Whenever there is a position open in the Department 
Control, everybody, we go through exactly the same 
our officer to come and to 
the same fashion as any other recruitments. 
I said, "There is a position open, you should apply for it." I 
analysts. I "There is a position open, should apply I 
open and you should it. 
Oh, you saw Miss Embree you told that she should apply 
But seven years ••• 
seven years not seen 
Not on an ongoing no. 
It was a casual encounter or did you call her? was the 
It was not a What we ask our personnel office to do is to 
who's available, and ask people to apply. 
and initially, Lane Richmond set up an interview panel to do the 
tor department and the chairman to sit on that 
could not. asked me to take his place, so that Lane Richmond, Michael Kelly, 
people. And I've not reviewed my papers on this; I 
is what role do you play over there because I'm 
other sources and now I'm hearing your is 
an objective evaluation of who's really Because part 
person who's responsible. 
I I could clarify ••• 
TORRES: Excuse me. I sought not to interrupt you as you requested and ••• 
MS. My apologies, sir. 
TORRES: so in my case. So at no time then have you had any impact 
in terms of budget change proposals regarding this department or fund? 
MS. YOST: If the director is not there, then I sign the budget change proposals on his behalf. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Sign? no input. 
Not a ware of, no. 
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CHAIRMAN 
them? 
So other words, you just sign statements without knowing 
MS. YOST: change proposals are brought about by the executive officer. b 
them over 
chairman of 
reviews them --he reviews them conceptually on several different levels with the 
Board. The chairman of the Board reviews them. Then when they're in final position 
and they're ready to be signed, they're brought in. If Mr. Anthony is there, he signs them; if I'm 
there, I sign 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So in other words, upon your appointment in you 
rejected --you didn't specifically reject staff recommendations for increased hiring in the Victims 
Crime program due to the Governor's determination to limit state government? You never had any 
role in 
MS. YOST: I don't recall, Senator. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. I'm going to remin j you once more, Miss Yost, that you are 
under oath. 
MS. YOST: Yes, sir, I understand that. If I could recall that, I would certainly come forth 
As far as I'm concerned, there has ••• 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Are there any documents that you might need to your memory 
that we make available for you? 
MS. YOST: I don't understand the question. 
reject 
that? 
some 
when 
sat on 
not 
TORRES: The question is, when you were appointed in 1983, did you specifically 
recommendations for increased hiring in the Victims of Crime program? Do you 
YOST: l am not aware of that. It seems to me that Lane Richmond and Mr. Anthony had 
In addition to that, Mr. Richmond met with the Board. You have to also understand, 
Board meets, that I am not privy to their executive sessions and I do not know what 
in those executive sessions. 
Excuse me, Miss Yost, but we've heard testimony today that you 
before in Mr. Anthony's .•• 
I have sat on the Board but not in executive sessions. I do occasionally substitute. 
Okay. In other words ••• 
But I am not a member of the Board and when there is an executive session, I am 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Miss Yost, I understand you're not a member of the Board. I'm 
merely attempting to ask a question, if I may. The question is, when you do sit on the Board as a 
substitution for Mr. Anthony, you have participated in these sessions, have you not? 
MS. YOST: Yes, but not in executive sessions, which is where such items might come up. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So at no time have you had any impact regarding personnel hiring or any 
other factors regarding personnel. 
My recollection, Senator, is that -- and that's a long time ago. In '83, when Mr. 
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should 
that 
they're 
things. I 
But I 
was 
remember 
testified 
YOST: Senator, Mr. 
it was, because ••• 
growth I 
in to the chairman of the Board. It seems to me 
and one was to add larger staff, another was to 
the ability to be able to have them process 
send those to the Board. 
hard sometimes when you're trying to recollect a lot 
one day to another without looking at a calendar or a 
u\J•uc:"-a;:oL was just a moments 
him. So you have had some impact in personnel matters. 
"'''"w"''"'"'~ is error. Tony Anthony signed Mr. 
you signed final revised sheet, didn't 
to 
against Mr. Godegast? 
back to the about Mr. some 
I "''"''"·"'"• and after meeting on the government 
if I sat on that day, I give Mr. 
was 
words, opinions, input? mean 
So what was going on with the fund then. 
Don't you hear me, sir? I'm saying the government claims side, not 
you had no ••• 
with Mr ••• 
then. So let me ask the question again and 
of fund, you had no 
I do not make. those decisions. 
with 
TORRES: I understand 
Board. The information may come to me, 
the formal gobbledygook is, Miss Yost. I want to 
over there in respect to these decisions. Because it has not been uncommon 
your name to crop up: You're meetings with auditors, as auditors have testified to us before; 
against an in a hearing; you're involved, irrespective from where that 
employee came from, you're involved in a direct letter, dated August 27, 1987, that you signed for 
Mr. Anthony. I suppose he's never in the office because you seem to do a lot of signing of letters in 
respect to an employee, Miss Suzanne Alexander, to her attorney on August 26. So I just want to 
if I be to about what's happening over there. If you have no input, 
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then we need to know that; otherwise, we'll just exclude you as a 
party to this whole mess that we've been hearing about this morning. 
MS. YOST: Feedback. The feedback that I was discussing had to do with Mr. Godegast. 1 
not any contact with Mr. Godegast since he's been a member of the Victims program. 
that I've seen on the couple of times I've sat on the Victims program as substituting 
for Mr. Anthony has been quite good. I think his observations about reorganization are also excellent. 
When lV!r. Godegast was on the government claims side of things, and I usually sit on the 
claims side, not the victims side, Mr. Anthony does that, when I sat on the 
claims if his work was not up to snuff and it was inadequate information for the Board to make 
decisions, I would give that back to Mr. Richmond and Mr. Godegast and say, "This is the reason why 
it's difficult to make a decision because this isn't clear to rne when I read it." That's the contact 
I have with Mr. Godegast. Personnel decisions are made by the executive officer he does 
consultation with the Board of Control and they do that :'1 executive sessions and I have never been 
present an executive session of the Board to discuss personnel issues. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I understand that. That was not my question. My question was not 
you been present at Board of Control executive decisions regarding personnel matters. Please 
me question is, are you or have you been involved in any personnel matters, not 
necessarily the Board of Control, but within the operation of the Victims fund? or no. 
MS. YOST: No! Unless Mr. Anthony is not in the office. If there's a paper that needs to be 
signed of the Board and he is not there, I sign that paper. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So Mr. Anthony should be held responsible, not you, is what you're 
saying. 
correct. 
TORRES: So you told him to get well and get over here fast. 
MS. YOST: That's right! 
TORRES: Have you at any time frozen out or at any time dealt with the Board 
from the Controller's office regarding budgeting decisions? 
I'm not sure whether or not the budget decisions have gone to the full Board or not. 
a deal of pressure. So I don't know what Mr. Anthony's arrangement is with 
Pelkofer on this issue. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So you have no knowledge of what role he played. 
MS. YOST: No. But in terms ••• 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What role did you play? 
MS. YOST: What role did I play in what? Budgeting decisions? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes, Miss Yost. 
MS. YOST: I don't make the budgeting decisions. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I know you don't make the budgeting decisions, Miss Yost, but do you 
contribute to those budgeting decisions? I know you don't do a lot of things. It's clear to me that 
don't a lot of things. least you don't decide a lot of things. 
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YOST: I 
CHAIRMAN 
what you do 
proposals? 
you 
the 
All 
that's true. 
I understand that, so let's get beyond that and deal 
feedback or input, as you've described it, on budget change 
us 
estab 
MS. not sure how to answer that. Let's ask Austin. Did I recently? 
TORRES: me. I'm not asking Mr. Eaton. I'm asking you, 
Make decisions on 
TORRES: No, Miss It's not what I'm talking about. I'm talking 
you contribute or do you try to influence budget change proposals? 
I am not those decisions. 
TORRES: Never have been. 
MS. YOST: Well, I don't know what you mean by ne,·er have been. Let me make it clear. 
It's being very clear to me being extremely 
I can't me 
and not sure it, I'm the author bill 
Department a number of years ago. 
I understand. 
all the things -- did we give you all the power in that bill 
or has the bill been amended since I authored it? 
sir. There was an amendment to Government Code 7.5. The amendment was, I 
to the Controller's office, the Treasurer's office, and the Department 
on so many boards, commissions, and committees that the •.• 
did take place? Do you recall? 
it was. The statutes of 1984. It was changed in '84. 
author that, I don't believe. 
was to allow a -- if a principal can't be present to 
someone le, there are other members, other deputy our 
of Control and make ••• 
MARKS: what I'm really trying to find out is, did the original bill give the 
General Services the power over the Board of Control it now has? 
YOST: I don't think the Department of General Services has any power over the Board 
It may the director of ••• 
SENATOR MARKS: Isn't Mr. Anthony the head of the Board of Control? 
MS. YOST: He's the chairman, yes, sir, and it did. 
SENATOR MARKS: Isn't he the director of General Services? 
YOST: Yes, sir, is. 
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SENATOR And he has power over the Board of Control not because 
General. Services but because he has two jobs? 
MS. YOST: I'm not sure. I can't answer that, sir. I've not looked back into the 
its h PH be happy to someone to do that and get back to you if you'd like. 
SENATOR MARKS: No. I'm more interested, I think, in the question that Senator 
been trying to ask you. I'm just curious to know. Unfortunately, I can't stay very 
have to read 
decisions, 
TORRES: Is there 
feedback. 
other feedback you'd like to give us, 
longer so 
MS. YOST: I do make decisions in the Department of General Services, but I don't for the 
of Control. I think that's aU. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. Miss Embree, welcome to the committee. 
MS. JUDITH EMBREE: Thank you. I have a very ~ad sore throat so it's going to be a 
difficult. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I'm sorry to hear that. 
MS. EMBREE: So am I. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What was your managerial experience before you came over 
deputy executive director of the Board of Control? 
MS. EMBREE: I was two years at the 0. H. Close School for the California Youth 
and I was the of Treatment Services. I supervised a clerical pool, as well as had 
superv of the parole agents in the institution, the staff psychologists and the consu 
psychiatrists. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So how many does that make that you had supervision over? 
Mmm, let's see. Ten -- oh, roughly 17 people specifically there. 
of 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How did you find out about the job at the Board of Control? Was it Miss 
Yost who ran into you by accident and said ••• 
She mentioned it to me and it sounded like something that was very 
for me. 
Mm hmm. What was your -- you're now being paid $4,400 a 
the 
Deputy executive officer, yes. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Did you receive a substantial increase from moving over from the Youth 
Authority? 
\1\S. EMBREE: No. As a matter of fact, I lost money. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Really? 
MS. EMBREE: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Good for you. We appreciate that. That's a tremendous sacrifice on 
your part, I know. 
MS. EMBREE: It has been. 
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is your relationship with Miss Yost? Do you see her now, 
or work with her on the fund? 
MS. EMBREE: I think as was mentioned, when Mr. Eaton and I go to speak with the chairperson, 
we either speak with him or Yost in his absence. 
TORRES: 
professionaly, do you speak to 
do you speak to Miss Yost about? Not personally but about -
about? 
a I 
within the Board, such as the backlog. I, too, acknowledge 
along. 
TORRES: And what she said to you to do about the backlog? 
EMBREE: Try and reduce 
has she suggested you do that? 
Well, are a variety of means available to management. not sure that 
Miss has at any time specifically suggested things that we do, but there are always things 
available to management. 
time 
for 1 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: But you feel you can go to ask for her advice on 
MS. 
EMBREE: Well, I would never myself. I 
-- I for Mr. Eaton and he has me 
an we meet with the chairperson Board. 
TORRES: that's the only you ever talk to Miss is when you're the 
immediate 
not been there. 
was we've been in the ladies room together at the same 
No, I understand that, Miss Embree. 
On occasion, we have had lunch together because we have known each other 
exercise - does she exercise any administrative authority over 
directly, no. 
no impact or no direction in terms of hiring or firing or 
No. 
How about indirect impact? 
Only as she must stand in the stead of Mr. Anthony. We are not given directions 
Board on internal personnel policies. Management has always taken those responsibilities 
themselves. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: But feel comfortable going to Miss Yost and Mr. Eaton to talk about 
these problems? 
MS. EMBREE: I think so, yes. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Have you? 
MS. EMBREE: I've spoken to Mr. Eaton about a lot of them. 
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CHAIRMAN TORRES: He's only been here since August. 
MS. EMBREE: have spoken with the prior executive officers rather openly. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Have you ever ordered staff to change official state documents? 
MS. EMBREE: No! 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So you're not familiar with the 6-34 form dealing with Netty 
on the issue of docking? 
MS. No. I know what you're referring to. 
TORRES: Pardon me? 
MS. I know to which you're referring. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So, in other words, it is not true that you or your subordinate, your 
sec a supervisor to alter this form in order for Miss Farnsworth not to be as 
required? 
MS. EMBREE: The employee always changes the : him or herself. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: That was not the question, Miss Embree. 
MS. EMBREE: Oh. I'm sorry. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: You and Miss Yost have known for some you 
have a very good way of answering questions. My question was, is it true or your 
subordinate, your secretary, ordered a supervisor to alter this form in order for Miss Farnsworth not 
to be docked as is required? Yes or no. 
MS. EMBREE: I don't recall. I'm sorry. I just ••• 
C N TORRES: There's no need to apologize, we just want to have your answer. 
MS. I don't recall. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: If you don't recall, that's one way to deal with an issue. So it's not also 
true that in the very next month instead of being docked for that day she was simply given 
for a newly earned sick day. You're not familiar with that either. 
I'm trying to remember and put this all together. One hundred 
to remember every detail. She was docked one month --not docked one month --
sick leave the following month. 
Mm hmm. You don't recall that incident? Well, let's go on to 
one. Is lt not true you also ordered a supervisor to change an employee to of AWOL 
against that supervisor's will? 
MS. EMBREE: Under what circumstance? As I said, I have 106 employees. If you could be 
specific, I might remember. 
you. 
will. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Supervisor Mike McCormick apparently has had that experience with 
MS. EMBREE: Has had which experience? Asking-- I have asked him to change an ••. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Change an employee dock to that of AWOL against that supervisor's 
MS. EMBREE: you name the -- you can't name the employee. I don't want you to. It would 
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be very to 
respond and without mentioning 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All 
the document. If I could see the document, I could 
employee's name. 
What is the status of your current data processing 
one that we approved so 
MS. EMBREE: Well, finally process of being corrected. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What does that mean, corrected? 
MS. There were a of -- well, let me back up. Evidently this happened before 
I was at Board so I really don't exactly what the history was. From I 
Board was first given data processing capability, a data processing technician or 
was not hired. And it's my understanding that a person who had been a clerical person and had 
worked to an office position was assigned to do all of the input of the data for 
system. She alone has been responsible, unfortunately, that enormous task over a period 
I'm not sure how long but certainly - I came in '85 and w' hired a new data- a person who will be a 
data processing manager the first September. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Why did it take so long to person? 
MS. Because we did not have approval on two prior requests in our change 
or<JD(>Sais to a manager. We were to manage without. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So is it true that really put someone in there two 
weeks' experience, two weeks' training, computers to run that entire system? 
Who are you about? 
MAN TORRES: Miss Lunetta? 
MS. EMBREE: Oh, no. Laura is the person that I'm saying from the day of the -- evidently 
from the day that computer was brought into the Board, and I don't know when that date was, 
was 
your 
one had responsibility for doing the input of information. She has had no formal 
processing. That's correct. 
TORRES: she was put in charge of the entire project. 
I guess so. 
TORRES: Well, "'"''"'"'""' and knowing are two different ••• 
EMBREE: I don't know because I was not there. It was much ••• 
TORRES: So you don't have direct responsibility over the computer unit within 
MS. EMBREE: The position has always been under the administrative office, or the executive 
officer, although I did supervise her for timekeeping purposes. And Miss Lunetta has had 
responsibility for that entire data processing system up until the time we were able finally, through a 
budget change proposal, to hire a manager, a data processing manager I. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Now, you were in the department in April of 1986? 
MS. EMBREE: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: That's when the system was installed. Right? 
MS. EMBREE: No. when the new VS 300 was installed. The system existed. We just got 
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a bigger box, a bigger memory capacity. The system was there prior to that. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: But the Legislature gave you the money to fund a computer system 
you desperately needed in testimony before Assembly and Senate committees- not your 
but someone did -- to reduce the backlog. 
MS. EMBREE: And evidently they did not provide a person to give us the computer ._a~"""'­
with which to do that. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: We did not provide you? The Legislature did not provide? 
EMBREE: No, I didn't say the Legislature. Our budget change proposal was not 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Ahhhh. Who has the power to approve those budget changes? 
MS. EMBREE: Usually the Department of Finance is the one that passes on that. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: It was the Department of Finance now who did not approve your b 
change proposal to allow you to have a more efficient computer system ••• 
MS. EMBREE: Person. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Well, a person has to run the computers. The computers run 
themselves . 
MS. EMBREE: That's my understanding. 
TORRES: And the Department of Finance said you 
MS. EMBREE: That is my understanding. I understand -- when I arrived I 
CHAIR TORRES: And that person was absolutely needed to run the system in order ••. 
I certainly feel it 
TORRES: Who made that decision? 
MS. I don't know. I was not there. I'm saying that we had it in the budget 
proposalldst year and the year before and both of those were denied. 
the 
ad min 
TORRES: Didn't you go to Mr. Richmond at that time or Miss Yost ••• 
MS. EMBREE: No. Mr. Richmond was the one that negotiated with Finance. 
MS. 
MAN TORRES: And that's all he was able to get. 
Yes. 
TORRES: So the administration felt you didn't need the computer 
that we gave you. 
Which administration? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: The Governor, the Department of Finance. They all work for the same 
MS. EMBREE: All I know is that the budget change proposal was not approved to include a data 
processing manager which had been requested twice. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Why do you think that was? Did you have any feedback from the 
Department of Finance? 
MS. EMBREE: I wasn't there. I was not included in the negotiations the second time, and the 
first time I was not working for the Board. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How did it happen this year? 
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MS. 
know. We 
in made, I guess, a better argument, a stronger -- I don't 
had 
not resolve ourselves, in 
problems with the data processing; major problems that we could 
we hired consultants who destroyed information. 
TORRES: So budget change proposal that you're referring to did not go 
through Miss Yost but went through Mr. Richmond. 
MS. EMBREE: Well, Mr. Richmond, as executive officer, would be the one that would present 
it. His name on budget proposal asking for the staff or equipment or whatever it 
is. When together a change proposal, you have one for personnel years and another 
one it appears much of the equipment was allowed and approved, much of the 
personnel was allowed and approved to take care of the backlog. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So Miss Yost had no impact on that budget change. 
MS. EMBREE: I have no idea. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: You have no idea. 
MS. EMBREE: No, I wasn't there. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: If I'm not at a hearing, I find out it if it affects my area ••• 
MS. EMBREE: No, no, no. I say I hadn't been hired. 
TORRES: You hadn't been hired? 
MS. EMBREE: In 1985. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And of '86 when you got the system? Big box, rather. 
see, the '86 budget proposal is done in '85. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And when you got the computer system, there was no request for 
additional funds to hire that person? You see ••• 
MS. EMBREE: the budget year, we were already into the new budget year. 
And why didn't your department come to the Legislature to ask for a 
to get some money out to you? 
MS. I no I did not question Mr. Richmond and ask him why he didn't do 
we need the person, how can we manage without it? His response, you know, as 
close as -- we're a couple of years ago -- it was unauthorized; we're going to 
try and a position in-house. 
TORRES: How are you keeping your filing system now? Is it true that you still 
have are still located in boxes throughout your floors? 
MS. EMBREE: The boxes are on the staff workers' tables and they're kept by terminal digit and 
by month, or else they're kept in shelves in their offices. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Memorandum that I have, dated as late as November 10, 1987, from 
Eleanor Acox(?) -- do you know who that is? 
MS. EMBREE: Yes, I do. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: She's a word processing technician. It says, "To Whom it May Concern: 
One of many duties I have with the Board of Control is searching for lost files that analysts, 
claims specialists, and word processing technicians are unable to locate. Approximately three days a 
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week I'm asked to locate at least four or five misplaced files. It takes me approximate to 
hours a day to locate the lost file in question." So all these boxes that are on 
employees desks aren't in any order? 
MS. EMBREE: Yes. I have not seen that memo from Eleanor, but let me explain. When a 
is taken out of the file room, the person in the file room is responsible for recoding that file. 
room file number is taken off, and the person to whom the file is being assigned, that number 
All of our and all of our claims specialists have a number. So if a file moves out of the 
room and goes to a claims specialist's desk, that person's number is then input into the 
that the file can be found. If that person, for any reason, is away from her desk or his -- let's 
say he's off work for a day -- and a telephone call comes in, the file would be searched through 
computer and it would say it's on desk 1135. So somebody would go to desk #35, pull the file, talk on 
the telephone, and maybe or maybe not replace it that day. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: That sounds like a matter of Llinutes. It doesn't sound 2Y2 to 3 hours 
a day to locate a lost file in question. 
MS. EMBREE: Well, if they don't know that it's 
specialist's desk, they would go to the claim specialist ••• 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Treasure chest. It's a treasure hunt. 
analyst's desk or another 
MS. EMBREE: Not really. It's really very effective. I recognize that Eleanor spends some 
looking for missing files but we have 60,000 files. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How can, in God's name, can you say to us that that kind of system is 
effective? 
MS. EMBREE: We have 60,000 files; we have 106 people. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: And they're in boxes in people's desks around your offices? 
MS. EMBREE: Yes, some are boxes on desks. We have an enormous file room. You're 
certainly welcome to come and look at it. I think your staff person has, as a matter of fact. we 
have approximately 60,000 files active in the program between the file room and people's at 
any 60,000 files is a lot of files to keep track of, and missing 2 or 3 is certainly not 
amazing. 
TORRES: It's more than 2 or 3. It's 3 or 4 or 5 a day. 
MS. EMBREE: I still can't be overwhelmed by that kind of a number 
about •.• 
you're 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: It's obvious you're not overwhelmed by anything regarding this fund, 
because it's clear that if you were overwhelmed by it, you would have done something about it. 
That's what's so frustrating, and I don't mean that in a negative sense; I mean that in a cooperative 
sense from this Legislature to the administration. We are paid by the same taxpayer who wants 
productivity, who wants results. And now we're dealing with victims, and here you are essentially 
running the operation - I think you are. Is that correct? 
MS. EMBREE: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: We need to know how to improve it. And it doesn't do us any good if we 
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seek to to what are there; if we can try to work together on those problems. 
MS. EMBREE: are not ignoring problems. One of the biggest problems is human nature. 
The way a moves one location to the other requires that the person handling it inputs 
that information the We do not have a magic string that's attached to each file. It 
requires every person that touches the file to change the location of the file in the computer. If they 
don't do it get done. I cannot stand and watch 106 people inputting each file into the 
computer. not possib 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I'm not saying nor suggesting that you do so or have or should 
done. suggesting that perhaps there needs to be some guidelines as to how a filing system 
is set and if you can't on ~'then get some help. And if you're prevented from coming 
to the Legislature to ask for help, call us anonymously and just leave a note, don't even sign it, 
and tell us what you need and we'll get it in the budget. That's what's so frustrating about all of this 
discussion with these budget change proposals, with these )ther little politics that are going on, with 
this effort to reduce state government, with following procedures here, not following them. The kind 
of that we've heard from the witnesses has extremely frustrating to us who have been 
so supportive of this program, and quite frankly, supportive of and the people that work in that 
we you are on a mission to help people. And so when 
can't see that mission fulfilled given all the that are and especially when we're not 
being with each other. 
on 26, 1986, you sent a memorandum to all Victims of Crime staff 
not it so I don't know whether you sent it or not because I don't want to 
get same problems with Miss Yost who signs things but doesn't read them but just does it for 
Mr. Anthony. 
CALDERON: Fifty-six cases. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: have recently discovered that a full box of claims has been 
that? 
I am. 
were assigned to analysts," such and such, "on 11/27/85 and 
before the end of November. No action has been recorded in the 
time. Please check your work if any of these files are "Subject: 
Emergency File Search." That doesn't sound like the calm system that you described earlier where 
it ... 
MS. EMBREE: That was prior -- two things. That was prior to our move where we established 
the current filing system that we have. We now have what we call Terminal Digit Filing. So this 
memo was sent out ••• 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Terminal Digit Filing means boxes on desks? 
MS. EMBREE: No, no. Terminal Digit means that you organize your workload by the final two 
digits. People are assigned to workload by the final two digits on the file. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Assemblyman Calderon. 
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1\SSEMBL YMAN CALDERON: I was going to resist the opportunity to be ab to raise 
some touchy issues, I think, in terms of my involvement in the victim rights issue, but I'm 
it because it's clear to me that you don't understand that there's a problem. You keep 
specific questions and you keep giving bureaucratic answers. 
You have, I assume, been listening to the testimony of your employees - honest, 
pub lie servants, who, in some instances, have come to you directly and have said there is a 
and this is where I think the problem is. And yet, the inefficiency of the program persists. 
me that there was no more problem, that there was no more backlog, the 
taken care of. You testified before a public hearing that there was no backlog, and now 
to come before this hearing and suggest that there wasn't the right computer guy or there was some 
other technical reason why we thought we had the problem solved and we didn't. 
I have listened to testimony of your employees that have indicated there's a very ficant 
morale problem. We have heard testimony from auditorf from General Services which indicate there 
are serious problems in the operation, your operation, that you're responsible for. We have seen tha 
there could be as much as $750,000 in Victims Fund money has been wasted. I don't see any 
of those problems will be solved other than by your resignation. 
MS. EMBREE: Are you asking for my resignation? 
ASSEMBLYMAN CALDERON: I have already asked for your resignation, but it's not to me 
to make that request. But I believe that you should resign because I don't believe that the problem is 
solvab as long as you are in the position that you are in overseeing the program. You don't have 
confidence of the people who are working underneath you. You haven't had the performance two 
years to indicate that you understand what the nature of your-- that you understand the program 
can administer it. You don't appear to acknowledge that there's a very serious problem. I mean, you 
want to answers to specific questions that Senator Torres is giving you, and I understand the 
position that you're in, but I don't see -- you've lost the troops. You've lost the people whose it is 
to administer this program. a people business. You know, they have been kind, but I don't see 
that to listen to you because they don't believe that you listen to what's 
more, the is in the pudding. We don't have a victims compensation program that works in this 
state, and it's a discussion I had with you two years ago and have had an ongoing conversation with 
you for the last two years and nothing gets done. 
So I don't see how the problem can be solved until we get -- we've already got a new executive 
director, but you're probably tougher than he is. So I don't know how the problem gets solved 
we get somebody in your spot who can relate to the people and who can start getting this 
underway. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Miss Embree, on a memo dated February 20 ••• 
MS. EMBREE: Am I not allowed to respond in any way to that? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I'm sorry. I didn't realize you wanted to. You're perfectly free to 
respond. We don't limit anyone from speaking to us. 
MS. EMBREE: Mr. Calderon spoke of ongoing conversations. I believe I have spoken to him 
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back at 
on the I not to 
today in testimony. There are 
nor invited nor in any way have had an 
h'f'"""''"''~"~ and they are scared, Miss Embree. 
true. I have never had a chance in 
is amazing to me, I 
There were seven issues were 
signed one issue and they were 
over people's increase in None at 
denied grievance. I 
whatsoever to speak. Talk about a victim, 'ight now as one. I am a career employee 
hard work. I have the """""nPr·T 
to be here -- supervisors, 
ree. 
'"''--'<:0~''"'"" or not. All 
room and that's why they have not been raised on 
interaction with employees. I have not 
to you. My questions have been specifically designed, and I demanded that 
my to the process of how decisions get made ••• 
rA<Or>f'lrl\1'"1 to those then. 
I did not want this to be a witch hunt, nor do I to 
nor to be. 
I would an opportunity to 
now but I have a number as 
and respond. 
questions. 
How you describe the production steps that we need to 
recommendations that you think ought to take place 
claims on time? 
in a variety of task force and organizations within the Board to 
look at ways that we can improve processing claims. One of the things that we're always constrained 
by are statute itself. It requires us to make sure that we verify every claim fully. In doing that, 
that and one the that is beyond our control is receiving back from those people 
who to our about verification, they send material to us and we wait and have to 
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wait until we receive that. So we have a twofold problem: We've got our problem about process 
claims within the Board and our problem of receiving information back from verification sources. 
that's a problem. 
We have a special assistant who has been working with us on redeveloping a new processing 
system. They have worked in the government claims section so that there is a more efficient flow 
information and claims, and now we are working on that same process within the Victims of 
program. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What other recommendations did you have? 
MS. EMBREE: Once the data processing information is in place and can be purified, as 
called -- we have had problems with our information and it is now in the process of being (quote) 
"purified". That's data processing talk. And once that is done, we are able to more closely monitor 
the receipt and the movement of a claim through the process. Certainly hiring more staff help. 
We have had an enormous increase in claims over the year> and there have never been enough staff, 
except for one month in September of 1986 we were up to date and things were getting processed, 
and that's about when the avalanche of more claims ••. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Sergeant, would you get Miss Embree some water, please? 
MS. EMBREE: Yes, please. My throat is just not going to make it, I don't By 
more staff, we will be able to process those claims and take care of the backlog. As somebody 
mentioned, we're having mandatory overtime. We are hiring and training new staff. We asked for 
that new staff in a finance letter which was begun in February of this year, and the request for new 
staff was tied to the passage of legislation that had to do with the restitution fund. We were told you 
will get no more resources if the restitution fund itself is not healthy. So it was if there isn't money, 
we won't get more staff. So we made those requests through a finance letter and a deficiency letter, 
and then in our BCP, we were given more staff. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Budget change proposals. 
MS. EMBREE: Budget change proposals, we were given more staff. However, since the new 
staff were tied to the chaptering of those financial bills having to do with the restitution fund, we 
could not hire any new staff. So we have until October 1st -- our hands were totally tied. We 
identified the problem January and February and it's until October before we can start dealing 
it because we do not have the budgetary authorization to hire. That's fact. You can read the budget 
language. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: No, I'm shaking my head because it's just disturbing to hear that we 
don't have the authorization to do it. 
MS. EMBREE: Yep. It's tied to budget language and you can read it in the budget act. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So the mandatory overtime that you indicated starts when? 
MS. EMBREE: I think the 19th. We notified staff and gave them two weeks' notice prior. We 
have had -- when the finance -- when the restitution bill augmentation was signed, then that 
authorized us to use the money in this current fiscal year, which we had requested to deal with the 
backlog with overtime. We couldn't spend any of that overtime money until the restitution fund bill 
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was passed signed. 
CHAIRMAN why you're limiting overtime to one and three-quarter hours 
order not to pay meals so that will not increase your costs then? 
MS. EMBREE: Right. On a daily basis, we don't want people working more than 10 hours a day. 
We think that's just inappropriate. And then they work eight hours if they want to on a Saturday. 
Now, we could not authorize any overtime until we had the money in the restitution fund as 
authorized signing of that bill. Once there was money available to us, we said anyone who 
wants to is to do so. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: How familiar do you think you are with the regulations affecting your 
program? 
EMBREE: I cannot quote them. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Could you perform the job an analyst? 
MS. EMBREE: If I had some training, certainly. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Because it appears from a memorandum from -in these areas that we 
need to do more training. How do we get better training 
the consistent thread that I've heard today ••• 
employees, because that seems to be 
Yes, has been a problem. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: ••• is the lack of training. 
Why isn't happening? 
MS. not have a position designated as a trainer for our in-house staff. I have 
used the trainer to start working on developing training. We do have a three-week training 
program for new specialists. We have a three-week training program for new claims 
of them go through that is provided by our trainer. That same person -- persons, 
two go to the counties and train the JPA programs also. 
there was a 
now trying to do is develop a specific training program for analysts. When 
in, I think it was May of '85 -- it was before I was at the Board - they 
of 
some kind a training program. Through attrition we've only gotten one or two 
we 
so we haven't had any major training programs. But it's clear that that's one 
Once we have more clear guidelines from the Board so that we can 
specifically train staff, we will do that. We're in the process of redesigning the claims statement on 
the claim that before the Board for discussion and we'll be training in those. 
As we changed just recently, we had training on the losses and reimbursements page, and we 
had everybody go through that training. So we are attempting to do that, and it's very difficult with 
limited staff resources. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: What's the main problem? 
MS. EMBREE: What's the main problem? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: In terms of limiting staff resources. In terms of all the problems, is it 
money, is it support, is it the Department of Finance who's giving you problems, is it somewhere else 
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that's causing the problems? What's causing the problems? You've been in there, what, two 
MS. EMBREE: Three years, um hmm. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Two? 
MS. EMBREE: Yeah. It's a combination of things. If we can go ahead and hire these people 
that are authorized in this current budget-- we are in the process of interviewing about 125 people in 
the last couple of weeks, and we will be hiring a group of people that are scheduled to come 
December l st and their training begins then. Up to this point, I have had one clerical an 
OSS II position. I have had two staff managers and that's it. So that we have had responsib 
supervising 106 people with massive problems in the processing of claims and a backlog. One 
managers, as you well know, is no longer with the Board. So I have had one manager and the OSS II 
has been out on leave. So we have been without management, we have been without supervision, we 
have been without adequate people to provide the services and supervision that people need. I'm very 
aware of that. I have been frustrated. 
I think it's time for you to ask some more questions. I don't want ..• 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I have no other questions that I have. Is there any other statements that 
you'd like to make before this committee? 
MS. EMBREE: I'd like to make some statements in response to some of the and 
some of the false statements that have been made today, often based on lack of information about 
personnel practices. We don't discuss personnel practices with line staff; we never have. 
Management never does. It's inappropriate. Things like the grievance process where supposedly 85 
grievances were filed against me, 1 would welcome somebody to come and look at aU of those 
grievances; welcome it because it was not true. There were not 85 grievances filed against me. 
That's just not true. 
Those kinds of allegations are sitting out; they're in the press; they're on the news media. I 
have had absolutely no opportunity to respond to them or in any way show what I feel is actually what 
happened. I think that's unfortunate and unfair. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. (Inaudible --away from mike.) Any other questions? 
MR. EATON: Senator Torres? May I add something? 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Yes. While you're speaking, I'd like to have Mr. Richard Godegast to 
please come forward again. 
MR. EATON: I just want to do -- I think we were interrupted at some point when you were 
delving into the hiring of Miss Embree, and I did, in the last few days, check with the previous 
executive officer, Lane Richmond, about that hiring process and was informed by him that Miss 
Embree's references and background was checked thoroughly with Mr. Rolland, who's the director of 
her former department, and she got very high marks there and that was a normal recruitment 
process, to quote him. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: As it should have been. 
MR. EATON: Right. So I just wanted to put that to rest. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. 
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MR. EATON: I would say that addition to that, some of the problems that 
into today are the result of changes in the program which have changed eligibility, and we're going 
from a program that was dealing with assault with deadly weapons and murder a few ago to 
where the largest proportion claims we have today have to do with child abuse, child molest, and 
they tend to then result in therapeutic or therapist treatment rather than their traditional medical 
treatment, and that has tended to blur some of the guidelines about what's appropriate treatment, 
what is a does ••• 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Well, when those guidelines become clear? 
MR. EATON: I can't give you a date, but hopefully in the near future we will be able to get to 
those guidelines. But I would submit to you that they may never be as dear as anyone would like 
them to because as you heard some of the testimony this morning, when you have victims of child 
molest, you do get into difficulty determining was there a crime; and the program is there to aid 
victims of crime, and it becomes a very difficult decision o make as to whether there was in fact a 
crime. Even though the staff and the Board and everyone else would feel sympathy for victim, 
it's a question that comes down to were they a victim of or were they a victim of something 
else, and making that decision is very difficult. So, I just wanted to those statements. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: AU right. Mr. Godegast, Miss Yost testified committee 
under oath that she had no direct control, or hands-on control, or decision-making regarding 
the Victims Crime fund. Was that your experience as well? 
MR. No, that is not experience. 
TORRES: What was your experience? 
MR. GODEGAST: My experience, and also shared with me in management meetings, that Mrs. 
Yost did have direct input; was very concerned about the method of -- the methodology used for 
writing up 
prepared 
in fact, was intimately involved in the direction on how the form should be 
the method on ••• 
TORRES: On how the forms should be prepared? 
Yes, sir. 
TORRES: On the methodology? 
MR. GODEGAST: On the methodology on how it should be presented to the Board. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So, from your ••• 
MR. GODEGAST: And that was shared with me with the other manager I's that were within 
that program. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: So from your experience she had some pretty direct control on 
decision-making or she was just providing "feedback", as she has stated? 
MR. GODEGAST: It was presented to me and then part of that on my own observations from 
the government claims and the local mandated program side. That's why I believe that, that she had 
very direct input. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Miss Yost, did you have a response? 
MS. YOST: Yes, sir, Chairman. I believe that Mr. Godegast has not been with the Victims 
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program since I've become involved. My main activity has been with the government 
which is the board I usually sit on most of the time. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Since you've become involved. 
MS. YOST: Well, since 19&3. Were you with the Victims program in '83, Richard? 
MR. GODEGAST: No, I was not directly involved with the Victim program. I was 
in the Board of Control, and as l stated, Mr. Tor res, Senator Torres, the other managers of that 
program shared information with me, and I believed it to be true because of my 
involvement with Mrs. Yost in regards to the government claims program and the 
program. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: All right. I just wanted to get a clarity on your perception 
that. I'm just ..• 
MS. YOST: I grant that may be his perception. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Pardon me? 
MS. YOST: 1 said I grant that may be his perception. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Thank you, Miss Yost. The 
account are clearly how we're going to make this program 
factors that we have to 
And whether you want to or 
not, you're there, Miss Yost. You're a player in this scenario. You are there to 
because I know Mr. Anthony can't do it all the time, every day, as today's vivid example for 
unforeseen circumstances, or in signing letters for him and other areas. You're really the top person 
here today representing the administration, because you are No. 2 in General Services in dealing. 
And we may wish to shuffle off to other agencies, but I think we all need to work together as 
agencies, as I know you support given your long tenure in state government. 
So I guess what my message to you is let Mr. Anthony know that we hope he recovers quickly 
and well, that we can continue to work together to resolve this problem. And if it's going to take 
your feedback and your input, then so be it. Let's get it done and let's get it done now. 
But not get into a situation that we're afraid to deal with the Legislature for 
reasons. think too much of that has gone on in the past, whether it was Jerry Brown's 
adm or whether it's George Deukmejian's administration. It goes along party lines; 
doesn't matter the party. That's been my experience and I think we need to get beyond that. 
And I think that the testimony that we've heard today have been from employees who 
indicated their concerns, and I think they've been sincere. They have testified under as 
have, and their veracity can only be ••• 
MS. EMBREE: I'm not under oath in the same -- they were subpoenaed and so they have 
immunity. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Not from perjury before this committee. Do you understand the 
difference? 
MS. EMBREE: Mm hmrnm. I do. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: That's correct. That's correct. As we will be reviewing the transcript 
of aU of our witnesses today. 
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MS. EMBREE: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN But the fact of the matter is, that because they you 
ought not to have a feeling about them. You ought to look for the good that's in them and to 
make that important for the State of California. 
MS. EMBREE: I would like to respond to that. I feel that our purpose here today is to a 
reimbursement for victims for the State of California. 
TORRES: And that involves ••• 
MS. My job has always been to put whatever my personal needs or wants are 
I have program first. job that I ever has always case. 
I can say that I feel that I've done a good job. I honestly do. I I've 
an able administrator and under no circumstances will I unless by Mr. I plan on 
staying. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: Well, Miss Embree, I'm glad t>at you feel that way. The 
to be quite in the direction. 
EMBREE: I understand that. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: But that's a decision for Mr. to not 
MS. EMBREE: And I encourage you, I really encourage to look at more. 
CHAIRMAN TORRES: I have been two years and I'm disappointed and I'm frustrated and I'm 
tired ••• 
that's 
when he was 
not 
make sure 
While 
I 
TORRES: the fact that after two years we still have a 56% backlog, 
especially from a Governor who has consistently been a candidate 
TT"''"""''" General, now when he's Governor, and the very victims of those crimes are 
Something's wrong when a Governor doesn't take the personal interest to 
program is especially when the Democrats and the Republicans and the 
to do so. Miss Yost, I don't think she needs coaching. 
No, what I was is that 24,000 were paid last year. It's 
a lot and while I am not a hands-on opera tor Victims 
to day, regardless Mr. Godegast may feel, it's ••• 
in no capacity to tell us what's wrong then, are 
MS. YOST: No. What going to say to you is, sir, that I will be sure that aU the members 
the Board, Mr. Pelkofer included- incidentally, who has sat on the Board for nine and has very 
good on the Board of Control and was good friends with the previous administrators 
of the Board. We have an excellent working relationship with him and he is a part of every 
management decision that's been made in executive session. All three of the ,Board members will be 
discussing these issues. Mr. Anthony has asked Mr. Austin Eaton to look at all the allegations that 
have been made in the newspapers, and he will be reporting to the full Board, not just to Mr. Anthony 
but to the full Board, which is where all major personnel decisions are made. And I pledge to you to 
give him as complete accounting as I can today of what has happened, as well as these people. 
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Recent studies indicated that the Restitution Fund, the 
source of assistance, for a variety of reasons faced a critical 
deficit situation. Without legislative action by the end of 
fiscal year 1988, the Fund would be short by $5 million. 
Therefore, last session, the legislative passed Senate Bill 738, 
Chapter 1214, statutes of 1987 by Senator Ed Davis 
(R-Chatsworth) • This legislation will boost the revenue in the 
restitution fund by $24 million by increasing penalties assessed 
by the courts by $2.00 for every $10.00 fine and adding it to 
restitution fund. 
The Victims' of Crime Program has again been steadily 
experiencing an increasing backlog. As of October 20th of this 
year, it has been unofficially calculated that there is a 10 
month delay in processing of claims. In addition, it has been 
determined that there are 10,000 cla that have not yet been 
assigned to a claims specialist to process. 
The recent disclosure of a confidential review of the 
program, conducted during the first 4 mon s of 1987 by the State 
Department of General Services, found that nearly $750,000 from 
restitution fund was misspent as a result o lax procedures, 
a failure to follow laws and administrative rules and the 
overriding of internal controls by manager. 
Due to the seriousness of these claims, the Subcommittee will 
take an in-depth investigative look at the program itself, the 
claims process, the administrative guidelines and policies and 
the amount of arbitrariness that the Board of Control has 
demonstrated in their past hearings. 
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THE VICTIMS OF VIOLENT CRIME RESTITUTION FUND 
Fund was established in 1965, and was 
America. Money to reimburse victims 
General Fund, but it is currently 100% 
persons convicted of crimes. 
over $40 llion. 
Prior to 1974, if a claim was not filed within 12 months of 
denied. Pursuant to legislation, 
1, 1974, the of Control may 
presents an excuse as to why 
Generally, the Board has 
had just learned of the 
all of the verification 
formed by the 
out 
s ass 
restitution to victims of violent crime for 
costs incurred for: 
for property loss 
a court ordered program where 
individual must, regardless of the 
imposed, repay the victim for any 
crime. 
to $23 thousand per applicant and is 
$46 thousand if matching Federal 
earnings or emergency medical 
care , an emergency award of up of $1,000 may be 
made within 30 days of application. 
/23 
0 
0 
0 
To receive restitution from the Fund the victim must: 
be a California resident at the time of the crime. 
make a crime report with the police. 
cooperate with the police in an investigation. 
Other Facts 
0 
0 
The assailant need not be convicted prior to receiving 
reimbursement from the Fund. 
Awards ARE NOT made on the basis of financial need. Everyone 
is entitled equality. 
Procedure 
Obtaining restitution through the Victims of Violent Crime 
Fund is as follows: 
1. Application: Each application is immediately 
reviewed for completeness by Board Staff. "Late Claim" status 
requires Board approval; otherwise, a completed application is 
immediately assigned a claim number. 
0 It has taken up to 2-3 months from time of 
application to assignment to a Claims Specialist. 
An additional 2 months is usually needed to verify 
these claims. 
2. Claims Specialist: One of the Claims Specialists 
reviews the file, determines what information or documentation is 
needed, and either seeks to obtain that information (e.g., copy 
of crime report) or asks the claimant and/or his representative 
to obtain it. 
0 The time delay between a claims's leaving the 
Claims Specialist and receiving the Analyst's 
attention has taken up to 2-3 months. 
3. Analyst: When claim is fully verified -- or the 
Claims Specialist reaches a dead-end or deadline -- it is 
assigned to an Analyst who reviews the file and makes a 
recommendation to the Board ("Allow", "Deny", or "Discuss"). 
0 Once the Analyst has reached a recommendation, it 
takes 1-3 months for the Board to set a hearing 
even when the recommendation is to "Allow" the 
claim, which usually places the case on the consent 
calendar. 
4. Board Action: The claim is then set for a Board 
hearing. The Board meets monthly in Sacramento and approximately 
quarterly in Los Angeles, San Diego and San Francisco. Prior to 
the hearing a 10-day notice is given to all disputable cases •• 
5 
is sent to 
: If the claim is approved, a 
to request a check. 
there is a 
requesting the 
Currently, the 
magnetic 
1988 was 
Board approves a 
delay in preparing a letter 
Controller to cut a check. 
wait is 10 days due to the use of 
Lat year it was over 2 and 
weeks. 
6. Control : receiving an approved check 
, the Controller cuts a check. This typically takes tgwo 
PROBLEMS & DELAYS 
Ultimately, claims are taking up ) two years to be ly 
processed Arguably the initial backlog may have developed due 
to un unexpected over the past several year. 
However, the Legislature and have assisted the Board 
approving a corresponding of additional 
staff itions. 
The delay in payment -- which ~~Tr 
of application to payment 
be 90 days 
due to ine 
resources on the administration and 
the Board. 
or more. 
: 
most frustrating delay is in subsequent 
is approved by the Board, all subsequent re 
realistically processed quickly since all the 
has been completed/ Jpwever. die tp tje 
delay of subsequent payment is often a 
subsequent payments are assigned directly to 
the case originally. However, while the 
remains hung-up in the · , the victim incurs 
exoenses which have to Again, 
delay •• 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
Office of the Auditor General 
660 J STREET. Sl'ITE 300 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95fH-i 
Thomas W Havt>s 
Audilor Gt"n~ral 
~ ... · 
Complimrnf-s of 
SENATOR ART TOnRES 
I. AUDIT REQUEST 
ANALYSIS OF AUDIT REQUEST 
P-771 
November 9, 1987 
Assemblyman Charles Calderon and Senator Art Torres requested 
that the Auditor General conduct an audit of the State Board of 
Control's Victims of Crime Program. The legislators are 
concerned about issues identified during an internal audit 
conducted by the Department of General Services which indicates 
weaknesses and circumvention of internal controls, inappropriate 
and inaccurate payment of claims, overpayments of emergency 
awards, and poor implementation and operation of the automated 
claims system. 
In addition, members of Assemblyman Calderon's and Senator 
Torres' staff identified other issues to be included in the 
audit. The legislators have received reports of poor 
recordkeeping and document handling by the State Board of 
Control. further, reports indicate a significant backlog in 
claims to be processed. finally, the Department of General 
Services' audit did not address the Joint Powers Agreements that 
the State Board of Control has with certain local entities. The 
legislators are interested in comparing the efficiency of claims 
processing by these entities to that of the Board of Control. 
II. BACKGROUND 
Chapter 1144, Statutes of 1973, authorized a program to 
indemnify injured citizens who suffer financial hardship as a 
result of a crime or violence, or who sustain damage or injury 
while performing acts which benefit the public. The State Board 
of Control (SBOC) administers this Citizens Indemnification 
Program, which is also known as the Victims of Crime Program (victims program). A victim of crime, a citizen performing an 
act beneficial to the public, or a person dependent upon a 
victim for · support may file a claim with the SBOC for 
compensation from the State. 
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The ctims program is intended to pay for expenses or losses 
that a victim incurs as a direct result of criminal acts that 
are not paid or reimbursed from any other source. A victim may 
receive up to $23,000 for losses incurred as a result of a 
criminal act, and this amount may increase to $46,000 if federal 
funds are available. 
The three-member board which oversews the SBOC consists of 
Director of General Services, who serves as chairman, the 
Controller, and a public member who is appointed by 
Governor. The members of the board ne eligibility of a 
claim payment after an investigation of claim by SBOC 
staff. Through fiscal year 1986-87, had contracts (Joint Powers Agreements) with 15 local Victim Witness 
to locally process and investigate aims. The SBOC plans to 
expand the number of Joint Powers Agreements to 23 during 
year 1987-88. 
ctims program is financed by appropriations from 
on Fund, which receives a portion of the revenues 
from penalties assessed on criminal and traffic 
Chapter 1092, Statutes of 1983, continuously 
lllnn,l!"uu·,,.. ates funds from the Restitution Fund to the SBOC for 
of claims but requires that the administrative costs of 
program be annually reviewed through the budget process. 
III. fENDING LITIGATION 
IV. 
None fied. 
This report by the Office of the Auditor General will emphasize 
independently developing and verifying data related to the State 
Board of Control's Victims of Crime Program and will 
Review the laws, rules, and regulations relevant to the 
program; 
Review and validate the May 1987 report by the Department 
of General Services, including 
evaluating the methodology and. procedures used for 
aims sampling and testing; 
I Z.' 
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- determining the statistical validity of the claims 
sample; 
expanding the claims sample, if appropriate, to 
determine the accuracy of claims processed, paid, and 
unpaid as well as the magnitude of the error rate; and 
reviewing the evaluation of the implementation of the 
automated claims system and determining any 
improvements implemented since the Department of 
General Services' report; 
Determine the capabilities of the automated claims 
processing system and the extent to which these 
capabilities are in use by the victims program; 
Review the Department of finance's review and evaluation of 
the SBOC's internal controls over the victims program; . 
Review and evaluate the SBOC's procedures for processing 
claims; 
Review and evaluate the SBOC's recordkeeping and document 
handling; 
Review and evaluate the time it takes for the victims' 
claims to be processed and determine the SBOC's backlog of 
claims; 
Determine the amount of time taken by local Victim Witness 
Centers under Joint Powers Agreements with the SBOC to 
process . claims for payment and compare to the amount of 
time taken by the SBOC to perform the same function; 
Review and evaluate the processes employed for claims 
approval during the formal hearing process; and, 
Determine the change in number of claims filed over the 
past five years and estimated for the next fiscal year and 
determine what planning the SBOC has for meeting the change 
in claims volume. 
V. OTHER WORK IN THE GENERAL AREA 
In April 1984, the Office of the Auditor General issued a report 
entitled •courts and Counties Are Not Collecting and Remitting 
to the State All Revenue for the Victims of Crime Program" 
(P-337). 
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The Department ·of General Services conducted an i audit 
of the Victims of Crime Program and issued a report in May 
1987. In addition, the Department of Finance conducted a review 
of the system of internal accounting controls and fiscal 
procedures of the SBOC and issued a report in January 1987. 
VI. AUDITOR GENERAL CONTRIBUTION 
The report by the Office of the Auditor 
legislature with independently veri 
the State Board of Control's ~ictims 
VII. BESOURCE REOUIREMEMIS 
will provide 
information related to 
Program. 
The lowing audit staff will be required to perform this 
audit 
One senior or staff auditor--full time 
Two associate or assistant auditors--full time. 
11 conduct this audit using our existing budget authority. 
We estimate that approximately $37,950 (165 days at $230 per 
day), plus travel, will be allocated to this assignment. 
VIII. REQUIRED DATE OF COMPLE!IQN 
Assemblyman Calderon and Senator Torres requested that the audit 
report be completed by mid-March 1988. 
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ART TORRES 
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OWRMAN 
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DEVE!..QIIIMI!N 
JOIHT CCWoii'I"T££ ON tiiCII:Na!: 
/IHO TE04NOI..CGY 
IE..£CT c::oMMITTI!:IE ON 
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P-111 
Due to an enormous backlog of claims that are not currently 
being processed and the tremendous effect this is having on our 
state's victims who have suffered from violent crimes, I am 
formally requesting that an official audit be conducted of the 
State Board of Control's Victims of Crime Program. 
Specifically, I would like a review of the system of internal 
accounting controls, the fiscal procedures of the State Board of 
Control, and the degree of arbitrariness by the Board in allowing 
or denying claims during its formal bearings. In addition, I 
would like a complete review of the S.B.O.C.'s data processing 
system: its capabilities and its current misuse or underuse. 
I thank you for your prompt attention to this request. If 
you or any of your investigators have further questions, please 
contact my consultant Keith Higg' botham at 445-3456. 
AT/akh 
ART TORRES 
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Victims' Rights 
? 
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Auditor General 
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CHARLES M. CALDERON 
ASSEMBI.. YMAN. PFf't NINTH IJIIT'IItiCT 
ASSEMBLY MAJORITY WHIP 
October 8, 1987 
660 J Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Dear Mr .. Bayes: 
s .... 
CH~ 
~ON 
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WAYSN«l~ 
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tn'A'I'I:AI:IMIN~TION • 
• ~ATION 
P-11 \ 
This letter follows my request to have 
Auditor General investigate the State Board of Control 
, I am renewing my request that the Auditor General investigate the 
SBOC based on the internal audit of the Board completed by the 
Department of General Services. 'l"he findings of the audit are 
very disturbing and raise the significant issues of misfeasance 
and malfeasance on the part of the Executive Secretary and the 
Deputy Executive Secretary of the Board. Additionally, my staff 
has received many calls from state employees who work in the 
Victim of Crime Program. They assert abuses of power by 
management. 
Some of the most significant problems detailed by the 
audit include the following: Ineligible, unsubstantiated and 
incorrectly calculated claims have been paid by the board. Fraud 
has been committed within the agency that the Board did not. 
detect. The Board has ignored basic accounting principles and 
internal controls. The Board failed to report to the Legislature 
$617,000 in uncollected overpayments of emergency awards since 
1981. The Board entered into agreements without proper 
authorization. The computer system does not have the capability 
to assure the accuracy or security of data. Management failed to 
compile adequate information to teach staff bow to run the 
computer. The computer is not installed, maintained or secured 
correctly. 
'fhank you for your help with this matter. If you have 
any questions, please call Mike Burns of my staff at 5-0854. 
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November 12, 1987 
Senator Art Torres, Chairman 
Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on 
Capitol 
, CA 95814 
Dear Senator Torres: 
I am submitting this testimony on behalf of the many 
counseling service providers residing and doing 
s within the Second Assembly District. As you know, the 
apparent mismanagement the Board of Control's administration 
of the Victims of Violent Crimes program (VVC) has created an 
uproar among psychotheraputic providers throughout the state. 
I have 
in 
major concerns 
to 
numerous complaints from vvc service 
district. Foremost among these complaints are 
ssatisfaction with the method and criteria 
reimbursement of claims made to the Board of 
delay of reimbursement is threatening the entire 
of the psychotheraputic delivery system throughout the 
Reimbursement is slow, to the point of being 
dilatory The laxity and delay in reimbursement is only 
compounded by the vvc staff's indifferent attitude in rectifying 
these situations. As you know, vvc regulations require that the 
Board of Control process claims and make payments within 90 days. 
And yet, in my district, I have counselors who have unpaid bills 
for services provided in 1985 and 1986. When the counselors 
inquire as to the status of unpaid claims, VVC staff replies 
range from "Your client is responsible, not us" to "I can't find 
it on the computer." One analyst had the audacity to demand 
proof that a claim had not been paid. 
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CHAIRMAN ... 
COMMITTEE ON HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT V'•!-'.1!1-•. •t.·, !", ,;.· 
October, 22, 187 
W.J. Anthony, Chairman 
California State Board of Control 
P.O. Box 3036 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Dear Mr. Anthony: 
s been brought to my attention that the Board of Control 
extreme slow reimbursing counselors involved in the 
Victims of Violent Crimes Program. There are several Licensed 
Clinical Social Workers and Marriage, Family and Child Counselors 
in strict provide vital and valuable services to 
chi through s program. However, reimbursement for their 
services has been so slow that now they are faced with not only 
ing these s, but going out of business all 
together. 
my staff have been in contact with other 
legislators, namely Assemblyman Calderon and Assemblyman 
Vasconcellos, who have received a number of similar complaints. 
Furthermore, several articles regarding corruption within 
Board Control prompt me to think that statutory change may be 
necessary to correct the problems that seem to have ~~own beyond 
the Board's control. 
Enclosed is a copy the letter from Delson-KoJd.sh 
Associates, a pair of committed social workers who are distressed 
and in danger of bankruptcy because of the lax commitment the 
Board has made to reimburse them. Nearly $50,000 in claims are 
still unpaid (see printout of accounts). 
Delson-Kokish Associates provide essential services to the 
people of my district. It would be a great loss if they, and 
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DELSON - KOKISH ASSOCIATES 
2583A HARRIS STREET 
EUREKA CALIFORIA 95570 
(107}442-8912 
450 HOSIER COURT 
TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95510 
(707)677-3181 
October 11, 1987 
Dan Hauser 
Assemblyman 2nd Distri 
1334 5th Street 
Eureka California 95501 
Dear Assemblyman Hauser, 
We are in desperate need of immediate ~sslstance from someone who 
can deal effectively with the gross mismanagement of the State Board 
of Control ctims of Violent Crime Program.(VVC) 
We are major oviders of psychothera 1c services to victims of 
viol crimes in Humboldt county. Our patients ar child viet of 
physical and sexual abuse and their families. Many off the families 
receive public assistance. Often a previously self supporting family 
is forced onto the Welfare rolls by the very crimes whose effects we 
attempt to mitiga with our services. Other families are simply low 
income. Since Hed!-Cal does not cover payments to providers with 
LCSW or HFCC licenses, we are unable to accept this form of 
payme Our clients are therefore veiy grateful that California 
has a vvc program to reimburse providers for psychotherapy and 
supportive counselling services. They are especially gratified to 
know that payment comes from the fines paid by convicted felons, and 
not from taxpayers. Although the VVC Program is written so that the 
applicant is technically responsible for payment, the Board of 
Control Issues checks directly to service provider in the 
applica 's behalf. VVC regulations require that the Board of 
Control process claims and make payment within 90 days. Yet, ~ 
bav~Jlnpa1d bills for sery!ceA groylded in 1985 and 1986. 
We regularly called the Board control, running up 
substantial telephone bills. We have clarified every possible 
regulation with their analysts, our local representatives and 
attorneys .(This is not· easy to do, because the agency refuses to 
provide us with a regulatory and policy manual, even at our 
expense.) Their responses to us vary from "your clients are 
responsible for the bill and not us," to "well I just can't find lt 
on the computer. One analyst had the audacity to tell us to prove 
that a particular bill badn't been paid. 
The issue goes beyond not being paid. The itemized bills we submit 
are regularly lost and we are asked to submit the same bills again -
and again, sometimes for years. Other documentation such as 
registration for clinical interns is lost and we are repeatedly 
ask~a to resubmit. Analysts call to verify information that was sent 
to them In writing months before. 
We 
( 
t 
is 
ial 
would 
is 
services 
service. These 
very ones for 
( 
we hope that you can intervene on behalf of the many Humboldt County 
residents who are being grossly mistreated by this system, and 
certainly on our behalf. 
Specific written substantiation of these problems will be provided 
at your request. 
we look forward to your early reply. In response, please contact 
Niki De on. 
cc:Judith Embree 
Assemblyman Vasconcelles ~­
Governor Geor Deukmejian 
Sta Senator Barry Keene 
1~0 
Thank You, 
. 
Nikl Delson LCSW 
Ron Kokish MFCC 
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~tate would maka 
tha ho•pital, law 
••fety and her riahta 
Oct , 1 
AueUn laton 
two 
&R to why 111he would be &han a bath at 4:00 a.m. 
a t W&A tbia bath ordared? Why w~~o• a 
e.at'har:iaun:lc:m cn:denc:i 111.ft.er •h• hiHl IUU:Id a bedpan? Her conuntion is that 
lht w11 not a e~.u:harhation but tlu•t the defcndRnt had penetrated her 
with hia finsar. tha 1n1t11l lab raport taken the next 'Y in another hcepital 
found lumpt ct IOAp 1n her vasJ.na and pouible ej~&culnUon. The rape kit uem1 
to have diaapplar•d, •liminlt the poea1b1Jity of th~r te1t1. The defandnnt 
efter f1ret •aree1ng to a poly~raph tilt, later rafua to taka the tent. lf 
Will riVIt'IIUI our hsn ~ thou,;h thoro 11 not enoush 1 to find the 
nufli au1ltJe ev1dtnce to prove him ~nnncent? 
nnt tn chaRti&l the polica 1inca rcveral factors made the 
invaRtisation difficult, ~u~h 11 Me. Nunes' recovery from a hishly wedatad 
Stltl. qutet1ont. thouah, are suffl~ient to warrant caraful rar.cn~idaration 
the Icard* lilly a1nca an incident would rtquira the attantinn 
a t a recovery. 
1n 
101 Canyon 
w1 ar• nn1n& tn abuat thcee thtrapi1t1 will~na 
iguout prccua for nimburnment of c:ounsaling 
Viol~nt Crima Prosram. w~ mu•t not loRe tht 
tt~na a provider to incur a lara• unpaid dabt 
e to a victim. 
to raopan the caee of Vera Nunea per har 
of both the ~laimant ~nd her therapiet. 
aa aha communicates her ;tory, 
your personal attention to this m.tter. Plaa•• 
your actione. 
DAN BAUS!I. 
, Ukiah, CA., 9!482 
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.A .• MFCC 
A. Adams, M.A. 
Jaynes, M.A. 
November 5t 1987 
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36 NO 
rols UKIAH 
loaed please find co y our 
19 to our looal Viot Wtt ess Ase1etanoe 
thla tter is a 11et r our auuou 
W1tneea. Aa you can reoiate, 
amount 11 quite at $20,146. 
at a d u e o /87~ $2C,ooo. r Meltsea rner oaee 
rove our accounts raoei 
al $ ~6 7 a ls an naoo pt 
1zat on, 
r or 
0 
d to 
er1onoo rejeot1on 
a~oui .ht unfair 
to 
ur 
otlma or 
o~oamberaome wi t.h 
1 ke it 
oheol<s, 
e 
, verifl ion and 
months (ma~1mum). (1nolud1 v1ot1me 
sub to 11 
ola!me lons 
ients and 
will be 
one montt1) 
ev a o will 
rea to a1 monthl 
all concerned. 
arc new practical ins researched 
ling to work wi u to rao111tate 
r consideration or ese oonoerna. 
Scott Sherman 
( 001 
California (707) 463 .. 130! 
I 
.. 
UKIAH C:OUNSE'LJNG 
ScoU Sherrm.m, M.A" MFCC 
Nancy A. Adams, M.A. 
Deborah Jaynes, M.A. 
July 29, 1987 
VICTIM I ASSIS~ANC! 
P.O. 8~x 144 
Ukiah, 954,tU 
lncloaa~ pleaae fin~ our listing of Victtm Witneaa elienta 
ana the eurfent atatue with reapect to last payment and amount 
owe~. Plea1a note that the totAl amount owed ua for the1e claime 
ta 825,590.72$ Not counting the two unverifi claims, the total 
i1 atil1 a $20,166.,7. AI a amall bulineea, we reiterate, 
it 1• often hard or us to manage with aueh a huge account• 
receivable. 
wou ao like point out that some caa (notably 
the two Mehtlan accounts), theee past due aecountl are of 1 1 
durat Surely there muat be a way to aimplify payment 
OCI4UU I 
conai~erin; our occa1ional errora, inlut&nce companie1 
:a) aru neral able to r~imburaa u1 !or our work 
peri of ima. 
r your attention to this cash flow problem. If 
itional (other than tnoae we nave 
!nco ra n ich we can aa1iet in neatening the payment 
ea1, plaaae let ua know. 
Sin, ·; ~;~ly, 
~~~ 
Seott Sherman, M.A., MFCC 
loaura 
113 South D (707) 463-1305 
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' R1 
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1deon 
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on 607. 
ry 210.00 
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960 00 
18 
en '160. 00 
14 00 
il 
7 o.oo 
• 6 
WlTMKSS ftBCEIVlBLIS 
AI of 10/20/81 
Last Date 
vw Paid 
Laat Amt. Date 
B/17/86 
8/1.7/87 
6118181 
6118187 
6/18/87 
3/19/ 
81 I 
lf/16/ 
4/16 
9/10/87 
6/H!/87 
7/16/87 
10119/87 
10/,/~7 
10/1/ 
10/1/87 
.. 
VW Paid_ Last Seen 
neo.oo 
470. 
0 
886.75 
531.75 
1350.00 
223.00 
2!5 co 
o.oo 
300.00 
0 
270 .oo 
750.00 
612.50 
440.00 
995.00 
o.oo 
0 
0 
0 
7122/87 
7 I 
9/ 187 
7/23 (Conj) 
7/23 (Conj) 
10/8 ( Conj) 
10/13187 
1019/87 
10/13 87 
10/13/87 
,0/13/87 
9/2/87 
719 (arcus:>) 
10/B/87 
101, (Conj) 
10112 (Con) 
, 0 ,, 
3/9 (Group) 
5/28/87 
5/4/87 
Pr1v • 1nauranoe s recently made payment • ••• attached 
/"17 
y .&.\i~ .&.A Wl TIIES:S RECE VABLIS 
AI or 7128/S! 
Cl1ent Bal. Due 
Ann& Pi eraon 280.00 
Sarah P1eraon 7,. 50 
Xim Piereon ,oeo.oo 
William Pi noll 1540.00 
1111111 'R lU't ,,12.25 
•victoria Nunee 775.00 (vtrbal verification 
by v. w.) 
Ellen Welll 
TOTAL 
ynverlfied 
Hell sea 
H1mi Do 
TOTAL 
r 
148.00 
$19.313.~7 
Balance 
2373.75 
150.00 
36,0.00 
-
... ;.,~-
Last Date 
VW Pald 
7/8/87 
7/3/87 
Li /2/87 
712/87 
Last Seen 
/3/87 
3/Li/87 
9/29/87 
Last. Amt. 
VW Paid 
-
0 
20.00 
1~0.00 
700.00 
0 
0 
6 .oo 
Date 
Last Setn 
9/16 (Qt'ol.lp) 
9/16 ( Oroup) 
9/ ,6/87 
7/23/87 
10/8187 
10/8/87 
6/10/87 
Pr1vate nsurance hae recently made payment - see attached 
t 
r 
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!10~ "'68. 3111 
I am writins to you to expres 
EC; 
·~ 
•u "'' 
IVCD 
1 Viotlm/ Wltness Aaeietanoe Proar••• 
serious oonoerna about 
and to requeat your help 
ln int;rven with them 1) to h lp t money they owe 
and 2) to rove and reorsan1za e profoundly lneffioie 
auo • 
I am a 
wi 
o continue 
popu 1 
re u.re p 
billa when 
lUll 1 
expe 111 in 
I hop to be 
arable and 
I Extreme Bureaucratic Ineft1o1enoy and Velays. 
billa .. 
Ae I un rstand it, the local V1ot 1tneae 
sends 1lla to sacramento, re aaoh b1ll muat 
1 iona before it 11 pa1da 1) mall room, 2) 
o 1 eoial1atl 4) analy;t, 5) hearinl ot 
6) pr1 k• 1 J t1le may be sent to 
en tor a bureauoraoy, I find thie 
aurd, d even 1f one aooepte euoh a 
e flret o or bill eubm1tted a 
al e ue b1l throu1h repeated 
f1oat1ona rd · 
oram.a o 11 so d1aor,an1 , the 
we submit btl arterly - apparently 
hopelessly oontu1ed with monthly 
Let m• s e my own praot1oe. 
1. HaMt - b1l d in January 1987 tor $780. !1lled asain 
in May for an additional $990. (Total owed $1770). Ae or mid-
Saptember, this case was "waitins ror an analyat." 
2. D.. ... b cl 
A Ul U 8 t f' 0 r 4 0 • ( 1 • , 
wa1 atlll waitiaa to be ass 
r1l $360. Billed aaain in 
), AI Of' mid-September• thle oaee 
ned to a ola1me epeo1al1at .. 
3. I.e. - billed 1n May to~ $540 •. As or mid-September, 
th1s oase wa1 etill wa1t1ns to be ass!sned to a cla1ma 
epecla 1t. 
4. s.B. - btlled in May tor •540. As ot mid-September, 
th1e oase waa 111 wa1t1nl to be aae11ned to a ola!ml 
epec1al1at. 
5i R.J~ - bllled in May tor $780. Ae of' m!dpSeptember, 
it wae "work1nc in the ayetem." (I 1u••• that means they 
couldn't t!nd the tile) 
6. C.B. -billed in June f'or $600. Ae of' mid-September, 
it was "waiting ror an analyet." By the end or October, after 
runn1n1 up billa totalling $1290 tor the chi and her mother, it 
wa1 determined that they were not el1s1ble tor VW Aee1atanoe 
arter all. 
1. J G. - billed 1n June tor $405. As 
it was "wa1tina tor an analyst." 
Meanwhile, I have not yet been paid ror work I performed 
over a year agol 
XI. Unclear, Varyina and Untimely llilibilitr 
tieterm!natlona 
determinations are made by the Board •• 
they ara oona payment ot billa. Thua, neither v1ctime nor 
their rovi ra 1r they are aotually elilible tor VW 
Aaeia ance u 11 arter billa are presented and have spent months 
churn around the Sacramento ott!oa. 
!xamp 6 C®B. ( ove) is a oaae in point. Attar six months ot 
treatment C1n t , atter treatment had been terminated), we 
out at e 11 n el111ble. Leaally her parente are 
11 • bill but they oannot atf'ord it and would 
e aaaumed such a financial 11ab1l1ty it they thouaht 
were covered by VW Aeeietanoe. 
rmore. it 11 my underetandinl that the Board 
eomet arbitrar1 chanses el1s1b111ty requirements and 
determinations withcu not1ty1nf v!ct!ma or providers in advance. 
Thus peopl• previously round el slble m1sht inour more billa only 
to rind that they are no lon;er el11ible. 
/5"0 
t 
I 
t 
I 
It is un ratan~ins that th1s particularly 
vulner le and he pleas population of victims ia currently baing 
11nsled out the Board by their tind1nl fewer and tewer ot 
••• ch1l el 1ble tor VW Aaa1stanoe. Suoh arbitrary po11oy 
an1ea are on1oi in an agency auppoae4ly dealsned to 
vlot orlme. 
IV. Sacramento Office 
I wi to 1ze that these problema are all ln the 
rame o f1aea oal repreaantativea have alwaya been 
helpful, cooperative and prompt. Our local repreaentat1vea 8 too, 
are truatrated by th• oont1nu1nl problema Sacramento. 
l requirement• mu1t be o 
mu1t be te ned qu 
and 
at the 
roo••• or han~l1ng o 1 1n Sacramento muat be 
1t1 , atra nea, and epeaded ~p. 
r1 must d promptly (within 60 day1 of 
) II 
d prov ra muat be notf~~~1 !n advance of el1&1b1lit"/IJIV.~ ~G. 
1 of ohila abuse must not be einsled out aa the 
on on whioh to balance the bud1et. 
oona1derat1on of these mattera. It 11 
St of C&l1tornia, with 1ta h1&hly 
lua" 11, fact, behind in payment 
of debts. 
l k d to ar1n1 from JOU aoon. 
Very truly youra, 
Suaan Knopf, LCSW 
ooa la&h ay, Coor nator 
V1otim/W1tneaa Aaaiatanee, Ukiah 
I;::-I 
COMMUNITY TREATMENT CENTE 
helping abused children and their families 
P.O. BOX 2:!:2] 
F'AIHFIELD. CAUFOHNIA 9~513 
November 12, 1987 
Senate diciary Subcommittee 
on Victims' Rights 
State Capitol 
RnL 2080 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
f( E : P u b l i c He a r i tim Restitution 
Dear Committee Members: 
Community Treatment Center, a non-profit agency in Solano County which 
serves sexually abused children and their families wis s to state the 
followi for the record: 
1. To da , our agency has $39,605.00 in ou ta 
t the State Board of Control. 
c 1 aims in 
2. Some of these claims date as far back as December, 1986. 
3. re cash ow problems caused by untimely processing of 
cla ms result in closure of our services to over 500 persons 
annually. 
Encl is ter to Assemblyman Tom Hannigan which v"e also include 
ior This correspondence contains a detailed description of . 
our d lemma in relation to the State Board of Control. Since June, 1987, we 
~1 e seeking legislative assistance to ascertain the status of our 
clain1s and to rocure more timely reimbursement of approved claims. The 
current situa ion untimely processing and sporadic reimbursement leaves 
our extremely vulnerable. 
a r e s to remedy this s tuation ich afflicts not 
only our many other service providers roughout the State. 
Sincerely, 
/7 o,. c~~,z-e_ 6~-et, 
C a r i ne E 1 ·j a 
Executive Director 
CC nity Treatment Center Board of Directors 
Encls. 
He: 
COMMUNITY TREATMENT CEN1~ 
helping abused ildren and their fam 
I' .0. BOX 2~2:~ 
FAIHFIELD. C\UFOHNIA 9'6:U 
707--!!2;) ~~';lit 
October 20, 1987 
n Thomas M. Hanniga 
o ]\Ve • 1 Suite 1~. 
ld I CA 9 4 53 3 
Severe Cash ~low Problem Due To State Board of Control 
imbursernent P~oc~ss 
sewblyman Hannigan: 
eatment Centex, a sexual bu tr atrnent program for 
and their families in Solano Co ty faces the imminent 
.yf: closure. Our dilemma one again is sever cash 
lem. To date, our age has approximately $39,0 0 in 
ng claims in process at the Sta e Board of Con rol. 
these claims date s r back as December, 1986. The 
ing and isbursemenL of Victim of Crime funds is 
he legislative mandate to reimburse within a 90 
short, our program which currently serves 90 
1 adults is being strangled by the system. 
e to you regarding a similar cash flo problem 
due in large part to the lengthy processing of 
me Claims at the State Board of Control. At that 
ffic t ok prompt action in contacting the State 
ntrol and provided suggestions to benefit our clients. 
a ached copy of your letter.) Your suggestions were 
mmed ately. Our local Victim Assistance Program 
ve has been contacted on several occasions regarding 
c:veral 1i .:; f c1aimanb;' nam1·s and claim numbers 
ubmitted to Sacramento, both to Ms. Embrie and to her 
ative For subsequent procedures to insure speedier 
we e promised a meeting with State Board of 
onnel in July. After many phone calls to t m 
£ice this meeting was finally held on September 24, 
Levis from the Solano County D.A. 's ot2ice wa~ 
with Judith Embrie, Martin2 Braumley, Hyra t·' Dn :1nd 
At the meeting, we learned that many o our cl~ims 
(On y two claims were not qualified.) Sorn-- ,~,f t.ht~ 
submitt pLior to March, 1987, through the D.A. 's office 
be n assigned claim numbers as cf August 18th. The 
e n fo this c uld be either (l) the claims had not arrived 
[Lorn the D.A.'s office until that time, or (2) they had not been 
ac nted for at the State Board of Control office prior to that 
t me. When we questioned the lenrJth of time involved rr!gdrrHng 
he laims, we were not given any clear answers as to 
l\ssembJyman Hannigan, October_ 20, 1987, l?age2 
\JhP-re the delay actually occurred. We also learned at the 
meeting on Sept.24 that the procedure recommended by the D.2\.'s 
otfice in Spring 1987, i.e., for the agency to assist clients in 
proce slng claims, is not within the intent of the Victim o 
Crime Statutory law. We were also informed of the thousands of 
claims (statewide) pending, and that we could not expect claims 
for our clients to be processed first. 
Since that meeting, we have taken another direction in assisting 
our clients to get reimbursement for treatment. Currently, we 
are referring them to an independent attorney, and/or back to 
D.A.'s office of Victim Assistance. 
Currently, our program is the only one f its kind in Solano 
County. Last year, we provided services to more than 500 
children and family members. Our funding sources other than 
Victim of Crime reimbursements, includ g nts, foundation 
monies, client f~es, fundraisers, and donations. Of our $200,000 
b get, these sources (not including Victim o Crime monies) 
amount to about 64% of the total income. The major portion 
these funds are available on an intermittent basis dependent upon 
the funding period and grant contracts. Hence, we are 
desperately in need of more timely reimbursement through the 
Victim of Crime office. Presently, our funds will last until the 
end of November before we will be forced to recess the program. 
A s 11 percentage of other funding from AB1733 and AB90 grants 
(th jar portion of our income other than Victim o[ Crime 
monies) is not available until mid-JHnuary. At that time, 
without V c im of Crime monies, we will be forced to cut services 
dra tj a to children and families needing treatment for sexual 
abuse problems. A program that operates from month to month 
wo eri whether or not there will be enough cash on hand to 
mee the all and minimal operational costs, cannot survive. 
old appreciate any further assistance that you~an pro~ide 
at this time. It is essential to get the current claims pending 
for reimbursement to Community Treatment Center processed, and 
the funds distributed as soon as possible. 
On tehal of all of our clients, thank you for your continued 
care and support. 
Sincerely, 
Catherine A. Elia 
Executive Director 
cc: Solano County Board of Supervisors 
John Powers, President of CTC Board of Directors 
APPENDIX # 3 
State of California State and Consumer Services Agency 
Memorand 
To 
from 
Subject: 
November 25, 1987 File No.: 751 
w. J. Anthony, Chairman 
State Board of Control 
915 Capitol Mall, Suite 590 
1 
, CA 95814 
of General Services 
STATE BOARD OF CONTROL 
AUDIT OF 
VICTIMS OF CRIME PROGRAM 
enclosed report of Victims of Crime program by the Office 
Technolo9y and Planning was completed as the result 
as Cha~rman of the State Board of Control to 
controls. 
discussed with operating management and with 
of Control who have provided the comments and 
attached. Proposed actions are responsive to 
and are already in process. 
the management and staff of the State Board of 
r cooperation during the review. 
or need further information on this 
me at 323-3066. 
AGARWAL, 
Management 
and Planning 
State of California State and Consumer Services Agency 
DEPARTMENT OF GENERAL SERVICES 
Office of Management Technology and Planning 
Audit Section 
STATE BOARD OF CONTROL 
Audit of Victims of Crime Program 
November, 1987 
t.t:L 
State of California State and Consumer Services Agency 
Memorandu 
-· Date 
-To 
from 
November 25, 1987 
. W. J. Anthony, Chairman 
· State Board of Control 
' 915 Mall, Suite 590 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
of General Services 
of Management Technology and Planning 
File No.: 751 
-Subject, Board of Control 
As Chairman of the State Board of Control (SBOC), you requested 
that Audit Unit of the De~artment of General Services perform 
an audit of the Victims of Cr1me Program. 
During the course the audit, between 13 and April 30, 
we made a s evaluation of the system internal 
strative controls of the Victims of 
Program stered by SBOC. Our study and evaluation was 
conducted in accordance with standards for the Professional 
Practice of Internal Auditing as required by Section 1236 of the 
California Government Code, except that the Audit Unit does not 
meet the standard which requires organizational independence due 
to our reporting relationship to the chairman of SBOC. 
We did not 
and we 
statements. 
al 
Our 
orm an audit of the financial statements of SBOC, 
not give an opinion on the financial 
Moreover, our audit was not performed to determine 
the revenues due to the Restitution Fund had been 
limited to the internal accounting and 
controls of the Victims of Crime Program 
. The management of SBOC is responsible for 
maintaining a system of internal accounting and 
control procedures. The broad objectives of 
terns for state agencies are to ensure: 
reliability and integrity of information; 
iance with ~olicies, plans, procedures, 
and regulat1ons; and 
safeguarding of assets; 
/57 
w. J. 
Page2 
of inherent limitations in control systems, errors or 
irregularities may occur and not be detected. In addition, 
proj of any evaluation of systems to future periods is 
subject to risk since procedures may become inadequate because of 
changes in conditions or the degree of compliance with the 
procedures may deteriorate. 
During our audit, we found material weaknesses in controls over 
following: 
- the verification and approval of claims; 
- the payment of claims; 
- the collection of overpayments made to claimants; and 
- the automated claim payment 
In our opinion, the systems and procedures use for the Victims 
Program at April 30, 1987, taken as a whole, are not 
sufficient to provide SBOC with reasonable assurance that 
internal accounting and administrative controls protect assets or 
fiscal compliance procedures are in place and operating as 
intended. 
questions, please call me at 323-3066 or Carolyn 
Manager 5 at 322-4188 . 
.n.ur;u, .. ....,.u, Chief 
Management 
and Planning 
PKA IH: IH 
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SUMMARY 
of the State Board of Control (SBOC) requested that 
of the Department of General Services perform an 
control review of the programs and systems which SBOC 
administers. During the audit, serious internal control 
weaknesses were found in the Victims of Crime (Victims Program) 
program. Because the serious nature of the deficiencies, 
audit resources were concentrated on a review of program, 
administrative and automation controls of the Victims Program. 
In addition, we relied upon the work a concurrent report of 
the Department of Finance to appraise accounting internal 
controls. We also utilized the assistance of auditors with the 
State Controller's Office. 
This report presents the results of our it tests and the 
ions for implementing corrective act The report 
ates that several findings from the 1984 audit report had 
not been corrected. Further, some of these previously identified 
Part I 
ses continued to deteriorate as the result of the 
in claim appl ations and the expansion of the automated 
The report concludes that the internal control system is 
to provide reasonable assurance that state resources 
The report also concludes that losses have 
to errors and improper activities. 
is presented in two parts: Part I includes the review 
laim payment process, and Part II includes the review of 
isition, development, and maintenance of the automated 
for claim payments. 
the report identifies $129,317 in unsubstantiated 
In addition, $617,000 in uncollected emergency award 
were so fied. 
the report identifies major weaknesses in the 
data processing system. The weaknesses ident ied 
iciencies for system development, system installation, 
data security, data integrity, and documentation. SBOC plans to 
expand is system to include participating county victim 
centers. We have recommended that the system be reviewed for 
conformance with minimum standards before data processing 
ipment is provided to other agencies. In general, the system 
should provide accurate accounting information and should provide 
for the detection of duplicate payments before other agencies are 
permitted to utilize the system. 
!Lo 
2 
PART I 
CLAIM PAYMENTS 
It! 
3 
INTRODUCTION 
SBOC considers and settles claims against the state, and as part 
of the izens Indemnification Program, it indemnifies citizens 
are injured or suffer financial hardship as a result of a 
violence. The three member board (Board) which oversees 
the SBOC consists of the Director of General Services, who serves 
as the Chairman, the State Controller, and a public member 
inted by the Governor. 
The Victims Program is administered by the Board, an Executive 
Secretary (ES}, a Deputy Executive Officer {DEO}, and a staff of 
approximately 110 employees. Although urogrammatically the 
staff, the DEO, and the ES report to the Board, administratively 
they report to the Director of General Services. 
le 2, Division 3, Part 4, Chapter 5 of the California 
Government delineates the authority responsibilities of 
stering the Victims Program. 
Victims Program receives its funding primarily from the 
Assessment Assessments imposed by courts for criminal 
are remitted by the counties to the State Controller. 
State ler then transfers monthly 22.12% of the 
Fund to itution Fund to pay victim's claims. 
Rest Fund receives additional revenue from the 
collected by the courts from persons convicted 
the influence of alcohol or drugs and additional 
by courts for felony offenses are also remitted by 
the counties to the State Controller. The State Controller 
when 
cl 
revenues in the Restitution Fund. Federal funds 
and deposited in the Restitution Fund. 
Program administered by SBOC assists residents of the 
in obtaining restitution for the pecuniary 
as a direct result of criminal acts. 
osses, according to Code Section 13960 of the 
Government Code, are "any expenses for which the 
not and will not be reimbursed from any other source." 
amount that a claimant may receive for losses 
as the result of a criminal act is $23,000; however, 
federal funds are available, the maximum amount that a 
can receive is raised from $23,000 to $46,000. 
ims crimes (claimants) may apply for an emergency award of 
up to $1, SBOC grant emergency awards based solely on 
the appl ation of the claimant; however, claimants who are 
granted an emergency award are required to file a regular 
application within one year from the date of the crime. 
I/ '? 
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When a ar application (a claim) is filed by a claimant, the 
SBOC is required Government Code Section 13962 to verify the 
pecuniary losses listed in the claim. In addition, Government 
Code Sect SBOC to contract with agenc having 
victim centers to ver claims. SBOC and approximately 15 
part ipating agencies have entered into Joint Powers Agreements 
to claims. agreements require the victim centers to 
a specif number claims per year. The verified claims 
are submitted to SBOC. 
The SBOC can make one of three recommendations: 
- al the claim; 
- deny the claimi or 
- discuss the claim; 
aim is placed on one 
are addressed at regular public 
Board agendas 
The two agendas 
are as follows: 
"consent agenda, and 
- the " scuss" agenda; 
the volume 
heard by the 
ly 
received by the SBOC, not 1 
; however, aims on the "discuss" 
heard and discussed by the Board. Based 
by the claimant, the Board makes a 
deny or "continue" the claims on the "discuss" 
, at each regular meeting of the Board the 
11 deny 11 recommendations on the consent agenda are 
by SBOC from the "allow claims" on 
and discuss agendas. From the payment 
aim schedules (on magnetic tape) are 
the State Controller. Upon receipt of 
State Controller warrants to the 
warrants issued to claimants are recorded as 
itution Fund. 
lt3 
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METHODOLOGY 
On November 17, 1986, the Director of General Services as 
SBOC requested the Audit Unit to perform an audit of 
SBOC. The audit was to include the Victims Program, the 
Hazardous Waste Program, and the Government Claims Program. 
On March 11, 1987, the audit of SBOC was suspended because 
serious weaknesses were identified in the system of internal 
s for Victims Program. The planned testing of the 
Hazardous Waste Program and the Government Claims Program was 
redirected to allow the auditors and SBOC management to devote 
resources toward correcting the intern<l control weaknesses in 
the Victims Program. 
of the Victims Program was conducted to determine 
the system of internal controls was adequate to 
assets, ensure the reliability of information, ensure 
use of resources, and ensure compliance 
able laws, policies, and procedures. 
The requirements for an effective system of internal controls are 
def in the Financial Integrity And State Manager's 
Accountab lity Act (FISMA) of 1983 (Appendix A). 
We 
were 
Because 
existing 
claims. 
employee of SBOC was arrested on November 17, 1986, 
$2,000 from a claimant who sought and received 
an inflated claim, we conducted a review of the 
by this employee to determine whether the system 
ing claims had failed to function or whether the system 
overridden by the employee. 
selected and reviewed 7 of the 20 claims which 
ied as having been improperly approved by the 
1 20 of the claims reviewed were submitted by SBOC 
of Justice for its criminal investigation. 
made aware by SBOC's staff of three (3} claims which 
to have been improperly approved by management. 
approved claims represented a potential override of 
internal controls, we reviewed all three (3) of the 
To evaluate the system of internal controls used to accept 
claims, verify igibility of claimants, determine award amounts, 
and approve payments to claimants, we reviewed a random sample of 
30 regular claims received in calendar year 1986. 
Because a claimant who receives an emergency award must submit a 
completed application for a regular award within one year of the 
crime and because the payment of the claim may take 90 days, we 
It '-1 
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reviewed 30 emergency aims received before October 26, 1985 
(approximately 15 months from the date the claims were selected 
for testing). 
Since the initial samples of regular claims and emergency awards 
revealed a large error rate, we determined that the existinq 
system internal controls did not prevent or detect errors or 
irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to 
financial 
7 
AVDIT SUMMARY OF CLAIMS 
On March 17, 1987, we notified the Board of the critical 
weaknesses in the system of internal controls for the Victims 
Programi namely, the verification and approval of claims, the 
payment of claims, the collection of overpayments. The 
sses resulted from both a lack of required internal 
controls and from internal controls that were overridden. 
Because these weaknesses, losses due to errors and improper 
activities have occurred. These weaknesses affected the 
Restitution Fund, the State Controller, and reporting to the 
State Legislature. 
Approximately $110,000 in unsubstantiated claims were paid out of 
the Restitution Fund. In addition, because some internal 
controls were overridden by management, both ineligible and 
unsubstantiated claims totalling $10,990.68 were improperly 
and paid from the Restitution fund. Finally, despite 
containing errors, claims totaling $8,326 were approved by SBOC. 
All of the claims were subsequently paid from the Restitution 
Fund. 
The State Controller unknowingly paid, in error, approximately 
9,317 in claims because internal controls for the Victims 
either nonexistent or were overridden by management 
$617,000 in emergency award overpayments were not 
on the financial statements of the Restitution Fund and 
were not reported to the legislature. In addition, these 
were not collected. 
8 
PREVIOUS AUDITS OF BOARD OF CONTROL 
In May 1984 the General Services Audit Unit issued an audit 
(R- ) on Victims program, the Governmental 
Program, and the Hazardous Waste Program. Included in 
were to management of to 
strengthen internal controls. Four (4) of the weaknesses in 
internal controls which were reported in the May 1984 report were 
not corrected. The four (4) weaknesses are as follows 
1) The ES does not document the basis for overruling staff 
recommendations (PART I., SECTION 2., FINDING #2). 
2) SBOC has not implemented procedures to identify, record 
and collect emergency award overpayments ( I., 
SECTION 4., FINDING #1). 
3) SBOC has not reported annual as 
4) 
by Government Code 
emergency advances which 
1., SECTION 4., FINDING 
that written instructions for 
retrieval, and for report production 
for the EDP system (PART II., 
ING 1). 
Department of Finance conducted a review of 
internal accounting controls and fiscal procedures 
financial reports. Its review disclosed 
the Board of Control s system of internal 
and fiscal procedures. The controls were 
or contained inherent weaknesses." 
Department of Finance, the system of 
procedures at the Board are "not 
assets are from 
that transactions are executed in accordance 
authorization, and that transactions are 
to the preparation financial s. 
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SECTION 1. 
IMPROPER ACTIVITIES 
j(g 
10 
FINDINGS 
1) The Execut Secretary (ES} and the Deputy Executive Officer 
(DEO) violated State Administrative Manual (SAM) by not 
reporting suspected fraud to both the Department of Finance and 
to the Auditor General. 
The ES and the DEO did not notify the Auditor 
the Department of Finance of suspected fraud as 
SAM. Specifically, Section 601 of SAM states: 
Agencies 11 notify the Department of Finance, 
Financial and Performance Accountability, and 
Office of the Auditor General, of actual or suspected 
theft, defalcation, or fraud .... Such notification will 
be made in writing not later than the first business 
day following the actual or suspected defalcation or 
fraud. 
We found that five (5) months prior to an employee's arrest 
on November 17, 1986, for suspected the DEO was aware 
of the employee's involvement with a was 
suspected to be fraudulent. An analyst with SBOC informed 
us that in mid-June 1986 the DEO told 11 ( 
employee) paid out 3,000 for a thumb injury. I need you 
to verify the aim." The analyst was also told that "the 
claimant may have submitted a fraudulent claim." 
analyst informed us that when the investigation of this 
aim was completed by her on September 15, 1986, she 
submitted a memo to the DEO. Her memo informed the DEO 
$16 631.84 of the $23,000 awarded to the claimant for 
a wage loss could not be substantiated because the 
11 ( aimant) was unemployed at the time of the incident" and 
ause the aimant had received State Disability 
Insurance benefits for several weeks during his disability 
to s memo, a second memo was written on this 
matter. On September 21, 1986, (6 days after the receipt 
memo), the DEO wrote a memo to the ES ich 
fraudulent claim. In the memo the wrote, 
may be uncovering an attempt to gain money through the 
program illegally." 
During the two (2) months prior to the arrest of the 
empl on November 17, 1986, we found that the ES and the 
DEO took no action to resolve the suspected illegal 
activity. In addition, they took no action to notify the 
Department of Finance and the Auditor General of the 
suspected fraud. 
We recommend that SBOC implement procedures to report 
11 
suspected fraud to both the Department of Finance and to 
the Auditor General. 
2) The DEO discontinued an investigation of approximately 269 
wage loss claims approved by the employee who was arrested for 
fraud. 
The ES informed us and the Board on March 31, 1987, that he 
not continue the investigation of the claims approved 
by this employee because it would have jeopardized an 
criminal investigation; however, an internal 
investigation to determine whether additional claims had 
been improperly approved and whether overpayments had 
resulted could have been conduct~d without jeopardizing the 
criminal investigation. 
reviewed 7 of the 20 claims which the employee was 
suspected of having improperly approved. The total 
overpayment for these 7 claims was $110,304 (an average 
overpayment of $15,757 per claim). The 20 claims were 
found to be for wage losses. All 20 claims were submitted 
by SBOC to the Department Justice. 
Despite the severity of the fraud, 269 of the 384 {70%) 
wage loss claims in excess of $999 approved by this 
not reviewed because the internal 
was discontinued. 
that SBOC resume its internal investigation of 
aims. We also recommend that any fraudulently 
claims which resulted in an overpayment should be 
scheduled for collection. 
/~ 
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SECTION 2. 
REGULAR CLAIMS 
171 
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cl , igible claims, and incorrectly 
antounts have been paid by the State Controller 
not properly review claims approved by its 
statements of both the Staff Services Manager I 
aim Spec ist Supervisor state that 70% of the 
sor's time expected to be spent supervising 
analysts and claim specialists, respectively. In addition, 
FISMA { A.) Requires state agencies to maintain an 
ive system of internal reviBw. 
SBOC has implemented an effective system of internal 
because supervisors do not review the work of 
and claim specialists. According to the ES, the 
have "proven track records." As a result, 
11 aims approved by ar~ not rev by 
By not implementing a system to ensure that 
"consent allow" claims approved by the 
an risk of paying both ineligible 
cl 
to the lure to detect ineligible claims, 
numerous errors made by the staff of SBOC also go 
In our audit 11 errors were found in the 30 
rate) we tested. Four (4) of the errors 
of ineligible claims. Five (5) of 
in overpayments. One (1) error 
payment of an unsubstantiated claim. The 
( ) resulted in the payment of a claim 
a lien ~greement present in the file. 
cl , we found that the following 
been approved for payment by SBOC: 
of a police report which st 
could not determine who had initiated the 
aim for $399.59 was approved for payment. 
the Board on March 31 that "this is an 
the analyst's judgment the victim 
) was not involved in any events leading to the 
cr , , we found that the police could not 
determine whether or not the claimant was involved in the 
events leading to the crime. 
In report, the officer wrote: 
14 
due to the conflicting statements from both parties 
(only)! disturbance report~ written .... all subj 
(sic) were advised to go to the D.A. 1 s office to file 
We found no evidence in the file indicating that any 
party had-riled charges against the other party. 
In the absence of criminal charges, the police off 
factual conclusion was the most reliable statement 
was available to the Staff. Page J-4 of the Claim 
Specialist Manual states that: 
I S 
which 
If the crime report indicates the possibility of a 
contribution issue, examine statements in the following 
order to determine the most %!liable source to use in 
referring to the possibility of a Contribution sue. 
A) Law enforcement officers conclusion. 
B) who {s } are 
C) Witness statements who (s ) are acquaintances 
of the victim or suspect. 
Claim 
This cl for $255.40 was approved for payment 
placed on the "consent agenda" by the staff despite the 
fact that the victim failed to cooperate with law 
enforcement ials by refusing to prosecute the 
assailant. 
claim, we found that the claim 
approved this claim had failed to follow 
Section 13964 which states that: 
1 be eligible assistance under the 
this article under any of 
(1) The board finds that the victim ... knowingly and 
will y part ipated in the commission of the crime. 
(2) The or the person whose injury or death 
gave rise application failed to cooperate with 
~ law enforcement agency in the apprehension and 
conviction of A criminal committing the crime~ 
Claim #3 
/~ 
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for $1,219.60 was approved for payment by the 
the fact that the victim had voluntarily 
a f 
On March 31 the ES informed us and the Board that: 
This is an eligible claim. I~ the claim specialist'~ 
judgment, the contribution issue ~ not adequately 
significant on the part of the victim (claimant) to 
deny £E discuss as he was in a defenseless position, on 
his knees, when stabbed. 
However, we found that the claimant had contributed to 
the events leading to the crime because he had been 
fighting prior to the stabbing. Hence, the issue of 
contribution was significant. Specifically, the police 
noted in their report that: 
Romero had been argue {sic V-Ramos (claimant) 
which resulted in a fight ... dur fight he 
(cl } had fallen to his knees at which point the 
S-Romero had stabbed him with a knife. 
to the 
i ists 
who are 
aim Specialist Manual (page J-6), 
are required to deny claims filed by 
ured during their voluntary 
ion a ight. The Claim Specialist Manual 
) the victim and suseect voluntarily agreed to 
as a of settling ~ dispute, regardless of 
were armed, This incident should be 
as contribution to the crime itself. 'The 
-Section shouldtherefore be answered "Yes" 
will be Quick Closed (denied). 
stated in their report that the 
to tell the truth" about the incident 
uries, the staff approved this claim 
$4,373.95. 
concluded in their report that none of the 
involved in the incident had told the truth. 
, the police wrote that: 
ALL SUBJS {sic} CONTACTED IN THIS INCIDENT TO (sic) 
FAIL TO TELL THE TRUTH FOR-xLr-RESPECTS OTHER THAN 
'SALVADO~AS A MMA (mexican-male adult), WHERE 
MANVILLA HAD BEEN STABBED AND WHAT TYPE OF A KNIFE 
WAS USED. 
171/ 
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In the report, the police wrote that the claimant had 
stated that an individual named "Salvador" had approached 
him on foot and had stabbed him for no apparent reason. 
The claimant told the officer, "he (claimant) had no idea 
who 'Salvador' was (and) had never seen him before. 11 He 
also told the officer that his brother came to his aid 
and struck "Salvador" in the head with an orange colored 
stick. 
In reviewing the three (3) police reports which were 
submitted to the Board's staff, we found that the 
following information which contradicted the claimant's 
statements to the police was available in the police 
reports: 
1) "Salvador" had arrive,1 at the claimant's 
residence with two (2) friends of the claimant; 
2) One of the claimant' 
"Salvador" during the e 
stabbing; 
lived with 
ior to 
3) "Salvador" and claimant's two {2 iends 
arrived in the same car; 
4} These three (3) individuals arrived at the 
claimant's residence with stolen property 
trunk of the car; 
5) A "chrome colored tire tool" with blood stains 
was found in the trunk of the car; 
6) There had been an argument between the claimant 
and "Salvador." During the argument, the claimant 
was stabbed; and 
7) Although the claimant's brother admitted that he 
had taken his brother to the hospital, he denied 
that he was the one who came to his brother's aid 
and struck 'Salvador' in the head; 
As noted in claim #2, Government Code Section 
denies assistance to victims who fail to cooperate 
law enforcement officials in the apprehension and 
conviction of the criminal committing the crime. 
Summarizing the errors which we found in the remaining 
eight (8) claims: 
Claim #5 
Despite an unexplained $1,400 discrepancy between the 
175"" 
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amount bil by the medical provider to the Board and 
amount led by the medical provider to the 
's insurance, this claim was approved for payment 
In reviewing this claim, we informed the Staff that the 
provider had overstated the medical costs which 
were submitted to the Board. As a result, the Staff 
requested medical provider to return the $1,400 
overpayment. 
Claim 
The claim specialist calculated a wage loss based on a 6 
day disability period when the victim's physician had 
determined the disability period to be 2 days. As a 
result, the claimant was overpaid $141.50. 
Cl #2 
claim specialist, without verifying $255.00 in 
medical expenses, approved this claim for payment. 
aim #8 
aim specialist approved this claim for payment 
verifying the claimant's disability period. As 
, an unsubstantiated claim was approved by the 
for payment. 
ialist unknowingly approved a duplicate 
amount of $197.56 to a medical provider. 
11 which had previously been reimbursed by 
SBOC was resubmitted by the medical provider to SBOC. 
Because the aim specialist failed to determine whether 
a payment had been submitted to the medical provider, 
the claim specialist unknowingly approved a duplicate 
payment. 
Claim #10 
We found five (5) claims that had been submitted by 
claimants who either planned to file a lawsuit or who 
stated that they might file a lawsuit in the future; 
however, two (2) of the claims which totalled $1,126 did 
not have signed lien agreements. 
176 
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We recommend that SBOC comply with Government Code Sections 
13400 to 13407 by implementing an effective system of 
internal review to ensure that claims approved by SBOC are 
reviewed and approved by a supervisor. 
2) SBOC does not ensure that the procedures in the Claim 
Speci ist Manual do not conflict with the Government Code. 
Page I-3 the aim Specialist Manual states that 11 (i}f 
claimed losses are no more than $1,000 gross, there is no 
need to verify the disability period." This procedure is 
confl with Government Code Section 13962 which states 
that "(i}f the application is accepted, it shall be 
verified promptly by the staff of the board." 
According to the ES, the Board proved an oral request 
from him to "streamline operations"; however, there was no 
documentation indicate that the Board had been informed 
that the new procedure violated the Government Code. 
In our May 1984 audit report on the Victims Program, we 
reported SBOC did not document Board policy. We 
recommended in the report that SBOC should document all 
pol ies and procedures approved by the Board. 
We again recommend that SBOC ensure that all policies and 
procedures approved by the Board are documented. In 
ion, we recommend that SBOC ensure that claim 
verification procedures are in compliance with the 
Government Code. 
3) SBOC not properly document and supervise the 
reconciliation of the "consent allow" agenda with the payment 
journal. 
In the reconciliation of the Board-approved 
low" agenda with the payment journal, we found 
reconciliation was not documented and that there 
review of either the reconciliation or 
ustments to the payment journal. 
Without a properly documented reconciliation, there no 
assurance that only approved claims are appearing on the 
claim schedules (on magnetic tape) submitted to the State 
Controller. 
We recommend that SBOC ensure that the reconciliation of 
the Board-approved "consent allow" agenda to the payment 
journal is properly documented. In addition, we recommend 
that SBOC ensure that a supervisor reviews and approves 
both the reconciliation and the adjustments to the payment 
journal. 
I 7 
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4) SBOC that the preparation of the 
reconcili (noted above) and the preparation of the claim 
schedules are performed by separate employees. 
that the same employee who prepares the claim 
es also reconciles the payment journal to the Board-
"consent all agenda. In addition, this 
employee also prepares adjustments (adding or deleting 
cl ) to the payment journal. The adjustments are then 
entered on the claim schedules before the claim schedules 
are to the State Controller. 
Without an adequate separation of duties in the 
reconciliation of the payment jou-nal, fraud could occur 
and not be detected by management. 
We recommend that SBOC ensure that these duties in the 
reconciliation process are adequately separated. 
5} SBOC has not implemented procedures to ensure that all claims 
approved for payment by SBOC staff are placed on the consent 
agenda. 
6) SBOC 
warrants 
found that 2 of the 30 randomly selected regular award 
had been approved for payment, but had never been 
In reviewing the process through which approved 
, we determined that there is no listing 
claims approved for payment, and as a result, 
s no listing to submit to the payment unit. 
, the payment unit cannot properly account for 
approved for payment. 
SBOC ensure that a daily "batch control" 
aims approved for payment be generated and 
to payment unit to account for claims 
payment. 
not established procedures to locate claimants whose 
been returned to the.State Controller. 
Whenever a warrant is returned undeliverable to the State 
Controller, the State Controller will request the agency 
involved to provide the current mailing address of the 
After 30 days, unclaimed warrants are automatically 
in the Unclaimed Trust Deposit account maintained 
State Controller. Contracted Fiscal Services within 
the Department of General Services provides SBOC with a 
monthly schedule of unclaimed awards which have been placed 
in Unclaimed Trust Deposits. 
As of January 31 1987, $140,314 in unclaimed awards had 
/7'1 
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been aced in the Unclaimed Trust Deposit account. 
Since uncashed warrants may be an indicator that fraudulent 
act ies are occurring, we recommend that SBOC follow-up 
and investigate the unclaimed warrants. 
I~ 
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SECTION 3. 
EMERGENCY CLAIMS 
I ?!O 
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FINDINGS 
1) SBOC has not developed procedures to identify, record and 
collect emergency award overpayments. 
In our May 1984 audit report on the Victims Program we 
recommended that SBOC implement a system to 
record and collect overpayments on emergency awards. The 
ES informed the Chairman of the Board on May 30, 1984, that 
"an accounts receivable program was developed, collection 
procedures were implemented ... (and) collection efforts are 
under way after initial discussion by the Executive 
Secretary with the Board"; however, we found that a program 
to record and collect these overpayments was never 
implemented. 
In a random sample of 30 emergency award claims, four {4) 
claims had been overpaid by a total of $1,512. In 
addition, none of the overpayments recorded or 
collected by the Staff. 
On January 27 we obtained from SBOC a computer intout of 
all overpayments on emergency awards since December 1981. 
According to the information in this report, the total 
amount of uncollected overpayments as of January 27 was 
$617,786. All (4) of the overpaid claims were traced 
to this report. 
One of the internal control weaknesses cited by the 
Department of Finance in its 1987 report on accounting 
controls of SBOC was the lack of a system to record and 
collect emergency award overpayments (accounts 
receivables). The Department of Finance found that the 
$156.72 in accounts receivable reported on the financial 
statements of the Restitution Fund at June 30 had been 
understated and were therefore not properly stated. 
We again recommend that SBOC develop procedures to identify 
and to record overpayments on emergency awards. We also 
recommend that SBOC ensure that procedures are implemented 
to collect emergency award overpayments. 
2) SBOC has not reported annually to the legislature those 
emergency advances which have become uncollectible as required by 
Government Code Section 13961.1. 
Government Code Section 13961.1 requires the Board to 
report annually, beginning in 1985, on the advances which 
become uncollectible in prior years. 
In his written response, dated May 30, 1984, to the May 
I 'if I 
SBOC. 
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1984 audit report of the Victims Program, the ES wrote that 
"a report to the legislature on the emergency award 
become uncollectible will be published in 
the near future"; however, between January 1, 1985, and 
31, , the ES had neither prepared nor submitted 
to the legislature a report on the uncollectible advances. 
recommend that SBOC annually report uncollectible 
emergency advances to the legislature. 
filed by claimants who have elected not to use their 
insurance to medical costs are being approved by 
We found 2 instances where a 
Insurance, but elected to seek 
medical provider. Both claims 
low" agenda and were paid. 
im had Kaiser Health 
treatment with another 
were placed on the "consent 
payment of these claims appears to v late the intent 
Government Code Section 13960 which limits a claimant's 
recovery to losses that will not be reimbursed from any 
other source. 
We recommend SBOC report to the Board the cost of 
victims medical insurance to seek 
for medical costs. 
applications accepted by the SBOC do not 
name, address, and telephone number of the 
as required by the Government Code. 
Government Code Section 1396.1 requires all emergency award 
1 to contain the name, address, and telephone 
the claimant's employer. 
7 applicat in our random sample of 30 
award applications which did not contain any 
information and for which the victim claimed and 
received reimbursement for medical expenses. Without the 
ion, SBOC cannot properly verify Whether 
has employer-paid health insurance to 
reimburse medical expenses. 
The DEO informed us that if claimants choose not to submit 
expenses to the health insurance coverage provided 
by their employers then the information pertaining to the 
employer is not requested. 
We recommend that the SBOC ensure that the employer 
information required by Government Code Section 13961.1 is 
present on all emergency award applications. 
/~2. 
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5) SBOC has not established procedures to determine Medi-Cal 
eligibility for aimants before their claim is approved for 
payment. 
Government Code Section 13960 (d) requires that victims 
shall only be compensated for those expenses for which they 
have not or will not be reimbursed from any other source. 
In 16 of the 30 emergency claims in our sample, the victim 
had claimed a reimbursement for medical costs. Two (2) of 
the victims had voluntarily applied for Medi-Cal benefits 
with one (1) of the victims receiving benefits. 
By referring eligible victims to the Medi-Cal Program, SBOC 
could ensure that only those vicbims who have no other 
source of reimbursement are granted awards by the Board. 
We recommend that SBOC report to 
allowing victims who are eligible 
reimbursement from SBOC for medical 
/13 
cost 
to seek 
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SECTION 4. 
OTHER CLAIMS REVIEWED 
26 
FINDINGS 
1) The ES violated Government Code Section 13962 by approving for 
payment a claim which had not been ve~ified. 
found that the ES had approved a aim for payment which 
had not been verified. The victim, a sole 
paid extra wages to his employees during his 
received a reimbursement for an unsubstantiated wage loss. 
reimbursement for $8840 52 included $921.18 in 
unsubstanti auto expenses which were incurred by 
claimant and by his employees. 
Government Code Section 13962 states that "if the 
application is accepted, it sha be verified promptly by 
the staff of the board." For Staff verify a self-
employment wage loss, we found that U-9 of the Cl 
Specialist Manual requires the to: 
... {R)equest copies of cancelled 
total amount of wages paid. Also request 
"Profit or Loss" and the "Prof or Loss" for the year 
during which the disability occurred. Compare the amount 
of wages paid to employees during both years .... 
found that there was no comparative analysis of wages 
paid and no cop of cancelled payroll checks the claim 
file. For at least 9 months (October 10, 1985 to July 18, 
1986) 1 SBOC had repeatedly requested the claimant to submit 
led payroll checks to verify his claim, but the 
never submitted the cancelled checks. 
On y 18 a manager with SBOC instructed his staff to 
waive the requirement for cancelled checks and, instead, to 
cl 's summary of wages paid and auto expenses 
to ate the award amount. 
to the manager on us 
had authorized him to the documents 
claimant. On March manager informed 
spoken to the ES after the March 4 
with us, and because this claim involved issues 
in a "gray area," the ES had informed him that it was the 
ES's judgment that the claim should be approved for 
payment. 
We found that payroll summary sheet submitted by the 
claimant was not reliable since it was based on financial 
data that was unaudited. In addition, the W-2 form was 
also unreliable since it was derived from payroll summary 
sheets. Neither the summary sheet nor the W-2 form is 
identified in the Claim Specialist Manual as an acceptable 
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alte.rnative to the check requirement. 
We recommend 
13962 and 
claims. 
SBOC comply with Government Code Section 
established procedures when it verifies 
2) violated Government Code Section 13964 by approving and 
subsequently paying a claim for a victim who had initiated and 
voluntarily participated in a fight. 
On March 5 the ES overruled the recommendation of his staff 
and 
voluntar 
explanation 
reasons for 
a claim submitted by a victim who had 
participated in a fight. We found no 
in the claim file setting forth the ES's 
approving this claim. 
In reviewing this claim, we found that the claim had been 
despite presence of a police report which 
stated that the cl voluntar ly fought several 
individuals. 
ES stated on March 31 that "management did not 
this sue (voluntarily f ing) was more significant than 
of the 
the cause of the victim's death." The fight, 
induced the heart or artery trauma"; 
claimant voluntarily fought, he was 
to receive assistance from the Victims 
ice report, we found that the reporting 
a witness to the fight who informed him 
iver {claimant) slowed and made a turn northbound 
onto a street}, and came to an abrupt stop in front of 
... k The victim put the kick stand down on his 
le, and walked over a couple of steps and 
group juveniles ...• the victim 
started pointing his finger at the ... kid with the 
on ... He {witness) stated that he wasn't 
as to who actually threw the first punch, but 
group began fighting ... He (witness) stated 
(victim) had kicked several of the ... kids and 
everybody kind of backed off. 
The (victim) told the group of ... kids that he would 
fight all of them, he would take them all ~~ ~ ~ 
~· One of the ... kids approached the victim and 
they began to fight~~~···~ of the other kids 
tackled the {victim) around the legs. Everybody jumped 
in. 
When ES approved this claim for the "consent allow" 
I '8' 
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agenda, he did not comply with Government Code Section 
13964. Government Code Section 13964 states: 
No victim shall be eligible for assistance under the 
provisions of this article under any of the following 
circumstances: 
{1) the board finds that the victim or the person 
whose or death gave rise to the application 
knowingly and willingly participated in the 
commission of the crime * * * 
In the 1984 audit report of the Victims Program, we noted 
that the ES did not document the reasons for overruling 
staff recommendations. As a result, we recommended that 
the ES document the properly document the basis for 
overruling recommendations on claims. 
We recommend that SBOC comply with Government Code ion 
13964 which denies assistance to ims who knowingly and 
willingly participated in the commis the crime. To 
ensure a complete audit trail 1 we so that 
properly document recommendations which have been reversed. 
3) A Staff Services Mana.ger approved a claim for the consent 
agenda wh had previously been denied and for which no new 
evidence was provided to reverse the Board's denial 
On December 12, 1986, a manager overruled the Board's 
previous decision to deny a claim and approved the claim 
for payment. 
The Anal Manual requires SBOC staff to grant a victim's 
request for reconsideration if relevant new information was 
received; however, the staff is to deny a request for 
recons ion if: 
1. Material submitted is not relevant new information. 
2. Information was in the file and available to the 
Board at the original hearing. 
The manager had based his decision to overrule the Board on 
evidence that was not "relevant new information." 
Specifically, we found that the claimant had written two 
{2) letters asking SBOC to approve his claim, but the 
letters did not provide new information; nevertheless, the 
manager relied on the information contained in the letters 
to overrule the Board's previous decision. There was also 
no explanation in the file documenting the reason for 
management's overruling the prior Board decision and the 
staff recommendation. 
/87 
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In addition to the lack of relevant new information, the 
claim not have been approved because the claimant 
had provoked a fight. 
police noted in their report that the claimant had been 
a verbal dispute with another individual. 
spute, the claimant sprayed this individual 
This individual then ran into his apartment 
and a When this individual returned a 
knife, a struggle ensued. During the struggle, the 
claimant suffered cuts on his hands. 
When cl has been identified as the individual who 
provoked the fight, page J-7 of the Claim Specialist Manual 
requires the staff to classify the claimant's activities as 
"Contribution to the Events Leading to The Crime." 
Specifically, it states that: 
f the crime report clearly shows that the victim 
provoked ~ physical fight, however, was not the one to 
throw the first punch, this incident should be classified 
as Contribution to the EVents Leading to the-crime(!!£). 
Contribution Section should therefore be answered 
"Unable to Determine." 
claim should have been presented to the 
scussion. 
that SBOC follow established procedures when 
a claimant's request for reconsideration. 
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SECTION 5. 
AGREEMENTS AND PURCHASES 
I'? J 
31 
FINDINGS 
1) The ES signed agreements without the authority of the Board. 
Code Section 13910 empowers the ES to perform 
statutory and other duties as required by the Board. In 
addition, SAM Section 1212.4 limits the authority to s 
contracts and interagency agreements to those officers who 
e have statutory authority or have been duly 
authorized in wr ing by the agency head. 
In reviewing Joint Powers Agreements, entered into between 
SBOC and participating agencies, we found that the ES had 
signed these agreements on behalf of the Board. The ES 
told us that he thought that he had the authority to sign 
contracts on f the Board; however, we found that he 
had not received authorization from the Board to sign 
contracts on behalf of SBOC. Instead, we found that the ES 
authorized himself to sign contracts on behalf of SBOC. 
We recommend that the ES comp y with SAM Section 1212.4 by 
obtaining the written authorization of the Board to enter 
into contracts. 
Jo 
centers have no 
s between SBOC and local victim 
audit provision. 
the Joint Powers Agreements state that "the AG 
General) may audit up to three years after 
of is agreement," there is no agreement 
SBOC and the Auditor General to audit the Joint 
In addition, there is no statute which 
Auditor General to audit Joint Powers 
SBOC and victim centers. 
SBOC incorporate an audit provision in 
Agreements. 
ized a $26,500 purchase without. obtaining a 
As in SAM Section 3506, the Office of Procurement has 
authority to make purchases in excess of $100. 
may request the authority to make individual 
of up to $900. To initiate a purchase, SAM 
Section 3 requires departments to submit a purchase 
estimate to the Office of Procurement. The purchase is 
authorized when a completed Purchase Order is sent to the 
vendor by the Office of Procurement. 
On 1, 1985, the ES authorized the purchase of a 
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computer program (see PART II. For findings related to the 
performance of this computer program} valued at $26,500 
without submitting a purchase estimate to the Office of 
Procurement. As a result, a Purchase Order was not 
obtained before the purchase was made. 
We recommend that the ES comply with SAM Section 3550 when making 
purchases. 
/91 
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PART II 
DATA PROCESSING 
/92-
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INTRODUCTION 
The automated aims processing for the State Board 
of Control (SBOC) ims of Crime program is a 1 apacity, 
self-contained computer system which is independently owned and 
operated by the SBOC. The computer facility is staffed by a 
Staff Services Analyst, with assistance from a Word Processing 
ian and an Office Technician. No other data center 
facilities are used to maintain claimant history or create 
payment information. Information created by this system is used 
by Contracted Fiscal Services, Department of General Services, to 
prepare accounting and financial reports. The system is 
currently centralized in Sacramento; however, the SBOC 
planned to expand automation capabil by providing equipment 
and support to each of its participating Victim Witness Centers. 
Initially, the Centers will only have information retrieval 
access; however, it is possible that the future the Centers 
will both determine eligibility and c ate award amounts, and 
update the files remotely. 
The VOC automated system operates en Wang VS300 
minicomputer, with 64 workstation terminals" The system used 
by the is and payment units to: enter, or update 
claim records; to prepare agendas for consideration at State 
Board of Control hearings; to generate letters to claimants; to 
create claims payment for the State Controller; and to 
create required reports for the Executive Office of DGS and the 
Legislature. The software used for the VOC system is SPEED II, 
TOM Software. 
I 
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AND METHODOLOGY 
The State Legislature has enacted Chapter 7 of the 
Government Code, which creates the Office of Information 
Technology (OIT) to guide the development of automated data 
sing systems in the State. OIT has created Sections 4800 
of the State Administrative Manual (SAM) to publish 
ines for such development by State agencies. 
During the period from February 4, 1987, through April 30, 
Data Processing Quality Assurance (1DPQA) of the Office of 
Management Technology and Planning (OMTP) conducted an audit of 
the Victims of Crime (VOC) automated system. The system was 
from five aspects: (1) system development, (2) physical 
, {3) data security, {4) documentation, and {5) data 
ity. Because the reliable operation of the autom~ted 
system is essential to the VOC program, we reviewed the contracts 
for procurement of the computer equipment and software. 
DPQA employed a standard questionnaire to interview the 
Executive Officer of the Board, the manager in charge of 
system, the System Administrator, other technical staff 
VOC program, in order to determine whether controls had 
oyed which adhere to SAM guidelines. For the 
ion of data integrity, selected records from the VOC 
master files were examined for the existence of erroneous or 
ssing data. This report presents the findings of this 
examination. 
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SUMMARY OF EDP AUDIT 
The system as it is presently operating does not have 
sufficient physic and general controls to provide assurance 
that data is accurate and protected. Control weaknesses result 
from both improper initial installation of equipment and 
inadequate attention to development and maintenance of the 
automated processes. For instance, the computer installation did 
not meet specifications for separate air conditioning or cable 
hookup. Also, the development and documentation of software was 
under nearly the sole control of a single individual private 
contractor who did not receive adequate user requirements 
definitions or system performance criteria. As a result, the 
system contains neither basic data integrity controls nor 
sufficient detail to allow production of management information 
reports needed to make program decisions. For instance, there 
are no internal edits to identify out-of-balance aims 
conditions, or duplicate claims payments. There are no 
management reports to identify effects various program 
decisions on fund balance. 
State requirements for quarterly and periodic 
independent review were either not performed or inadequate. 
These reporting requirements are intended to provide an " 
warning" to management of conditions requir ustment. If 
these reports had been prepared and submitted, 
management may have been alerted to the seriousness of the 
installation, development, and system maintenance problems. 
deteriorated condition of the VOC system is the result 
to properly manage the computer system project 
egation from the Office of Information Technology. State 
ent ies who accept delegated authority for project development 
assume 1 of the management and reporting responsibilities 
incurring the independent review which would be provided 
by the control agency. In this case, we found the SBOC did not 
manage the project according to State requirements. For 
instance, we find that SBOC management did not staff the project 
with s data processing classifications which the 
established for this purpose. We also find that 
management did not follow SAM guidelines for system planning, did 
not provide adequate technical training for those staff assigned 
respons ilities in the project, and did not require professional 
performance from its consultants. 
As a result, we find that the VOC automated system is 
deficient in the areas of 
System Development 
- Policies and Standards 
- Security 
- Documentation 
and that the system has serious deficiencies in data integrity 
and reliability. The system should not be expanded until 
production processes are installed to meet minimum standards. 
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SECTION 1 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
ID/ 
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FINDINGS 
1. The Feasibility Study Report of May 15, 1985, which was 
delegated to the Board for approval, does not meet State 
Administrative Manual (SAM) requirements. 
The Background statement is not a "brief history" of the 
VOC program. The Solution Objectives do not "define the 
results which must be obtained to the The 
System Performance Criteria are technical specifications, 
not "a definitive measure of the system performance 
required". Alternative Analysis is not complete, and does 
not: consider a Teale-based system or competitive 
minicomputer vendor; describe the "general outline of the 
system and the major elements"; classify benefits of the 
project; present advantages and disadvantages of both 
alternatives; nor describe benef:..tjcost comparison. 
Solution Analysis presents, of required topics, only 
the Recommended Solution and Rationale for Selection. 
In effect, this FSR does not 
management decisions", in that 
sufficiently complete analysis to 
incorrect decisions. This incurs 
failure resulting from inadequate 
poor design. 
a "basis for 
not present a 
avoid uninformed 
the risk of system 
processing capacity or 
Recommendation: SBOC management must carefully examine 
all pending and future FSRs for adherence to SAM 
requirements, so that those FSRs can provide SBOC 
management with a basis for evaluating system development 
results and performance. 
Ref.: SAM 4921- 4926.1 
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2. The SBOC did not perform! risk analysis prior to 
lamentation of the VOC automated system, !! called 
_£E __ SAM 4846.! when systems which process sensitive 
data require an FSR. 
If are not identified, there can be no assurance 
the installed system has proper internal controls. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should perform a risk 
analysis, and determine whether organizational or program 
changes are necessary to effect. risk management. Risk 
analyses should be performed in conjunction with any FSR. 
Currently planned system expansion should not go forward 
until this requirement of SAM is satisfied. 
Ref.: SAM 4846.4 
3. management has not identif~- and classified its 
sensitive data as required under SAM 4846.!,£· 
The SBOC cannot perform required risk analysis until this 
is accomplished. 
or 
ion SBOC management should become familiar 
SAM requirements, and identify and classify its 
a by the categories specified: (1} 
ial, {2} financial, (3} essential operating data, 
marketable data. 
SAM 4846.1,2 
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4. The software vendor/consultant did not perform at ~ 
leVel of Eroficiency that could be reasonably expected 
of ~ professional consultant. 
The SPEED II software vendor/consultant contracted with 
the SBOC on three occasions to provide consulting and 
software maintenance services. His programming logic 
errors resulted in misposting of State Controller's data 
exchange tape transactions for a period of 4 to 5 months. 
Subsequently, in attempting to correct these problems, he 
caused further misposting. In one instance, payee 
information from one claim (95651), is posted to four other 
unrelated claims (95646, 95647 95649, 95650 . 
addition, the consultant tested his programs against 
production files, which jeopardizes the integrity of data. 
Despite the expenditure of over $12,000 for these 
services, the data files remain in a degraded ion. 
SAM 5222 defines workplan, and development 
standards for IFB-procured services. contracts in 
question were sole-source acquisitions. However is 
reasonable to expect a sole-source contractor to provide 
the same level of service as one procured through the IFB 
process. In addition, the contractor's work was not 
evaluated by the SBOC as required in SAM 1218. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should develop policies 
which define minimum standards for project deliverables 
such as work plans, testing plans, and review/acceptance 
checkpoints. SBOC management should establish policy 
requiring 1 contracts to be evaluated at completion. 
Ref.: SAM 5222, 1218 
5. SBOC management did ~ adequately monitor, control, and 
reEort progress during the development of the system as 
required of agencies that receive project delegation 
authority. 
Quarterly reports during fiscal years 1985/86 and 
1986/87, and a project status report dated July 9, 1986 
were prepared by the acting Project Manager and submitted 
to SBOC's executive staff. These reports, however, did not 
disclose that there was inadequate project planning such 
as: a security plan, a risk analysis, user requirements, 
work plan and testing plan. 
/99 
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essential development criteria expected of 
an automated system, such as security safeguards, 
audit trails, management reporting, and 
system performance requirements have not been fully 
realized from this project. 
SBOC executive staff's lack of EDP project management 
experience and training contributed to this deficiency. 
Recommendation: SBOC executive staff and data processing 
staff should be trained in SAM requirements for 
automation project development and reporting. The Board 
develop policies and procedures which provide for 
proper project development and monitoring pursuant to SAM. 
SAM 4819.3 
6. ___ cabling for the computer network ~ incorrectl~ 
installed ~ the electrical contractor. 
connectors were attached in a manner which caused 
"short-out". Cable concentrator ports also were 
out" from this cause. In addition, cables were 
numbered for identification and routing. 
found to have one end dropped to a workstation, 
in the computer room. 
was that workstations and printers could not 
"on-line". The system administrator had to 
correcting the problems herself. The Wang 
the cost of replacing the damaged ports. 
"follow-up" after completion of 
contracts, to evaluate the contractor's work. SBOC 
d not require adequate testing of the cabling 
contractor's work. 
ion: SBOC management should investigate the 
of recovering extra costs incurred as a result 
installation. 
SAM 1218 
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7 . The SBOC has no contract for service of its Wang 
comp~ equipment . 
Despite repeated letters and telephone calls from the 
Board, the Wang vendor has not acted to contract with the 
Board for maintenance service. Without a service contract, 
SBOC management cannot expect to maintain its hardware in 
serviceable condition, and serious failures could occur. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should take immediate 
action to raise this issue with Wang, and secure a contract 
for computer equipment maintenance service. 
Ref.: SAM 5220.1 (Maintenance Policies} 
8. There is no formal disaster recovery plan for the 
automated-vee system. 
Without a formal plan, recovery a saster 
the computer system could be delayed, incomplete, 
to error. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should develop, and 
test, a detailed disaster recovery plan, reflecting SAM 
requirements, which addresses response to natural, 
accidental, and intentional events which can cause loss of 
facilities and data. 
Ref.: SAM 4845.81 (Management Controls and Procedures) 
SAM 4846.5 {Required Security Measures) 
9. VOC computer programs do not contain adequate edits for 
data integrity. 
Programs do not cross-check between fields for illogical 
conditions. Example: a cross-check between total award 
and the sum of warrant amounts should produce an exception 
report when out of balance. 
The effect is that erroneous data conditions can exist in 
the automated files. These edits are considered basic and 
should have been installed by the software consultant. 
201 
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ion: Current computer programs should be 
examined to determine all opportunities for data 
idat , and the programs modified to include such 
edits. 
SAM 4846.6 (Accuracy of Data) 
The VOC automated system does ~ contain adequate 
controls to ensure that duplicate claims cannot be 
entered. 
Claims are filed with claimant and victim names as the 
imary identifiers, and a sequential number is assigned to 
cl No unique identif such as Social Security 
number is used. Therefore, a sl alteration such as 
add "Jr." to the name suff ient to make a duplicate 
claim to be different. The result is that a 
laimant can submit, and receive payment for, two or more 
laims. 
Recommendation: VOC computer programs and automated 
be restructured to integrate the use of a 
ifier such as Social Security number. 
4846.6 (Accuracy of Data) 
11. . ~ no reliable preventive and detective controls 
against duplicate VOC payments, either at the State 
Board of Control or at the State Controller's Office. 
The VOC automated system does not compare records of 
issued payments to check for possible 
SCO's automated system does not distinguish 
c warrants and redeposited warrants, only 
between those that are outstanding and those that are not. 
, duplicate payments can be ordered by SBOC, with no 
automated audit trail at SCO to determine whether the 
duplicates were cashed. 
Recommendation: VOC computer programs should check for, 
and provide exception reporting on, all scheduled and 
issued payments to the same payee which appear to be 
dupl ated. 
SAM 4846.6 (Accuracy of Data) 
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12. The VOC automated system does not contain procedures 
for recording warrant redeposits. 
Warrants are sometimes returned to the Board by payees 
requesting changes in payee name as printed on the warrant. 
These warrants are redeposited into the Restitution Fund, 
but are not always entered into the automated system as 
credits. When new warrants (re-issues) are issued, they 
are posted as payments. This causes the appearance of 
duplicate payment. As a result, the automated files do not 
reflect accurate records of claims paid and fund balance. 
The redeposit procedure could have been installed by the 
software consultant, but was not requested by SBOC 
management. 
Recommendation: A warrant redepos subsystem should be 
developed for the automated system, along with documented 
operator procedures. 
Ref.: SAM 4846.6 (Guidelines for System Design) 
13. The VOC automated system does not maintain discrete 
recordS of each master file change. 
Only the originator of the claim record and last person 
to alter the record are identified on the record. This 
causes a lack of audit trail by overlaying historical data 
with new data, and aids in obscuring fraudulent changes. 
The programs should create a new record for each master 
file change in order to provide a complete history. This 
feature should have been installed by the software 
consultant. 
Recommendation: VOC update programs and files should be 
restructured to record each instance where the master file 
records are changed. 
Ref.: SAM 4846.6 (Audit Trails) 
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14. Sensitive automated files !!! not encrypted. 
Encryption makes the data unreadable except by authorized 
users using decryption. Without it, files can be 
manipulated by Wang utility programs. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should investigate the 
asibility of acquiring encryption software to protect 
automated files. 
Ref.: SAM 4846.5 (Application Software and Data) 
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SECTION 2 
POLICIES AND STANDARDS 
47 
1. The VOC program does not have ~mission statement for 
its computer support unit. The computer support 
personnel do not have individualized duty statements. 
If missions and duties not are specifically defined, 
there can be confusion about what is to be accomplished by 
individuals, resulting in under-performance, 
omission of critical functions, or excessive 
responsibility. Duty statements provide a means for 
assessing performance. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should publish a mission 
statement for the computer support unit, and provide 
individuals with specific duty statements, defining goals 
and object on an annual basis. 
Ref.: SAM 4847 {Assignment of Responsibilities) 
2. separation duties in the VOC 
The lowing functions should be organizationally 
separate: 
language to run jobs 
ion Programming/Design 
creates screens, BASIC programs 
inition 
ops definitions of data entities 
Administration 
file and access definitions 
Testing 
creates plans, conducts system tests, evaluates 
Administration 
security system, generates reports, runs jobs 
to create SCO tapes, runs jobs to post warrants 
- Change Control 
s production release of programs, file 
ions, installs new software 
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Presently 
funct 
staff can accomplish any of these 
situation places too much control in 
hands of 
unauthorized 
s, and gives them the ability to create 
software and access files without detection. 
Recommendation: Separation of duties is intended to 
isolate one function from a related one, so that 
unauthorized changes cannot go undetected. This concept is 
especially important in an automated system which creates 
payment documents. This can be accomplished with a more 
extensive use of available Wang security features, such as 
file-1 security. For example, security on the file 
which contains production program libraries can be set so 
that only one useriD can access the file for update, that 
user being the one designated as Change Control. 
Foll is one suggested set 
wh can accomplish separation. 
one or more individuals. 
Function A 
System Administration 
Change Control 
Function B (non-data processing person} 
a Definition 
Appl ation System Testing 
Function C 
ication Design/Programming 
Function D 
Programming 
Database stration 
ion represents 
SBOC should undertake an organizational study 
to determine how best to accomplish separation in the 
Ref. .5 {Organization and stration) 
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3. There is no formal change control process for the VOC 
automated-system. --- ---
Without a formal, documented change control process, it 
can be more difficult to trace system errors caused by 
changes. Also, there is no audit trail to determine 
whether changes were authorized. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should institute a 
change control process which includes: 
- standard forms for requesting system changes and 
documenting the need for the changesi and 
- a process of peer review, management review, and proof 
of adequate testing before the change is released for 
production processing. 
other 
pert 
change 
Ref.: 
change control process should s changes to 
at processes, system software, passwords, and 
system security. Change logs should be kept with the 
documentation manuals, noting briefly the type of 
and the date. 
SAM 4820 (Documentation) 
4. SBO~ management does not require ba.ckground checks on 
i.ts employees. 
VOC program is open to fraud by unscrupulous 
oyees. 
SBOC management should require 
checks on all present employees, and institute 
1 new employees will be subject to such 
4847 allows for background checks "at the 
discretion of the department director". 
Ref.: SAM 4847 (Background Checks) 
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5. SBOC management does not have published policies for 
handling employee security breaches. 
If staff do not have published policies, it is difficult 
to hold them accountable for their actions. In addition, 
staff may not know what constitutes a breach of securi.~y. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should publish policy 
which addresses the definition of breach of security, and 
the actions to be taken in the event of such a breach by an 
employee. Employees should be required to sign a statement 
which acknowledges the policy. Employees should be given 
training in security on an annual basis. 
Ref.: SAM 4847 (Signed Statements; Security Training} 
6. SBOC management do not prepare __ annual training plan 
for computer support personnel. 
Without planned regular training, the Board cannot be 
assured that technical personnel are knowledgeable enough 
in current technology to avoid errors in system operation. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should institute a 
policy of preparing annual training plans which address 
current and future professional requirements in automated 
systems operation. 
4854 - 4854.4 (Training) 
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7. The system administrator has~ had adequate training 
commensurate with the responsibilities of the assignment. 
She has had two classes in telecommunications and one in 
for the Wang VS system, but none in operations, 
system administration, or SPEED II software. In these 
areas, she is basical self-taught. As a result, she 
might not be able to respond quickly and correctly to 
system maintenance needs. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should develop and 
budget a rigorous training program to assure state-of-the-
art capability in its computer support staff. 
SAM 4854 (Training Plans and Priorities) 
8. The SBOC does not have published standards for the 
development and maintenance of operating documentation. 
such standards, the Board cannot assure that 
documentation for system operation is developed that is 
in format and content. Without a careful review 
approval process, there is the risk of serious 
ss in operating procedures, and the accompanying 
risk of data errors or loss. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should commit resources 
to the development of standards for documentation of 
automated systems. This should include procedures for 
review and approval, and for logging changes in the 
inent :manuals. 
SAM 4820 (Documentation) 
'1 I fl 
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9. The SBOC system administrator does not maintain ~ 
inventory of blank £! scratch magnetic media. 
Without a formal inventory, there is the risk that 
production data files could be mixed in with the blank 
media, with the possibility of data loss. Important data 
files, including Wang software libraries, which should be 
segregated from blank media, are stored in the computer 
room and in the system administrator's office. 
Recommendat The system administrator should organize 
the magnetic media library, and maintain an inventory of 
blank/scratch media, and such production files as are 
needed on-site. The library should be secured in a 
lockable room. 
Ref.: SAM 4842 (Data Inventories) 
10. The SBOC does not have formal procedures 
maintaining ~ inventory of its computer 
Without formal procedures, the SBOC has no way to 
determine whether all the purchased equipment is in its 
possessioni or to report the inventory to the Office of 
Information Technology, Department of Finance, as required 
by SAM 5001. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should develop a formal 
procedure for maintenance of an inventory of its computer 
equipment in accordance with guidelines in SAM 5001 - 5009, 
coordinating this effort with the DGS SRF Accounting 
Services Section. 
Ref.: SAM 5001- 5009 (EDP Equipment Inventory) 
:UI 
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SECTION 3 
SECURITY 
54 
1. VOC system password management is poor, and not based on 
policy. 
Passwords are: 
- not regularly changed 
composed of common language forms 
- not understood by staff as security devices 
- exchanged between staff. 
As a result, password security is not effective, and 
operational data can be jeopardized. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should develop a 
password policy which addresses: 
- changing passwords on a regular is 
- composition of passwords as sets of random 
- responsibility of staff in maintaining secrecy of 
passwords. 
Ref.: SAM 4846.2 6 
2/3 
s 
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2. There is no procedure for notifying the system 
administrator of employees who leave SBOC for other 
employment, £E who !E! reassigned !2 that the~ ~ longer 
need VOC system access. 
With such notif ion, the system administrator can 
promptly delete the employee from the system user list. 
Otherwise, their useriDs can be used by others to cover 
il file changes. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should institute a 
procedure whereby the personnel unit immediately reports 
such personnel changes to the sys~em administrator. 
4846.5 {Required Secur Measures) 
not have written policy directing that 
will challenge improperly identified visitors. 
system administrator did not On one occasion, 
challenge a visiting on technician for identification 
by the auditor. Additionally, it 
to enter the VOC work areas, since 
opposite the reception desk. 
1 is was 
e for vis 
is a doorway 
Without a coordinated, publicized security effort, areas 
containing sensit records are subject to intrusion by 
unauthor persons. 
SBOC management should establish written 
which includes challenging unescorted 
make the policy known to all employees. 
required to identify themselves and sign 
out at the reception counter. They should be 
to and from their destinations within the VOC 
lobby door opposite the reception counter should 
constantly. · 
SAM 4845.71 (Access Control) 
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4. Workstation restriction for operators is available 
the Wang VS security system, but is not used. 
Workstation restriction is a feature which identifies the 
permitted useriD for a particular workstation. No other 
useriD may log on to this station. Not taking advantage of 
feature lessens the effectiveness of security. ~n 
combination with the useriD/password scheme, workstation 
restriction increases security. Using another person s 
workstation would reveal that User A knows the useriD and 
password of User B. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should direct the system 
administrator to effect workstation restriction as a key 
part the overall security plan. 
Ref.: SAM 4846.5 (Transaction-oriented Systems} 
5. The VOC computer system does 
operations ~~ except to 
produce ~ system 
input/output errors. 
A system log should record such events as: 
- operator logons and logoffs 
- invalid logon attempts 
- j run 
operator on shift 
aborts 
- operator actions 
errors 
- files accessed by operator 
Without comprehensive system event logging, is no 
audit trail of system history, which can be used by SBOC 
management to investigate system intrusions, and by 
hardware and software consultants in resolving problems. 
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Wang does not currently have these 
atures, they may be released in the future. 
SBOC management should assign the system administrator to 
develop such a log, possibly with the aid of Wang 
consulting services. SBOC should then establish a policy 
of reviewing the log for system problems. 
SAM 4846.3 (cont.l) {Data Processing Facility) 
SAM 4846.5 (cont.4) (Transaction-oriented Systems) 
6. Too many people have the combination to the computer 
room door. 
Six people, including consultants, have the combination. 
Consultants should not have the combination, particularly 
if are no longer in the SBOC, and staff with 
this access should be kept to a Proliferation of 
access codes of any kind increases vulnerability. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should establish a 
pol ich ident the authorized holders of door 
combinat and addresses the changing of the 
ions when these employees take other employment or 
se no longer have need for this access. Management 
immediately review the need-to-know of current 
ders, change the combination if this need is 
Consultants should not be given the combination, 
should be escorted. 
SAM 4846.3,5 
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7. The door to the computer room is not equipped with~ 
alarm connected to ~ central monitoring station, as 
recommended £x SAM 4845.71. 
If an intrusion into the computer room occurred during 
non-business hours, it might not be immediately detected. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should consider 
installing a door alarm to be activated during non-business 
hours, connected to the building security , or to 
State Police headquarters. 
Ref.: SAM 4845.71 {Access Control) 
8. Wang environmental standards __ _ VS300 computer 
system ~ not being maintained. 
The spec ied operating temperature range of 60- has 
been exceeded numerous times, according to the system 
administrator. A recently installed temperature monitor 
activates the electrical shunt trip at 95F. Humidity is 
not monitored. The operating temperature and humidity 
ranges are defined in the Wang literature. 
Computer equipment could be seriously damaged by 
environmental extremes. Wang equipment warranties could be 
voided as a result of not properly protecting the 
equipment. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should acquire recording 
devices for the computer room environment, and provide 
staff with procedures for their use. The devices should 
act as triggers for the emergency power-off switch. 
Ref.: SAM 4845.81 (cont.l) {Secur Procedures) 
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9. air conditioning system for the SBOC computer room 
s not ~ dedicated system. 
The system serves areas of the sixth floor also, and 
a cooling tower with other areas of the building. 
, there is no assurance that temperature can be 
adequately controlled for the computer room, or that 
incidents outside the control of the SBOC would not disrupt 
cooling to the computer room. SAM 4845.51 states: 
"Computer room air-conditioning systems should be self-
contained and isolated from other building syst~ms". 
Recommendation: SBOC management, in conjunction with the 
Office of Space Management, should confer with the building 
lessor, Heitman Properties, Inc., and the air conditioning 
contractor to contract for installation of a dedicated 
system. 
SAM 4845.51 
10. There ~ ~ emergency fire procedures for the SBOC 
computer facility. 
Ref.: 
published procedures, and training in the 
, employees cannot be held responsible for 
to emergency situations. The result could be 
response to an emergency, or endangerment of 
ion: SBOC management should develop emergency 
procedures, assign individual responsibilities, train 
procedures, and test them with drills. 
4845. {Security Procedures} 
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11. The SBOC computer ~ is not supplied with equipment 
covers £E plastic sheeting to protect equipment from 
accidental fire sprinkler activation £! overhead water 
~ leakage. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should acquire such 
protection~ and include instructions for their use in the 
computer room emergency procedures. 
Ref.: SAM 4845.81 (cont.2) (Management Audit) 
12. Combustibles such as printer paper are stored in the 
SBOC computer room-.-
This increases the risk of f 1 in the facility. SAM 
4845.81 states that "Supplies of paper or other combustible 
material in the computer room shall strictly limited to 
the minimum needed". 
Recommendation: Since there 
room, a separate fac 
this paper and eliminate thi 
Ref.: SAM 4845.81 (cont.1} 
no inter in the 
ity should be found to store 
risk. 
~~-i~t~e storage of backup tapes at the Contracted 
Fiscal Services facility is not secure. 
are placed on the floor next to the safe, and not 
CFS personnel stated there was no room in the 
safe. These tapes are exposed to accidental or intentional 
or theft, compromising their confidentiality, and 
negating their value for disaster recovery. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should confer with CFS 
to determine a secure method for storing backup files, and 
ement that method. 
Ref.: SAM 4846.3 (Program Manager responsibilit ) 
2/j 
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14. SBOC management has not contracted for compatible 
backup computer faCilities. 
In the event of extended computer malfunction, the SBOC 
could be left with no alternative to manual operations, 
causing large backlogs and delays in caseload processing. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should research the 
availability of an alternative processing site, and 
contract for that contingency with the owner of that 
facility. 
Ref.: SAM 4846.3 (Data Processing Facility) 
15. Software documentation for the VOC automated system is 
not securely controlled-.-- --- ---
The documentation is stored on the system administrator's 
bookshelf, and includes information on system security 
procedures for Wang and SPEED II. Unauthorized users could 
gain knowledge of the system from these readily available 
manuals which could aid them in misuse of facilities and 
sensitive data. 
Recommendation: Documentation relating to the Wang 
hardware and software, and SPEED II software, which are 
inent to only the system administrator's duties, should 
in a reference library in the computer room. 
Ref.: SAM 4846.1 (cont.l} (Other Sensitive Resources) 
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16. The VOC automated system does not report master file 
Changes. 
Reporting master file changes is a valuable ongoing check 
of the correctness of master files. By not reporting, the 
audit trail is broken. This facility should have been 
provided by the software consultant. 
Recommendation: VOC update programs should be modified 
to generate a report file of master file transactions. 
This should include all on-line changes by VOC staff, and 
posting transactions from the SCO data exchange tape. A 
report program should be written to generate a report of 
these transactions on a regular :)asis. A Quality Assurance 
unit should be formed to review the transaction reports and 
create error correction transactions to be cycled back 
through the system. 
Ref.: SAM 4846.6 (Audit Trails) 
2.2.( 
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SECTION 4 
DOCu'MENTATION 
64 
1. The VOC system is largely undocumented. This ~ 
presented ~ ~ finding in ~ audit ~ the QQ2 Audit Section 
in 1984, but has not yet been corrected. The 2!!Qf, in its 
response to the audit, targeted September 1984 for 
completion of the documentation. 
Documentation is lacking in the areas of: 
- System Definition 
- Computer Programs 
- Computer Operations 
- User Procedures 
- Data Administration 
- Change Control 
- Equipment Inventory 
Without comprehensive documentation, it is more difficult 
to trace the source of system errors, to train new 
employees, and to enforce standards of system operations. 
Recommendation: SBOC management should commit resources 
to completely document the VOC automated system as follows: 
a. System Definition. This should include: 
- a statement of the purpose and objectives of the 
automated system, and its role in implementing the 
Victims Program 
- a diagram of the flow of data through the system 
- a iption of subsystems which have discrete 
functions within the total system 
- a list of programs used by the system 
- a list of automated files maintained 
- a list of reports and screen displays 
2-23 
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b. Program Documentation. This should include for each 
program: 
- a general narrative of the program and its functions 
- input record formats and descriptions 
- a description of program logic, including diagrams and 
decision tables 
- output record formats and descriptions 
- identification of database files used by the program 
- constant values, codes, and tables used by the program 
- current-release program listings 
c. Operations Documentation. s should include: 
- operating procedures for the Wang VS300 system, 
including initial program load (IPL), shutdown, 
network and printer setups, and any other necessary 
utility operations 
- file backup and recovery procedures, and procedures 
for offsite backup file storage and retrieval 
- system errors and operator response 
d. User Documentation. This should include: 
- a general description of the use of the system, and 
the sensitiveness of the data maintained 
- procedures for viewing records, with correlation to 
the analyst's/specialist's job 
- procedures for handling victims' applications 
containing invalid data 
stamping or initialing aocuments after they have been 
entered into the system 
- procedures for checking the validity of reports 
produced by the system 
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e. Data Administration. This should include: 
- a descript 
files 
of the interrelationships of database 
-a description of database access methods (e.g., key 
fields used for retrieval) 
- guidelines and controls for defining data elements and 
adding them to the automated data dictionary 
f. Change Control. This is addressed earlier in this 
report in finding 2.3. 
G. Equipment Inventory. Thi is addressed earlier in 
this report in finding 2.10 
SBOC management should consider contracting with OMTP for 
development of the more technical s of the 
documentation relating to automation. Documentation should 
developed from the perspective of someone who is 
inexperienced with the system. 
Ref.: SAM 4820 (Documentation) 
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SECTION 5 
DATA INTEGRITY 
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1. The VOC automated system contains incomplete and 
degraded data. 
In addition to erroneous data cited earlier in this 
report, other examples are: 
aims missing record segments for Board actions 
- records where "total award" does not reconcile 
"warrant amount" 
with missing warrant data 
records with award status "O", a code with no meaning 
the system 
result these conditions is 
trail, and an inability to on 
ete audit 
system' s data. 
correct 
program 
and 
SBOC should initiate an effort to 
existing errors. This may require creation of a 
1 records for illogical conditions, 
an ion report of inval±d records. 
227 
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APPENDIX A 
FINANCIAL INTEGRITY ACT 
REQUIREMENTS 
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FINANCIAL INTEGRITY AND 
STATE MANAGER'S ACCOUNTABILITY ACT 
OF 1983 
The California Legis in 1982 passed into law the Financial 
Inte9rity and State Manager's Accountability Act of 1983. The act 
was ~ncorporated in the State Government Code as sections 13400 to 
13407. 
Section 13401 states: 
(a) 
(b) 
The 
( 1 ) 
( 2 ) 
( 3 ) 
( 4 ) 
Legislature hereby finds that: 
Fraud and errors in state programs are more likell to 
occur from a lack of effective of interna 
accounting and administrative state 
agencies. 
Effective SfStems of internal accounting and 
administrat1ve control provide the basic foundation upon 
which a structure of public accountability must be 
built. 
Effective SfStems of internal accounting and 
administrat~ve control are necessary to assure the state 
assets and funds are adequate!¥ safeguarded, as well as 
to produce reliable financial 1nformation for the 
agency. 
Systems of internal accounting and administrative 
control are necessarily dynamic and must be continuously 
evaluated and, where necessary, improved. 
The Legislature declares it to be the policy of the State of 
California : (1) state agencr must maintain effective systems of 
account1ng and administrative control as an 
integral part of its management practices. 
(2) systems of internal accounting and administrative 
control of each state agency shall be evaluated on an 
ongoing basis and, when detected, weaknesses must be 
promptly corrected. 
(3) All levels of management of the state a9encies must 
be involved in assessing and strengthen~ng the srstems 
of internal accounting and administrative contra to 
minimize fraud, errors, abuse, and waste of government 
funds. 
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FINANCIAL INTEGRITY AND 
STATE MANAGER'S ACCOUNTABILITY ACT 
OF 1983 
13402 states: 
State agency heads are responsible for the establishment and 
maintenance of a system of systems of internal accounting and 
administrative control within their age.1cies. This responsibility 
includes documenting the system, communicating system requirements 
to employees, and assuring that the system is functionin9 as 
prescribed and is modified, as appropriate, for changes ~n 
conditions. 
(a) 
(b) 
13403 states: 
Internal accountin9 and administrative controls are the 
methods through wh~ch reasonable assurance can be given that 
measures adopted by state agencr heads to safeguard assets, 
check. the accuracy and reliabil~ty of accounting data, 
promote operational efficiency, and encourage adherence to 
prescribed managerial policies are being followed. The 
elements a satisfactory system of internal accounting and 
administrative control, shall include, but are not limited 
to, the following: 
(1) A plan of organization that provides se9regation of 
duties appropriate for proper safeguard~ng of state 
agency assets. (2) a plan that limits access to state agency assets to 
authorized personnel who require these assets in the 
performance of their assigned duties. 
3 A system of authorization and recordkeeping procedures 
adequate to ~rovide effective accounting control over 
assets, liab~lities, revenues, and expenditures. 
4) An established system of practices to be followed in 
performance of duties and functions in each of the state 
agencies. 
5) Personnel of a quality commensurate with 
responsibilities. (6) An effective system of internal review. 
State a9ency heads shall follow these standards of internal 
account~ng and administrative control in carrying out the 
requirements of Section 13402. 
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APPENDIX B 
RESPONSE TO THE REPORT 
231 
STATE OF CAliFORNIA GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN, Governor 
STATE BOARD OF CONTROL 
P.O. SOX 3035 
SACRAMENTO, CA 951112·3035 73 
:r 18, 1987 
P. K. Agarwal, Chief 
Office of Management 
Technology and Planning 
400 Capitol Mall, Suite 300 
Sacramento, California 95814 
Dear Mr. Agarwal: 
Thank you for affording us the opportunity to review your draft 
report of audit performed on the Victims of Crime Program 
and Data Processing Unit, State Board of Control. 
I have attached a complete response to all the audit findings, 
for the most part we reed with you on the findings and 
ations to improve our programs and our systems areas. 
n some c ses we have provided information that may not have 
been avail le at the time of the audit. 
f the need of answers or clarification on anything 
thin our response, please let me know~ I can be reached at 
445- 540. 
Sincerely, 
EATON 
ive Officer 
AE:fak:1354A 
cc: Carolyn Robinson, OMTAP 
W. J. Anthony, Chairman 
Peter Pelkofer, Member 
Dr. Elmer T. Jaffe 
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SBOC RESPONSE 
TO OMTAP AUDIT REPORT 
VICTIMS OF CRIMES PROGRAM 
NOVEMBER 18,1987 
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FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
1 984 UNRESOLVED. AUDIT FINDINGS. 
1. The Executive Secretary <ES> does not document the basis 
for overruling staff recommendations. 
SBOC Action/Response: A policy of documenting the basis 
for overruling staff recommendations,in written form with written 
procedures, will be developed by February, 1988. 
2. There are no procedures to identify, record, and collect 
emergency award overpayments. 
SBOC Action/Response: Written procedLtres to identify, record, 
and collect emergency award overpayments and the development of 
comprehensive reports of uncollectible emergency advances to the 
legis!ature as required by Government Code 13961.1, are currently 
being reviewed and developed. The design in detail plan will be 
completed in April, and the procedures will be initiated in August 
198E,il 
~- The emergency advances that have become uncollectible are 
reported to t e legislature as required by Government Code 
i Ul1 1 ~)96 . l. 
Included in finding 2. See #2-1984 
•L SBDC ha::-:, not €"'nsun:d that written i nst.r·uct.i ons for dat.2 
l/[1 • 1··e:·L1 ievcd. ~ e:md repcn··ts of production t,a..,te been de~velope·d fm-
tli£;, f?UF=· autcHnatecl systems. 
B_c:t.J:._QJ:J./RE?S.Q_or!Z.§~ .. L SDOC is cur-rently develorJing a plan 
or des1gn of written instructions to guide employees working 
on clata I/0 , retrieval, and the development of product1on 
eports. This plan will be completed by April 1988, with the 
~ctu2l nstructions completed and implemented by September 1988. 
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FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
PART 1. CLAIM PAYMENTS 
SECTION ~ Improper Activities 
1.1 Finding 
Executive Secretary {ES} and the Deputy Executive Officer <DEO} do 
not maintain a proper fraud reporting system. 
1.1 Recommendation 
Develop procedures that define the proper steps to report 
suspected fraud to both the Department of Finance and the Auditor 
Gc..:.neral , and see that proper· imp l eme, 1tat ion occurs. 
1.1 §_~Q[:. fl.£.J . ..L9~"'LB_~E.:I:l.Q.Q.::.:i...t:..L SBOC agrees that writtt:•n pr·ocedures .::n·e 
ne~ded t carry out the methodology and to ass gn responsibility 
+c.•r Lhe -fraud repc:wti.r:o svstem .. This-, effort ll require the 
de . ielopmc·rtl. cd bc::tl-, thE· procE·ciures and instr··urnents (fonns. reaUlng 
n,,;d:E:'r) a1 ~ d;c;.tC:I inp: .. :t ciocurnents etc. )be·for·e cumpletiur, of thE· 
pi'DieLt. t:1 pr ect statu~ n::?pc:wt ic,;, planned +or FebrLtc:t:·y 198El~ 
1-'-'iti, a ~-·:··ojecL cornpiE'tlCll'i c1i'l.l.E~ of Ma.y 1988. 
1 • :,: F i n cJ i 11 C} 
SE~OC .. ,<s d:i.:.-::cc:•r1Li nued the ir1veo5t:.gation of Uu? 269 we:u:~~=~ loss 
cl~<ln::,. aiJP C:\·.'eci L•:r' ;;,,_ fot·n,f::'r· E-lBOC F'r·ogra111 Ar,alyst who is. cur·t-er•t:~t 
ttnc.it.··rq: .. ~'.:.rlg f' o:ecuti on fDr ac:cE!~•t.ing a b1·ibe ir1 connect] on with 
the approval u1 a wage loss claim. 
1.2 Recommendation 
Resume nternal invesligat1on of the wage loss claims lrtcluding 
tiH' 2bc? c::lc\im~. det;:uled Jn the audit t-eport. 
Si.ht:d 1 cc.J F·ctiun uf the 20 claims suspected o+ be:tng impr·operl/ 
a p r) ,.- 0 ,, f~ c:, • 
1.::::;_ Action/F:esponse: SBOC agreE·s that the all of the wage 
loss claims identified as being assigned to this individual should 
be reactivated. Apparently the auditor overlooked the fact that 
the Department of Justice had suspended SBOC from further 
1nvestigation of 2111 issues related to this area. The total of 
these clauns includes 20 clC:J.ims alleged to be among. the impropet·ly 
approved claims. Correspondence between the ES and the Departmen~ 
o+ Justice is on file to verify that the investigation of these 
clatms has been reactivated. A report on these issues and the 
final disposition of each claim in question will be made available 
for rev1ew bv June 1988. 
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Section ~. Claims 
2.1 Finding 
Improper review of claims by SBOC staff result in unsubstantiated 
claims~ineligible claims,and incorrect calculation of claims that 
are placed on the State Controller Office <SCQ} payment tape. 
2.1 Recommendation 
Implement an effective system of internal review and control for 
claims processing~ 
2.1 SBOC Action/Response: SBOC agrees with the recommendation 
that an effective system of internal review <control) for claims 
processing should be developed. Failure to do so is detrimental to 
the Boards ability to produce an accurate claims payment which 
SBOC must certify before the Controller warrant disbursements 
process. An internal control system outline will be designed by 
. Monthly progress reviews will be conducted throughout 
the des1gn and development phases. 
inding 
The Jaim ec1alist Manual of procedures conflicts with 
Government Code sect1 13962. 
2.2 Recommendation 
Th Claims ec1alist procedures manual should adhere to the 
Goverr,ment Code [13962]. SBOC should document all policies and 
c 
approved by the Board. Additionally, verification 
es that demonstrate sound fiscal compliance should be 
loped and inJtiated. 
The Cla1ms Spec1al1st Manual is the 
o1 an ongoing review. A system will be developed for 1.) 
p oposed policy changes to the Board for approval, and 
appr l 1s obtained the policies will be 1ncluded in the 
eels) js Manua, and 3. all Board policies will be 
ewed for consistency and compliance with the Government Code. 
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::~ .. 3 F'inding 
SBOC staff does not properly document or supervise the 
reconc i l i at i or, of the "consent all ow" agend,:~. with the pc:~yment 
joLIF·nc:d.. 
2.3 Recommendation 
SBOC should properly document the reconciliation of the Board 
approved "consent all ow" agenda to the payment journal for propE·t·· 
audit trail and internal controls. Moreover, SBOC should insure 
Censure)that a supervisor be given responsibility to review and 
approve both reconciliation and adjustments to the pay journal so 
that only approved claims appear on the claim schedules that are 
submitted to the SCO. 
:.· .. :.::. 9...fjDc; Action /ResponsE•: SBOC agrees tha.t a process which 
demonstrates appropriate documentation and internal control 
chec~~, includ1ng the supervisory functions n the reconcil1at1on 
c•f the "cor,sE·nt allow" age:~r-,de:; tc.• the pa;'mEmt journal~ should be 
developed and implemented. 
A process to accompl1sh this recommendation will be initiated and 
documPrlt.:ti:iorl oi thE· pr··ocedut .. es js scheduled fof" Apt'Il 1988. 
::.LJ F1ndinq 
There 1s no p I~cy or procedures that define the separation of 
dutles of the employees whose functions include reconciliation and 
thE' p:··ef.•ar·<:d on oi" c1 aj m<:;;. 
1:;·E· urnrr1F:.,, dati 011 
EBDC sJ1c'ul cl E·:!SUI~E· that: thE~ duties i nvol vi ng reconc1l i at ion and 
p f:··pa.r <'• J or1 o·l c J. i:!d m~;. pr-oces"':i ng ar·e adequatf?1 . ..,, doc:umenteci anci 
adhered Lo or effective internal controls. 
2.4 Hction/Re~ponse: SBOC will develop the parameters for 
the separation of duties as required for the claims payment 
process. A study of the duties involved in claims schedules, 
payment journals, adjustments~ and the movement of any ayments: pn 
the SBOC certified claims payment tapes will be performed. A 
ma.tr- L. that def i nps the c 1 aims payment functions and the empl oye::·es: 
as;si gned tt-1e rt:"sponsi b i 1 it y to perform those functions wi 11 be 
developed. The results of the project development will be included 
in the policies and procedures manual. 
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Finding :z:.::, 
Cur ent procedures do not ensure that all cla1ms approved for 
payment are placed on the consent agenda. 
2.5 Recommendation 
SBOC should develop a daily "BATCH CONTROL" process~ listing those 
claims approved for payment • This list should be provided to the 
payment unit with batch control total[sJ accompanying the claims 
approved for payment to create a proper and reliable audit trail. 
2. 5 SBOC Action /Response.: SBOC wi 11 develop a writ ten procedure 
to ensure that all claims approved for payment are placed on the 
"ccmse-mt agendC:J." and that a daily "batch control" is an integral 
pc:wt of the pr·epat-atior'l o·f tt-,e payment systen1 . f.·t status repor-t 
on the development of the procedures fur th1s project will be 
c'Veti1able· :ln clune 198E:!. 
2.(.:; Fjndinq 
Ar, ap~·~~ opt- i. ate system f ot· deal i ng v-.Ji th wan· 2\.nt.·::; [ cl·,ec: ks] 
returned to the SCC , who then returns them to the SBOC~ 
has not been developed. 
F:ecomrnt:~n c'.t i Di 
SDOC should develop a system that prov1des for the timely 
o:;lo~o,: u~ of ~:,11 Llnlt<::ttc:l·tE·d, undt:~liverable W2\l·-r-ants:>, <including 
those warrant returned d1rectlv to SBOC)~ to ensure that 
f:aud 1t:.·rtt. at:.tivjt.:les <::•.r··r::.· nr.:-Jt. occur·r·inq cind ti·1at dcJcumentatior, o:-1 
t.IJE· fi;, l di spos;:i t:ic:m of ec:~c:i·, undeliverablf:? warr·ant has a audit 
I '"' :i i'-•.l't i , .. ,t.(~'·l' lti::ll Clnti'OJ.. 
2.6 SBOC 1s in the process of developing 
t· ''re·: ... Ji··r•f:.•c, wc:;;; C:\nt'' ~~r-clcess, and wr·ittE'I'• procedur·t,·~~:;. This will 
r:c~:l de r.::.truc:t.ions".· on ·func:t1ons reJ.c:<.tec:l ·to the t"t'?CJE.'POs,its~claims' 
p ;ment systems update, returned warrant register file, and any 
follow up and investigative processes necessary for assurance of 
interr1al control and a visible audit trail. A review is scheduled 
fm ul y 1988. 
• 
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Sf:?ct ion Emer·gency Claims 
3.1 Finding 
Procedures have not been developed to identify~ record and collect 
emergency award overpayments [accounts receivablesl.The audit 
disclosed that the data base of overpayments on emergency awards 
is available, but not utilized. 
3.1 Recommendation 
SBOC should develop procedures to identify and record overpayments 
on emergency awards. These procedures should include a segment 
for the collection of emergency award overpayments. 
::.1 SBOG Action/Response: .. Written procedures to identify~ 
record and collect emergency award overpayments and the 
development of comprehensive reports of uncollectible emergenc 
0dvances to th~ legislature as required by Government Code Sect1on 
13961.1 are currently being reviewed and developed. (see 2.1984 
fJndlnc;;) 
S80C does not annually report uncollectible emergency advances to 
thE l_E'g j 51 a.tLWE' i r, camp l i ancE· wi tr, Government Code Sect 1 on 
1~~961.1 
~.2 R~commend~t1on: 
~ir, ar,·, .. ,,., •. 1 r '-'T• c:•r t on all uncoll ect i b 1 e emE·r genc··v advances shoul c.i be 
m<w tht:· i sl ature c'5 iii. regular pe:n-t of the SBOC reporting 
C ·.~C. 1 E' .. 
:: ... "':.. Ac_t.._~ __ Q[}~ .. B§:_~D .. Qf~;=-e-:·: SBOC: agr-ees t t-, at in c orr.p 1 i an c e w i t h 
Guvt::':-r.mc>nt C.Dcit:-: SE·c:ticm 1:::::961.1 on Emergt:!ncy AcJ..r<:mc:e Av.J03.rds~ c:m 
annuc'.1 r t-:?pcq-t cd: unc::oll ec:t i b 1 E· emet-geriC'l advances, vn ll bF· 
developed. (see 3.198~ findinql. 
3.3 Findinq: 
SBOC approved~ placed on the "consent agenda"~ and p.:\i d cl c:\i mants 
who at the time had health insurance. Such payments are in 
v1olation of Government Code Section 13960. 
~-~ Recommendation: 
SBOC slloul d t- eport tc.1 the Boar·d as to the cost of allowing vi ct i. ms 
w1th he2ltt. insurance to seek reimbursements for medical costs 
2nd o~ the need to adhere to the Government Code Section 13960 . 
. · • ..· f.\c; :t..LI;~=~l£~g~::I~!;~r:1.?.E:::.~ S B 0 C be 1 i e v· e s. t h i s; i ";; a m a. t t e r of 
.ntF'1-prF 1.at:ic•n o+ t!·H·~ =:.t.:J.tue::: ... This J.Ssue will be discussed a.t <::•. 
f-1 •.• ,-::.: 1::i hF··.~rJfi(;) -fu1 .. thE:: pu.r .. pust:' o+ providing gu1clance to Boarc.i of 
Lc:'tlt' o ,,.\ .. i4H. Cl<=tri·f·y:i.rH.I legi'::;;.::ation may bE· nec..E·Ssi::i.r·y at. s:.nmt: 
-ftl \.!t'f'· c<tP. 
239 
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:= .• .q. F 1 nd i nr;.:J 
SBOC does not comply with Government Code 13961.1 which requires 
that all emergency award applications contain the name,address, 
and telephone number of the claimants employer[sJ. 
3.4 Recommendation: 
SBOC should ensure that employer information is present on all 
emergency award applications. 
3. 4 SBOC Action /Response: SBOC agrees that all c 1 aims f i 1 ed with 
SBOC should contain a name~ address and telephone number of the 
v1ctim's and/or claimant's employers. The new application form 
currently being developed contains mandatory computer data element 
f1eld~ that must be present before the claim (datalis accepted by 
the computer for processing . 
:· .• ;o; F1nd1n~1 
SBOC does not comply with Government Code 13960 [dJ which requires 
that only v1ctims without ather sources of compensation [including 
J-Ca J be granted awards by the Board. 
3.5 Recommendat1on 
SBOC should report to the Board the cast of allowing victims who 
~r·t~ F'J > t:.! 1 t:_J f ctt .... ME~d --C~a.J [ C~.nd Ct.n·>-' other r·et mbu.rsernent s J" 
__ .. 8!= t i em /Re~sponse ~ SBDC v.Jj_ ll determine wheth+-::>r or· not a 
iaw or statute requjres that victims must exhaust their Medi-Cal 
coverage before a claim can be considered by SBOC. Additionally~ 
SBOC w1ll continue to meet with Department of Health Service 
adm1nistrators and staff to explore already developed areas w1th 
potent1al and available enhancements that may maximize the 
ll lJzation of Medi-Cal funds, including the matching Federal 
f ds far V1ctims of Crimes program and adaptations. 
4 .. 1< 4.2; 4.3~ Findings 
SBOC employees do not comply with Government Code 13962 & 13964 1 
erms of the processes involving claim verification, approval 
and/or reappraisal. 
4. 1; ~.2; 4;3 Recommendation 
SF([i[' !"'hou.Jc:: comply with the Gover·nment CodE' ir, r:lai111 v'E::.t-ifice<tior:, 
l'' establJsh1ng the victims role 1n the commission of a crime, 1n 
::•.·-:cE.Of•c:J r~~~ nr.::•t'.l e\·JdE·nce or in~or-mation to t-eopen e<. deniE?d claim .. 
ar,G 1 n rJetertll: n i ng whethel'- or· not a. nev,, cl i scus,sl cwr with the Boac- d 
':: ar•r·r-op~ 1 ate. 
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i.J...;_ 4.2;_ SBOC Action/Response: SBOC's entire claims; 
approval, verification, and reconsideration process is subject to 
and is under going continuing review. The review also addresses 
the feasibility of establishing "standards" that provide SElOC 
employees with more measurable objectives in terms of appro~priate 
recommendations that need to be determined relative to the 
preparation of claims applications. 
These areas must adhere to the Government Code and be responsive 
to internal controls and fiscal compliance that can provide 
management with adequate evaluations and proper reports at all 
times. 
:::; • 1 F i n d ~H:J 
SBCJC: h 3~ ~' c.;,. i q ~.-; ec:i ,::tt;:J 1 EE·'rnc·rl t ·;;-,/con t ,,- ,:-;:.c t ,;, I'J i h 
hE:· Bo.'' ·- cl. 
the authorization D 
58UC's E shou ~ obtain wr tten author1zation o{ the Board to 
enter Jnto aqreementslcontracts. A procedure placing 
responsibiliti and signature authorizations should be developed 
to fac; ~1tate the process and to provide a clear audit trail. 
t;_-
\.J .. SBOC' ·::_; E;<ecutl ve Officer tr+i I 
authorit for the Board concerning 
dra+t c:•. 
thE::· 
~,,j 1C•·:~D] ,; ctlfY,s: cE··r:tt:.7·r·~-: hc\Ve no enforceablE:? a.u.dit. p!'"O\ii~;,ion 
Jrl tht:·: ,Joir,t F'owE·r-c.; p,g,~E'PITH?.nts. 
5. Re~ommendation 
SBOC should incorporate an audit provision in its Joint Powers 
reements. 
:.'!.2 ~!;!_Q£ f\cti.or.:i/Respo_nse_;_ SBOC has included enforceable audit 
provisions 1n the 1987-88 Joint Powers Agreements. A procedure 
document1ng the effective utilization of the provisions needs to 
bP developed and initiated accordingly. The target date of 
June 1988 ha~ been set to initiate this project. 
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5.3 F1nding 
BOC's ES has authorized purchases without a Purchase Order. 
5.3 Recommendation 
SBOC should adhere to SAM 3506 & 3550 guidelines concerning the 
authority, dollar value limitations, & purchasing processes • 
5.::::; SBOC Action/Response:_ SBOC written policy and procedures 
establishing the appropriate approval process and development of 
purchase order documentation, in compliance with S.A.M. 
guidelines~ will be developed by March 1988. 
'JL/7 
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F'art II 
Section ~ Systems Development 
1. Finding:The May 15, 1985, Feasibility Study Report [FSRJ 
"does not meet SAM 4921 8~ 4926 requirements" [guidelines]. 
1.1 Recommendation: SBOC management should examine all pending and 
future FSR's carefully for adherence to SAM requirements 
[guidel1nesJ so that the FSR"s can provide SBOC management with a 
basis for evaluating systems development results and performance. 
1.1 SBOC Action/Response: SBOC will develop policies and 
procedures that adhere to the guidelines in SAM 4921 & 4926.1 on 
alJ future FSR preparation, includin~ a basis for evaluating 
r·esults; and performance aga.inst anticj.pated and measurable 
obJectives. Target date for completion of the pol1cies and 
procedures js September 1988. 
1.:: IHJclin~J;hBDC d:id not pe1··fmn, RISI: ANALYSIE; prior· to the 
in,ple!mentation of tt1e 'hctim·::; o+ Crimes ['VOC~J automated system 
as requ1red by SAM 4846.4. 
l . ;_: F&>c ommer1 d c.<. t 1 on: SBDC man ag em en t $h ou 1 d ensure that R l S~:· 
?:'d·JAL'YS.!E; 1s perfonned so that any necessar·y additions ancJ/or 
chr.:<nges are initiated before c:m-y planned 'VOC systems e:-;pc:1.nsions 
at"F CO''lS der- ec:i, 
1 • :· {1cJ.J or·,·;::, /F;:t:.:_.ill_l::m~~ SBOC; wi l J pel'-+ or-m ,- i Sf: anal ysi ~"' in 
complldnce w1th SAM 4846.1. The SBOC Secur-ity Manual will contain 
'l:l·~t p C;cedtlr-E•':C us::.eci to perfonn .:mel evalLtate risk Within the SBOC 
E?liY1 l:"CJI'!iTIE'flt. Comi··JPtic!n is scr·,eduled fnr Oc:tobet- 198B. 
l.3 F1nd1ng~ SBOC has not identified and classified its sensitive 
data pe~ SAM 4846.1 ~ 2. 
1 3 Recommendation: SBOC should identify and classify sensitive 
data in the follow1ng categor-ies: 
l.Confidential 
2.Financial 
3.Essential operating data 
4.Marketable data 
1. 3 SBD.h. B£llpn/Re~nse: SBOC agr-ees, and wi 11 identify and 
classify its sensitive data in compliance with SAM 4846.1.2. 
Mor-eover, SBOC acknowledges the categories identified in the aud1~ 
report and will classjfy its data into the following categor-ies. 
=.:t. ConfJ \Jenti2.1 
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b. FinanciC~.l 
c. Essential oper-ating datC~. (data elements.that must be 
present to be accepted by the system) 
d. Mar-ketable data 
The data classification pr-ocess will be an ongoing function as 
defined within the SBOC Security Manual and the initial 
classification has an estimated completion date of Mar-ch 1988. 
1.4 Finding: SBOC did not follow SAM 5222 & 1218 which pr-ovides 
guidelines for the pr-epar-ation of Infor-mation For- Bid [IFBJ 
procur-ed ser-vices. Mor-eover, on 3 oc1 asians SBOC contr-acted 
softwar-e vendor·s /consultants and maintenance without benefit of cHI 
evaluat1on or post audit. 
].4 Recommendation: SBOC should develop policies wh1ch define 
rnirumun1 standar·ds fat· pr ect deliverables. Additionally~ 
p l1cies should also be established r-equiring all contracts to be 
evaluated at completion • 
. 4 SBOC w1ll rev1ew the guideljnes of SAM 
5222 ar1d 121E: 1r1 tern1:: of IFB' for· all futurE• contxacts. 
The policy and procedures will be developed for inclus1on 1n the 
SBOl Adm1n1strative Manual. Completion date has been set as July 
1. 5 Ft n ~. r"J: SBDC mana•;~ement eli c) not adequa.tel y mon1 tor, control, 
report progress or set backs, as outlined in SAM 4819.3 in terms 
p ect planning~ development, and evaluation • 
• 5 Recommendat:on: SBOC ES and data processing support staff 
ld be trained in SAM requirements lguidelinesJ for automat1on 
ect development and reporting. The Board should develop 
c €:::: ar;d pr ocedur·E·':::; to follow accordingly. 
1.5 t'jctl._gn/F_:_!l.~.E.fJn_Se_E_ SBOC will develop and initiC:tte 
ef ective EDP project management and report1ng processes that 
reflect responsiveness to SAM 4819.3. The SBOC Training Plan will 
consider and include the EDP Units• training needs • 
The first coordinated SBOC Training Plan has a target date of 
July~1988. 
1.6 F1nding: SBOC's cabling for the computer network was 
installed incorrectly by the electr1cal contractor.[ see SAM 
1:?18]. 
l.b Recommendation:SBOC should investigate and attempt to recover 
" E· .~< t r· "'' " c us t. so d u e to thE· f a ul t y i n s tal l at 1 on . 
1. 6 C-tc.;;!:.Ll2'J!J~J:~.2.f~.QI!SE' :. The DF' mana.qe1- is curr·entJ ',' rcv1 ev.;i ng 
".:h v<c··f. j::•E·r··fot-mec: by the· c:cmtt·-actor·· 1n qu•::?s:tion ar1d wjlJ ,::;;Js;c 
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attempt to evaluate the associated costs toward development of a 
possible refund. A report on the outcome of this effort will be 
available by February 1988. 
1.7 Finding: 
SBOC has no service contract for WANG computer equipment (SAM 
5220. 1]. 
1.7 Recommendation:SBOC should take immediate action and secure a 
maintenance contract with WANG. 
1. 7 SBOC. Action/Response: SBOC is in the process of securing an 
agreement with the WANG Vendor. The estimated completion date, 
when the contract will be forwarded to General Services for 
approval~ is January 1988. 
1.8 Fjnding: SBDC has no disaster recovery plan for the automated 
VOC system [SAM 4845.81--4846.5] 
1.8 Recommendation: SBOC should develop and implement a disaster 
1 ecover·., pl21.n. 
1.8 SBOC will develop a D1saster Recovery 
Flan to Include provisions for h21rdware replacement, alternate 
sitE' LbB.ckupJ to cor,duct pt-oduction DP workload, and provide for 
the dEvelopment and data reproduction considerations. Target 
date for completion 15 June 1988. 
L tl1r u'..:.~-::h 1. L:: Findings: These findings all per-tain to the VOC 
a. 1 CH1i<"-. f'!c.i s::.;' f.C.'fTI ;::.:ncl software, or· the periphery around the 
o~erat1on and management of the VOC automated system. More 
spe~if1cally, ~addresses lack of data integrity from software 
tha.t eecl~:; cii:!P!' cq:::>r 1 ate checks ~dot- edits. 10 addresses 
Jr1adeq ate controls that result in the possibility of duplicate 
cla::. addr'e"''Se'c"' "r-eliable prevention and dE>tt:?ctive controls 
against dup 1 i ca.te VOC payment. "; 12 addresses the need for 
procedure·s~ fat- recording warrant redeposits; 13 addresses the need 
for VOC s em to maintain discrete records of each master file 
changE'. 
1 9 thru 1.13 Recommendation: The recommendations for these 
f1nd1ngs Js that SBOC correct, develop, examine, reconstruct, 
chec , and investigate the areas addressed in the findings above. 
th[_i,..! 1.!'..) ~; S~Qh. €1£.:lL9.D.1Besponse: SBOC has i ni ti ated an anal ys,J:: 
and design project of the VOC automated system. SBOC has 
cur,~_~ .::,;c t ecJ '-'n t I, a vendor to docLtment and refine the current VOC 
automated system and to assist in the development of internal 
cc:•rdr-c:s. and c:ir;,• "edits and audits;" that <:ire appr-opr~iatE·. Thi~: .. 
cHo:·t •-,nll cLL'"·C.· J:i!-uvidE· for the:· closure o·f the aLtdit findings 
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mentioned above at implementation time. The result of this project 
w1ll include provisions for data integrity in the current and 
future VOC claims system. The plan of action details will be 
ava1lable for review in April 1988~ with ongoing development and 
implementation occurring between June 1988 and June 1989. 
1.14 Finding: SBOC does not encrypt sensitive automated files [5 
AM 4846.5] 
1.14 Recommendation: SBOC should investigate the feasibility of 
acquiring encryption software to protect automated files. 
1.14 ~BOC Action/F:esponse: SBOC will analyze and evalL\ate the 
feasiblllty of us1ng encrypt1on software for sens1tive VOC data 
after class1f1cation of sensitive data and risk analys1s has been 
completed (Finding 1.2;1.3). The study is to be completed 
1n October 198El. 
2. l FJr1d1ng: SBOC's VOC program and computer support un1t does 
nwt: i•<C• c•. rni=..sior, statemer.t. 
'~:I::lL•C ·· "-" computer s;uppur·t personnel do not have i nd i V:l dual duty 
st E·.HET,t~. CSPit·; 4CI47J or Ind].vidLial Development F'lar.s, 
,·. J F<r"c c•n,mt.~nc.1e>.t i or.:· SBOC :i.hou1 c.l c.ievel op a t'li ssi on !:tat emer.t ,, Dut 
St.stcc•rY•E'r' s c:..nci Ind1vidue.l Dt::velopment. F'lans annually. 
:. 1 SBOC's short range/long range plan w1ll 
1:.' ide thE~ basis fm- a t~~:lssion statement, includinq EDF. 
SBOC ·s management staff will develop duty statements and 
1 r,d \1 ua.l dev'E'l opmE·nt plans. ( IDF'). 
580C d1sagrees with the auditor's finding that no mission 
st ement ex1sts. SBOC considers the Annual Report to be a mission 
statement. Currently, the Data Processing staff has in place a 
m1ss1on statement, duty statements, and individual development 
plans. 
2.2 Finding: SBOC's computer support unit has insufficient 
separation of duties [SAM 4846.5] 
.2 Recommendation; SBOC management should initiate a 
orc:)cc•r, z.atior,al study to detennine t-·,ov-J best to accomplish the ta::.f 
of d veloping adequate internal controls by the separation of 
r~ 1 a~ed funct1ons or duties. 
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SDOC separat1on of duties as.; e~<ists thr-oLtghout the ager;cy is 
currently being reviewed and documented in terms of existing and 
potent1al controls. An organizational review to accomplish the 
proper internal controls through the separation of duties in the 
VOC program and the ~DP Unit will be conducted by June of 1988. 
2.3 Finding: SBOC has no formal change control process for the 
VOC automated systems [SAM 4820] 
2.3 Recommendation: SBOC should initiate a change control procesc 
to include the following: 
-Standard forms to request systems changes with appropriate 
docwnentat ion o·f r;eed and aLtthor i zati on to do so. 
Process of peer review, management review. and proof that 
c,.c.i LJUi::l.l te·:::l.J.nt;l uccur·r-ec.i be+or·E· rnplerner;tatlon on J ine. 
-Address changes to application processes. system software. 
EiS-Sl\101-dS anc! SE•LUr:tty. 
Char;g>· cDritr-oJ log should be maintalr;ed :~tr, l1st r,g o+ t·y·f'E"! 
1-, !it;!L ""·'' tn elatE- o+ thE· cl-,ange and "'-11-,u a.u.thor-J.zeu P 
~-,ar·;(;l''· 
The form and procedures Will be 
d all VOC s ems changes are requested ln 
wr:i; :: fCJt·m that t.hey pn:>viciE' Et. clt:'ar clefin]tior, n+ thE· pur-r:":.'~'" 
r: nt::·E"Li f the char-,ge. p,ddttionc:dly~ SBDC w1ll de.;elop EDF' 
~~r "'Ci E''C thc:~t CI.Od E'':OS 
1:, tt::rm t e rt:::,;ie~·i. 
~ \''.::. ·! ... t::·:FJ 1., nu(~~· .. T.:,.~-qe 
both EDP and manE~gement responslbi!ltJes 
documer·itc:ttlon~ and ct·ltet-i<C~ fw· Uie ElY' 
date for complet1on of th1s act1on lS May 
~· 4 
,, 
'r ;c.:: SF:UC. cjoF:·~'· nut I" eoui r E' bac kgr·ound ct-,ec i s. or, 1 t s 
l:, :· t:c': r-E,, "SBUL_ is opE·n to fraud by unscr upul ou:: 
ernp l o·:,;ee:=: ... ~~ 
:.4 Recommendation: SBOC should require all present employees. 
and 1n1t1 te ol1cy that all new employees. be subject to such 
J··:PCf'5. 
2.4 It has not been made clear how the lac~ 
of ~ bac~ground check necessarily leads SBOC to hiring 
"unscrupulous ernpl oyees." Howe\lel~ ~ SBOC wi 11 study the 1 ssue and 
Jnclude the results in the form of a policy directive by the 
E.:ecut.1ve Officer by June· 1988. 
2J-17 
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2.5 Finding: SBOC does not have policies and procedures for 
handling employee security breaches. SAM 4847. 
2.5 Recommendation: SBOC should develop policies and procedures 
for the handling of employees in matters of security and/or 
potential fraud. 
SBOC shoul~ provide all employees with annual training in 
secur-ity. 
2.5 SBOC Action/Response: SBOC's Data Processing Unit will 
develop guidelines for security procedures and will provide any 
necessary standards to support the security policy. This will be 
accomplished by SeRt 1988. Additionally~ the DF' Training Plan 
will include security training on an annual basis. 
2.6 lndjng:SBOC does not prepare annual training plans for 
comi•Utt::·r suppot' t emp 1 oyeps. [SAt··: 4854--4854. 4 J 
2.6 Recommendation: SBOC should devel policies and procedures 
for handling annual employee training plans. 
2.6 SBOC has init1ated a policy for 
t1 a1 r, a.ssure quality service to the St0:1.te by 
development of all of SBOCs employees through planned tra1ning 
activjties as appropriate. Moreover~ SBOC DP management will 
pr·t:,pa.,·e a.nnuEtl tt···c:<lning r.•lan,;;. for thE' DF' Unit ernployee:: in 
CC•1T1ril J ce WJ th SBDC Tr·a1 ni nt;! F'ol i cv to mef:?t c:urr·er,t and 
p BJ reqw1~ements in the area of automated systems 
d nu; SPOC's systems admin1strator has not had adequate 
r 1n telecommun1cat1ons, programming, operat1ons, systems 
a m rnslrC~tHm, et-:·d II [~.;oftwc:•r-eJ SAM 4854]. 
2.7 Recommendal1on: SBOC should develop a train1ng program to 
assurP st2te of the art capab lilies in the computer support unit. 
SBOC management will established an 
ann l training plan for the EDP Unit (see DF' 1.5). 
2. F nd1ng: SBOC does not have published standards for 
deve opment and maintenance of systems operating documentation 
per SAM4820. 
2.8 Recommendation: SBOC should develop standards ~or 
documentation of automated systems, including review, approval, 
and logging of changes in manuals. 
BBDC will develop the standards for 
Pms, includ1nq 1··e·\/lE'I'>~, <:tpprc;·.a:. 
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and logg1ng of s 
11<~' Y' l 988. 
ems changes. The target date for completion is 
2.9 Finding: SBOC does not maintain an inventory of blank or 
scratch magnetic tapes [SAM 4842J. 
2.9 Recommendation: SBOC should organize the magnetic tape 
library and maintain an inventory of the blank/scratch tapes and 
production file tapes, as needed with authorized access in a 
secure and lockable room. 
2.9 SBOC Action/Response: SBOC is de.,veloping a procedut·e and 
inventory of blank/scratch tapes and all magnetic media. 
F;nd"r'c'; SBCIC doe<::. not J .. ·,a·v'E' (::•l~ocedur·es +cw tnii'•ln·u:nninq <:H. 
HI/E•iil.DI ,: o{ the CUIT;pUt€'~1' equipment. [ 5001---5009~j 
"'.JC, f•r LnliH••C:•ncJi"•.tion: :::-;BOC should clevelop a pr-ocedt.we fo1" 
r,:_r.:'"'''c c•< ,., ir;ventCJrv a+ the compute:•r ec;uipmt::>nt. TJ-u e-f+c·•-t 
1 '.I t· c cilr,c:d .. ed w:ith DC:iS .. ·SRF Accounting Se1~vices Section. 
l 1J SBOC is dE.•'v't.">] oping a procec]urE: and a 
I c:· IJc:•·::.E ·tol' thF Jr;·.,rE-r,tot--y o+ computer equiprr,er·,t • 
. ·.. ':,cJ; rHI; SE:DC s. '-JUC ·:,ystPm pass.wor·d ma.naqE'rnEFit 1:::: Jnadequ2d .. e 
(l I; b c:.•.c:' i!p pCdlCieS 4846.2+6, 
h(--·?. ( ~mniF•r (.l t. Jon~ SE{[![: ~houJ. c:l dt·1 VE~l Clp a pa=~~v..tcJrci pcJJ 1. c·-y th21.t 
,j1 · .•.• ~. h r.q;~n~.l ~·B.<:I:"':<AJOr .. ci:::; on 2. S·cheduleci tJ;;,.o::is, dEvelopment CJ'~ 
:cr ... ' <:-•rlnurn act.eH·":• specifically designed fot .. 
I··· '·.~<::' .. 1 ...• ]:,,,:-,inc;,: !cespon·~=lt.li.1ity for- mainta1n1ng secrec·y of 
+ '• b thE:! empl orees:., 
SBOC Executive Officer is initiating a 
password protec pol1cy that requires all SBOC employees to chang~ 
passwords monthly using random characters and maintaining the 
ec of the process . 
. ·• ~- F 1 r1d 1 r1~4: SBOC has not established a procedure for handling 
hf --r·,<"···,cJpc th,=d rno-•y be required wher·, employee<::: J f.:>avP 580[ cw dtt 
·'' J 1 ·:eci t·· othe: fur,ctj ons~ unit~:: ir·, the dej::O<:i.t-tmE·r·it ,.,,her·e 'vJ[Ii. 
~· ~tPm. ~cce~s 1s not authorized. 
?JJO 
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3.2 Recommendation: SBOC should initiate a procedure that assures 
appropriate access to VOC system and any other SBOC secured 
environment. 
3.2 Act1on/Resoonse: SBOC has initiated the project of SBOC 
Security Development. The result of this effort will be the 
SBOC Security Manual that will address access of systems security, 
confidentiality and data security, physical security, and all 
ether vulnerable areas. The project outline will be developed by 
August 1988 and will contain milestones for review and updates 
on progress and management approval. Some policies and procedures 
will be initiated and implemented during the development phase of 
the project. The completion target date is April 1989. 
3.3 Finding: SBOC does not have written policy that directs 
employees to challenge improper identified v1sitors on the 
premJses of the department SAM 4845.71. 
~.0 Recommendation: SBOC should deve op written policy and 
procedures for security which includes visitor 1dentification, 
s1gn n sign out procedures that are specifically delineated in 
employee duty statements as to those employees with specif1c 
respons1b1lities in the process. 
~-~ SBOC has developed and implemented a 
ol c and procedure for a sign-in/sign-out process for visitors 
t SBOC's 8th floor offices. This is in compliance with SAM 
5.~1 gu delines concerning facilit1es security in terms of 
lSitor dentification. 
~::;. '1 
s;t t. 
LlEl46. 5. 
c.Jjng: ~:;HUC h<E> the option, but does not util1ze work 
,-estr1ction for operators on WANG VS security system. SAM 
3.4 Recommendation: SBOC should effect workstation restrictions 
as a key part of the overall security plan. 
3. 4 Act i on/Re_§,Qonse : __ SBOC agrees that a policy of workstation 
restrictions~ should be enforced. Therefore, SBOC is developing 
the procedures for work station restrictions which will also be 
included in SBOC's Security Manual. Completion date 15 January 
1q88. 
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3.5 SBOC s VOC computer system does not produce a 
system ons log, except to record l/0 errors. SAM 4846.3-5. 
3.5 R ommendat on: SBOC should develop a policy and procedure 
for maintenance of a systems operations log, includ1ng routine 
review of the log for identification of systems problems. 
3 5 SBOC"s VOC automated em has the 
facility ems operations log. The development of 
the s ems operations log will provide for the system history 
audi ails. The policy and procedure will be developed by 
June 1988. 
3.6 nding: SBOC does not proper y restrict the combination to 
the omputer room door. SAM 4846.3-5 
3.A Recommend tion: SBOC should establish a pol1c wh1ch 
I• 
J·iJE·<:-'. thE· 2.u.tho1- z2t1on cr-·Jtericc, 2.ncl ce~ (access) t thr::: 
ut f?r r 
CJI"i] · • SHDC v..Jl 
SBOC ag ees that 
C:;;i·rc.ul cl be: 1~!:-?S t r·1 c t E'Ci tc1 ;:,. th Dl' 1 ::: 
develop and document the polic 
'·' er· r oon, ac ce~:;s. 
cl e·::: nut equJ p ccHrq::·,ute·J·" roe;m door v-n. t a. :O\r rr, 
cH l (;] systE·r,;, <.<.~:: r ecc.'ITrmenclt:'c:i bji SAt': 4El-CJ.::,. I" 
SBOC should consider nstall1ng an alarm 
t E·r· t ~~~om wh 1 ch also 1 s ac:t i. vateci dur i no 
SBOC management has approved and 
e work equest to have the computer room access 
central monitoring facility. The standard b1d 
q nit ated. The completion of this proj t is 
t:< ne 1988. 
3.8 F d1ng: SBOC's WANG environmental standards for the VS300 
ccHnr•Lder S'ys ern arE· ot bei.ng ma.intained. ~5.8 
Re ommer1 at1on SBOC should acquire (temperature) record1ng 
j -~ce for the corrq:-)uter· room en\-'ironment~ ar1d r:::~~·ovic:ie stc<."r:f ,.J; 4:t 
rJi ·~· o::•cl>il ec '7·,:Jr t!:eil" U'::>€:·. ThE· c!e\rices shou.ld act a!::, trlgqer<:;;. fc:,;-
·i_l,.· c":'nJ.-·r e:•l.; pC,IA!E·r-off s.h:itch. ~=JAI'-1 4E::45.81 
., .... -, 
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3.8 SBO~ Action/Response: SBDC management has approved and 
Initiated the work order to obtain the device(s) that will 
effectively monitor and control the computer system facility 
temperature and humidity. It will also trigger the emergency 
power-~off switch. The anticipated completion date is April 1988. 
3.9 Finding: The air conditioning system for the SBOC computer 
room is not a dedicated system. 
3.9 Recommendation: SBOC management, in conjunction with the 
Office of Space Management, should confer with the building 
lessor, Heitman Properties, Inc.~ and the air conditioning 
contractor to contract for installation of a dedicated system. SAM 
4845.51 
3. q B.c;:J: i on(Re_g.>_P.QJ:!J?et The bui 1 ding manager has i ns1 sted that 
the computer room is on a separate air conditioning system and the 
current air conditioning of the computer room is adequately 
controlled. SBOC management has requested that the bu1lding 
manager provide documentation to SBDC confirming the verbal 
J n-formc:•tior1 that the· computer rocHTl is on a. separa.te air 
conditioning system. 
3.10 Finding: SBOC's computer facility has no emergency fire 
p ocedures. SAM 4845 
3. Recommenda on: SBOC should develop emergency fire procedures 
1'\Jhlch lnc1udE:~:. i::\:=::1gnt::!d respon:::1t.:.1llitie~:,, tra.1ning Cl.nd test1ng 
WJ i: i• .I;JCIJC dill':: .. 
• 10 SBOC me:magement agr·ees tr1a.t eme1··qency 
f11 e [-'!"DC:.E=ci : e:: s:.:,ou.lcl bt::~ developed and init].ated +m- the entli-E· 
e11 whjch 1ncludes the DP facil1l1es. Therefore. the SBOC 
Emergency Plan assignment will be initiate with a SBOC policy that 
will ensure that all measures of precaution and safety are taken 
for 11 SBOC employees in the event of a fire emergency. This 
project completion date is February 1988 for the policy and 
outline, and March 1988 for a complete plan. 
3.11 F1nd1ng: SBOC's computer room is not supplied with equipment 
cover· s, p 1 a:=t 1 c sheeting to protect the EDP equipment from water 
rl~maqp from overhead sprinklers • SAM 4845.81 
3.11 Recommendat1or1: SBOC management should acquire adequate 
v utecl.1un from wa.t.E:r for· :i.ts; computer equipment. Adchtic;na:lv~ 
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procedures d responsibilities should be developed and 
1mp emer1tedo 
~.11 SBOC has purchased covers to protect 
the computer equipment for water damage. 
ency procedures are being developed for SBOC, including DP. 
Target date for completion is March 1988 . 
. 12 F1nd ng SBOC does not adhere to the request of SAM 4845.81 
to restrict suppl1es of paper and other combustible materials in 
the computer room to the minimum needed. · 
3.12 Re ommendation: SBOC should restrict supplies of paper and 
other ombus i le materials to an as needed basis in the computer 
room. 
uf 
The SBOC 
supplies and paper 
1 ned in SAM 4845.81 
onputer room w1ll be cleared 
and other combust1ble 
c 
The c:y and pr- oceoux es 
SBOC does not secure the offsite storage of bac up 
t.~ "Contr2ct:eC1 Facility Ser-vicE·<;;.;" (CFS) SAI'1 48'-lt:..:::: 
nda 1on: SBOC should confer with CFS to determine a 
for torage back up f1les and implementatjon. 
SBOC has contac ed 
to d1scuss potential storage for back up 
ent1a of ut1lizing the storage perm2nently. 
omp l E,t i. c•n is:- ,J Cl_n tJar y 1 98fl. 
SBOC as not contracted for compatible back up 
fac1 1 les SAM 4846.3 
ommend 1on:SBOC should contract for the best bac~ up 
1ve recessing site. 
SBOC will initiate a study to r-esearch 
th of alternative processing sites and will 
nvee ~g feasibility of acquiring equipment that 1s 
comJ:'"''tlble vnth other- local/state agencies in terms of obt.:nnins 
f) ar,pr-oprl tt:' b,:.._cf ur• fc:\cilj_ties. Target datr? is 1•1EI.rch J 0 ElEL 
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3.15 Finding: SBOC"s VOC automated system software documentation 
is not securely controlled. SAM 4846.1 
3.15 Recommendation: SBOC's software documentat1on that are 
pertinent to only the system administrators duties should be 
maintained in the computer room. 
3.15 SBOC Action/Response: SBOC will determine the feasibility of 
moving documentation~ relating to the systems administrators 
duties only~ to the computer facility. May 1988 is the planned 
date for completion of the study. 
3.16 F1nding: SBOC's VOC automated system does not report master 
f1le changes SAM 4846.6 
3.16 F:c'comrnendation: SBOC's "update programs" should be modif1ed 
t generate a report file on master file transactions~ on line 
change~ by VOC DP staff, and posting transactions,from the SCO 
data exchange tapes,on a regular scheduled basis. 
SBOC should form a Quality Assurance Unit to perform the function 
of rev1ew1ng the transactions reports,to document and create error 
cc•rTE·ct ion transact 1 ens that need to be eye led back through the 
system for p ocessing and for the completion of and adequate audit 
tre:1il .. 
• 1 SBOC has implemented the master f1le 
l·e~nuc· logg1nq procE.'!.'S. SBOC:: w ll develop policle!:'; and proce~dures, 
tu eitect~vel~ process and review the master file ch?nges. The 
pol1c~ and procedures oevelopment is in process. The date for 
~.~t1u~' of the log~p.ng pr·oc:.::ss~. 1s set for Apr·il 1988. 
DDcumentation 
4.1 Find ng: SBOC's VOC automated system has inadequate 
documentatlon. Page 64 thru 66 of the audit report of findings and 
recommendat1ons 1dentifies and details the areas that past audit 
reports have def1ned as needing documentation. Moreover, the 
ab1lities to trace the source of system errors, training of new 
employees and the enforcement of standards of system operations 
cannot be addressed properly without comprehensive documentation. 
•ec1f c areas prov1ded in the audit report are as follows: 
-Systems Def1n1t1on 
-Computer Programs 
t,., F·l t:'·r at i uns 
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-User F'r edures 
-Da\t m1n1 at on 
-Change Contr-ol 
men Inventory' 
a 1 1tions for each of the recommended areas as 
above are p ov ded in the audit report. 
Recommend SBOC should provide comprehensive 
acumentat on of the VOC em as requested in prior and 1987 
audit eport. 
4.1 SBOC has contracted with a vendor to 
document the VOC automated system. A target date of May 1988 has 
been estab 1shed. Computer documentation has an estimated 
complet on ate of July 1988. User and data administration 
documen ation has an estimated comp etion date of December 1988. 
ChangE con ro s addressed 1n response DP 2.3, and equ1pment 
i r. t J n r·e<::,p se DF' 2. 10. 
::'!. 1 
cl E·g r riCi 
SBOC's VOC automated s em conta ns 1 ncomp] &te· <:1nd 
new soft~-<Jare on"}J. ie" dE•.ta. attSE-!d b the test1nq ot 
ion SBOC should correct e ist1ng data errors. 
be nect-:.?ssa.ry to design and develop ar• "e cept" Dn 
pt-oqr-c:un to scan all 'JOC. re·ccwds: [dc:.t,3J i a.-
and/or invalid records, the correct~on should 
SBOC has initiated the project to 
tc;, base of the VOC sys.teiT,. TzH-get d21.te: 
A F T SBOC response. 
ecut1vE Officer-
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